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Covered the period beginning October 1, 2013 

Ending December 31, 2013 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the M-F and Sunday 7am Morning Newscasts and the 

rebroadcast of the daily KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Sunday, 

ranging in length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the M-F 4pm and M-Sunday 9pm Newscasts ranging in 

length of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F & Sunday  7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 4pm   M-F   4:00-4:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News @ 9pm   M-F   9:00-9:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Brett & Sierra Show  M-F   4:30-5:00pm  repeats 1:00am 

This is a locally produced  show hosted by Brett Harris and Sierra Scott who highlight local events, 

entertainment, shopping, dining, arts and fun things to do with family and friends in Wichita and across 

Kansas. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays August - May 11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH. This is a locally produced live 

news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue responsive 

program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

AG am in Kansas   Monday-Friday   6:00-6:30pm 

AG am in Kansas is the only locally produced half-hour agriculture show on television in the state of 

Kansas.  At AG am in Kansas, the on-going mission is to tell Good News stories about the people, places 

and things relating to Agriculture in Kansas.  Kansas farmers and ranchers provide food to people 

worldwide while taking great care of the animals and land entrusted to them. The show is produced in 

coordination with Kansas State University's Research and the Extension Department. 

 

AgDay    Monday-Friday  6:30-7:00pm 

AgDay is a syndicated daily half-hour television program presented in magazine format focusing on 

agriculture news, agribusiness, and country living. It is hosted by Clinton Griffiths. 

 

Face The Nation Page 2  Sunday   10:00am 

The second half hour of the weekly CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international 

issues. 

 

The Weekend Crew  Sunday   6:30pm 



 

 

Locally produced program focusing on the best things about Wichita and Kansas. Discover great places to 

eat, exciting events in the community, the best new movies and local stories with the hottest deals.. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F & Sunday 7:00 – 9:00am 

 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also has advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self improvement.  This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tips and Tulips - Once a month Monday gardening segment with Marty Johnson. 

  

Ask Dentist -  Once a month Monday dental segment. 

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs come in with easy recipes and/or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills.  They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 

 

Pet of the Week - Friday 

Caring Hands Humane Society brings their pet of the week that is up for adoption. 



 

 

 

Features in Newscasts Monday – Friday  4:00 – 4:30pm 
 

Klose-Up:  Topical interview segments about topics/issues in the community.  Cindy 

Klose interviews the newsmakers. 2-3 times a week. 

 

Talk Now:  Daily segment that poses a question to the viewers on Facebook/Twitter.  

Comments used on the air, in a crawl and fullscreens. 

 

Work It Out:  Weekly segment with Jenn Bates featuring a new workout, exercise trends, 

interviews with trainers etc. 

 

The Playlist:  Biweekly segment with Emily Deaver.  Once a week she talks about new 

albums, music news etc.  The other day she features a local (or visiting) musician (in 

coordination with the morning's Listen-Up segment) 

 

The Reel:  Weekly segment with Shane Konicki, featuring preview or review of 

upcoming or now playing movie. 



 

 

 

 

Features in Newscasts Mon – Sunday 9:00-9:30pm 

 

Daily FactFinders: Different topics every day 

 

Consumer Alert:  Segment that warns of scams, 2-3 times a week.   

 

Roger That: Roger Cornish gives a unique take on quirky people and entertaining stories 

that get our attention. 

 

 



 

 

KWCH 12 NOVEMBER SWEEPS 2013 PLAN 

 

OLD TOWN SAFETY – FF12 INVESTIGATORS – SCHWANKE/GORDON – OCT. 31 – 

WEB:  Interactive map of all bars in Old Town, click on bar and see how many times police have been 

called and what type of call from 2010-2013.  Map will appear on same page as story. We also have a 

spreadsheet of Bricktown crime stats month by month from 2013 that can be a related PFD link. 

SURVEY USA 

After a deadly shooting in Old Town, we look at similar cities with entertainment districts and how they 

control crime.  We go to Bricktown in OKC and talk with police about how they keep that entertainment 

district safe.  They say WPD has contacted them to discuss ideas.  Ideas for web elements:  crime 

comparison with Wichita, OKC, Omaha.  Interactive map with all bars in Old Town on how number of 

police calls. 

MASSAGE PARLORS UNREGULATED – FF12 INVESTIGATORS – HEAP/DECKER – NOV. 24 –

Recent federal court case involving man who was prosecuted for running prostitutes out of massage parlor.  

He was quoted in the court case saying he deliberately chose Wichita because of lack of regulations.  We 

did a KORA request and found the City of Wichita has never cited a massage parlor even though there are 

laws on the books.  Off the record – detective told us they were instructed NOT to enforce regulations.  We 

now have city paperwork which documents this. 

 

A BETTER DMV - FF INVESTIGATORS – SCHWANKE/GORDON (2 PART) – NOV. 4 & 5 

WEB: Top five things to do to speed up your wait time (art graphic), link to text alert, what to bring, other 

DMV stories on same page 

SURVEY USA 

Long lines, waiting for hours, computer problems and outraged citizens.  The Kansas DMV has been 

plagued with problems since switching to a new computer program more than a year ago.  We investigate 

the problems and hold the state accountable for this failed system.  We are trying to find another state that 

has a successful system in place or privatized to see how they do it. 

 DEGREE OF DEBT -  KLOSE/TAYLOR – NOV. 21 

WEB:  College cost calculator (digital team will find wiget), list of top five high-paying jobs without a 

college degree (art graphic), solicit pics ahead of time (Nov. 18
th

 on FB and on-air) from people with how 

much they owe in college debt (photo gallery)  Start with a few volunteers to show how it’s done. 

SURVEY USA 

Kansas is once again raising college tuition and fees.  Student loan rates are going up.  College grads can't 

find jobs.  Is the cost of college really worth it these days?   Some technical schools say no.  Local tech 

schools say not everyone should go to a traditional four year school.  They can't get enough students in tech 

programs for high-paying careers.  Let's show parents ways to calculate whether that education is worth it. 

 BEFORE YOU PAY - FF INVESTIGATORS – HEAP/TAYLOR – NOV. 14, last shoot Oct. 23/24 

Most people don't know you can negotiate your doctor or hospital bill...even when you have insurance!  We 

give you the secrets of what to ask and how to cut your bill. 

WEB:   Top five ways to negotiate your healthcare bill (interactive graphic?) 

SURVEY USA 

 RURAL HEALTHCARE – SEABROOK/SCHUNN – NOV. 18, 19 and 20  

A realistic look at how difficult it is to get doctors in rural Kansas.  Many communities offer to pay all 

student loans, offer big six-figure salaries and lots of perks to attract physicians.  Why these communities 

say the price is worth it and what they'll do without. 

 WIRED FOR SCAMS - FF INVESTIGATORS – SCHEFFLER/MCMULLEN – NOV. 11 & NOV. 12 

WEB: Warning signs?  Brain games?  Interactive graphic of brain and functions.  

PHONE BANK 

COVER IT LIVE BLOG WITH MELISSA AND BBB NEXT DAY 

For years, we believed older people fall for scams because they were lonely or gullible.  But now, 

researchers have found a certain part of the brain actually wears down.  The result is people are less able to 

detect misleading information.  We want to scientifically show this change in the brain.  Our target 

audience is adults who could look for these signs in their senior parents. 

 

DIW LINEUP – SCHEFFLER 



 

 

Smart PJs– OCT. 30 

Still looking for a Halloween-related product 

 

Tattoo removal – NOV. 6 

Ways to removal tattoos 

 

Stick-N-Find – NOV. 13 

Small disc that you place on an object and uses app to find it. 

Cold Fire – NOV. 20 

Fire extinguisher claims to put out any fire faster, safer and with less damage to property.  Thanksgiving 

cooking/fire tie-in. 

Rust-Oleum NeverWet Liquid Repellant  – NOV. 27 

Product claims to make anything waterproof 

 



 

 

CRIME 
 

10/1/13  7am 

In our crime watch  we'll learn more about a body found along a sedgwick county road today. Sedgwick 

county sheriff investigators will update us at today's daily briefing. A man walking his dog, found the body 

of deandre freeman monday morning... Near 77th and north oliver. Investigators have not said how freeman 

died... But they are treating the case as a homicide. They are asking anyone with information to contact 

them. 

 

10/3/13  4pm 

In the crime watch.... Wichita police find two toddlers wandering around near downtown---while 

investigators say their mother is passed out. It happened wednesday on east 2nd street north and i-135 

police say the one and two year olds were crying in dirty diapers and unsupervised they found 3 adults in a 

nearby home passed out - we don't know how they're related to the kids.  They were arrested on several 

felony drug charges (the children's 21-year old mother was not arrested) the toddlers were taken into 

protective custody -  police are investigating this as a child endangerment case. 

 

10/4/13  9pm 

There's new information detailing a deadly house fire in Hutchinson.14-year old Sam Vonachen is accused 

of setting the fire.Court documents say... He poured gasoline throughout the house.. Twice. He then waited 

until his family was in bed before pouring more gasoline in doorways and the stairway to trap them. 

Vonachen's mother and 11-year old sister died in the fire His father survived and says he is afraid of his 

son. Prosecutors want to try Vonachen as an adult. 

 

10/5/13  9pm 

This man is serving a hard-50 prison sentence, now he's been convicted of trying to kill a guard at the 

hutchinson correctional facility. The new sentence will keep dajuan wilkerson in prison an extra 22 years. 

He's also spent the last three years in solitary confinement because of the 2010 attack. 

 

10/6/13  7am 

This man is serving a hard-50 prison sentence.... Now he's been convicted of trying to kill a guard at the 

hutchinson correctional facility. The new sentence will keep dajuan wilkerson in prison an extra 22 years. 

He's also spent the last three years in solitary confinement because of the 2010 attack. 

 

10/9/13  9pm 

Wichita police are looking for this man. He is wanted in connection with a robbery at a wichita intrust bank 

branch. It happened this afternoon at a south wichita dillons. Police say, the man walked into the store and 

handed a teller a note demanding money. The teller gave the man the money and he left. Surveillance video 

shows the man leaving the parking lot in a dark colored vehicle. He is described as a white man in his 40's. 

We was last seen wearing a ball cap and dark jacket. He had a goatee and a mustache. If you see this man, 

or have any information about the robbery, you are asked to call 9-1-1. 

 

10/10/13  7am 

Head to our facebook page this morning and share this picture it's the man wichita police say robbed a 

intrust bank inside a dillons on wednesday police say, the man walked into the store at 31st and seneca and 

handed a teller a note demanding money. Surveillance video shows the man leaving the parking lot in a 

dark colored vehicle. 

 

10/13/13  7am 

New this morning... Police in great bend are on the lookout for a large, white s-u-v... After a hit and run 

accident on a highway. That accident happened around 8 o'clock last night... On highway by-pass 2-81  a 

driver struck a woman walking in the area... Then took off northbound. That woman was taken to great 

bend regional hospital in critical condition.  If you have any information on this case, you're asked to 

contact great bend police. 

 



 

 

 

10/14/13  8am 

Someone shoots through the door of a home with two children inside, ..  The kids were not hurt, .. But a 23 

year old man is. He went to the hospital in critical condition. It happened just after 11:30 sunday night at 

9th and greenwich. Police say someone shot through a door. The two children are now with relatives. No 

one has been arrested. Police say the man is a known gang member.  

 

10/16/13  9pm 

Police in caldwell are looking for a man they say tried luring a girl into his car. It happened this morning.  

Police say, a 9-year old girl was on her way to school. That's when she says, a man pointed a gun at her 

demending she get into his car. The girl ran away and told a teacher what happened. The man is described 

as black... In his 40's with a skinny build he has hair on the sides of his head and last seen driving a car with 

damage to the passenger side  if you have any information, you are asked to contact police. 

 

10/17/13  7am 

We are continuing to follow the shooting of kevin welsh. he was shot last night. welsh was wanted in 

connection to two murders and an attempted murder. tune in to k-s-c-w for live updates... 

 

10/19/13  9pm 

A man and woman are behind bars after a fight over a stolen car turns violent. Police were called to the 21-

hundred block of south oliver around seven last night. They say two people got into an argument... Then 

one person fired shots into a house. No one was hurt. 

 

10/20/13  7am 

New this morning... A wichita shooting leaves one person with serious injuries. We're told there was a 

party in the 800 block of s. Erie... When 4 to 6 people showed up uninvited. A fight broke out... And one of 

the suspects pulled out a gun. Eyewitnesses say they heard three to four gunshots. And saw people fleeing 

the scene as police arrived. Police tell us the bullet grazed the man's head... And he is suppose to make a 

full recovery. So far no arrests have been made. 

 

10/23/13  9pm 

He is described as a cult leader, now a new trial date has been set for a valley center man. Daniel perez is 

accused of murder.. Rape.. And fraud. He was arrested in 2012. He is charged with the 2003 death of 

patricia hughes.  A coroner initially ruled her death an accidental drowning. However, witnesses have since 

come forward saying perez planned her death to get an insurance payout  perez is also charged with 

sexually assaulting 2 girls under the age of 15. The girls lived at the group's compound in valley center. If 

convicted on all charges... Perez could face life in prison. 

 

10/24/13  7am 

deputies are investigating *another purse theft at sedgwick county park... investigators say someone broke a 

window in a parked s-u-v... And took a purse left inside. Last week we told you about six similar thefts 

there... Deputies remind you... Only bring things you *absolutely need to the park... and keep them out of 

sight. 

 

10/25/13  9pm 

   A former wichita school teacher is fined for bringing a gun to school. Dan nagel was found guilty today 

of a misdemeanor.  Witnesses say, nagel began carrying a 9 millimeter pistol to school after the shooting at 

sandy hook elementary in connecticut.   He was fired in july.  Today, he was ordered to pay a 200-dollar 

fine.  Nagel has a conceal carry permit.  However, guns are not allowed on wichita campuses even with the 

permit. 

 

10/26/13  9pm 

  A wichita woman is in jail, charged with attempted murder involving this shooting in south wichita.  it 

happened two weeks ago on the 200 block of south holyoke. That's where a neighbor heard a man 

screaming for help, and called police.  When officers got there, they found THE man with multiple gun 



 

 

shot wounds.  On friday, officers arrested a 22-year old woman  She's currently being held on a 250-

thousand dollar bond. 

 

10/27/13  9pm 

  Police are still searching for suspects after a  liquor store was broken into..in the 29-hundred block of west 

central.  They arrested a 18 year old and 19 year old but say two ssuspcts are still at large.  Police say four 

men total robbed the store.. And two were caught when they went back to steal more.  They're charged with 

burglary and theft. 

 

10/28/13  7am 

  New this morning,  a man is in critical condition after he's shot in the leg. Police say he was standing in 

the street near 24th and hood when someone drove by and fired the shots.  The man's roommate took him to 

the hospital.  No one has been arrested. 

 

10/29/13  4pm 

A  wichita restaurant is robbed at gunpoint, with customers inside -- and we have the video of what 

happened.  Take a look.  You can see two masked men hanging out near the back door of the bella luna 

restaurant on east central. This was just before 8:30 last night.  Both men then go inside, order the staff on 

the floor - and force the manager to open the safe.  All the while, customers are eating in the dining room - 

but they don't know what is happening in the back kitchen.  Now the restaurant is making changes to 

prevent this from happening again.   The suspects got away with a small amount of cash.  Anne meyer talks 

to the workers who were held at gunpoint tonight at five. 

 

10/31/13  8am 

Finding a solution to violence in old town. It's now been more than a month since this scene where one 

person was killed and six others were hurt.  A shooter, who still hasn't been caught, opened fire on a crowd 

as bars released.  Since then police have reached out to other departments for advice.  One city that they are 

looking to...is oklahoma city.  Bricktown there is a bit larger, but very similar to wichita's old town.  

Factfinder 12 investigator michael schwanke wanted to see how it works there.  Violent crime in bricktown 

is low and shootings rarely happen, so how do they do it?  They shared their solution.  You can see 

michael's special " crimewatch: old town" tonight at ten, he gets a rare look behind the scenes of oklahoma 

city's bricktown enforcement and the advice they have for wichita. 

 

11/1/13  7am 

  Wichita police say they have the man who robbed the bank inside this store twice, here's surveillance 

pictures from both robberies.  Police say william callison robbed the bank at 31st and seneca on october 

9th.  Then went back this week and it again. 

 

11/2/13  9pm 

  A sedgwick county judge will not dismiss a protection from stalking order against an anti-abortion activist 

- accused of threatening the woman who runs a wichita women's clinic. Pastor mark holick of spirit one 

ministries recently asked the judge to dismiss the protection order.  Holick is accused of organizing a 

protest outside of julie burkhardt's home last year. Burkhardt runs the south wind women's center, which 

does provide abortion services.  She says holick handed out fliers with her home address on them and urged 

other anti-abortion activists to show up at her home. The ruling means the case will not move on to trial. 

 

11/3/13  9pm 

  Covering the nation,  now to the latest on the shootings at l-a-x.   The suspect remains under sedation with 

multiple gunshot wounds and is unable to speak.  Police want to know if he acted alone. Teresa garcia has 

the latest. A large flower arrangement pays tribute to the shooting victims at los angeles international 

airport.  Terminal 3 is open again as investigators try to determine why shooting suspect paul ciancia had a 

beef against the tsa.  Police found a note in his duffel bag saying he wanted to kill multiple tsa agents, but 

so far the fbi has not found evidence of any previous run-ins ciancia may have had with the agency.  He 

never applied for a job with the tsa. Texas congressman michael mccaul believes mental illness played a 

role. Ciancia is charged with first degree murder and other crimes in friday's shooting.   One tsa officer was 

killed and three other people were wounded including two tsa agents. Lawmakers are now calling for a 



 

 

review of airport security across the nation. One traveler told cbs news sunday….ciancia was very calm 

before the shooting and looked like just another passenger. Teresa garcia, cbs news, los angeles    

 

11/5/13  9pm 

  A harvey county man catches someone who tried to steal his motorcycle... With a camera he hid in his 

garage.  While chris deschner decided not to press charges... He feels his 79 dollars was well spent.  He 

bought the camera a few weeks ago after noticing a tail-light stolen from his cycle.  He put it up in a 

corner... And took these photos of the suspect.  Deschner says the detail was so good... He spotted the 

suspect the next day at a gas station... Wearing the same clothes.  The harvey co. Sheriff's office and the 

newton police department are so impressed with the quality of the camera, .. The departments have decided 

to buy some of their own. 

 

11/6/13  9pm 

   Sheriff's deputies in western kansas are investigating what happened when a man approached a boy on his 

way to school in ulysses (u-liss-is).  The grant county sheriff says... The man was driving a white van when 

he offered a ride to the boy headed to kepley middle school.  The boy ran away. Officers searched for the 

van and driver, but they didn't find anything.   The school sent a text message to parents about the incident. 

 

11/7/13  4pm 

  In the crime watch -- Wichita police arrest this man in connection with a deadly shooting. They say 23 

year old Alexander Rivas shot and killed a man over money.  Police worked the shooting Wednesday 

morning in the 1800 block of north broadway.  Officers found 23-year-old Eric Salazar with a gunshot 

wound...he later died at the hospital.  Rivas has not been charged.  Police are expected to present their case 

on him to the district attorney's office tomorrow. 

 

11/8/13  7am 

New this morning, a hodgeman county man is sentenced to life in prison without the possiblity of parole for 

25 years after being convicted of child sex crimes.  44-year-old douglas peterman was found guilty last 

month of three counts of aggravated indecent liberties with a child.  The crimes were committed between 

august 2010 and april of 2012. 

 

11/10/13  10pm 

We begin with an un-solved crash on kellogg.  A driver rolls his s-u-v.  But before police get there - he and 

a passenger take off. Tonight anne meyer talks to a witness who saw it happened  - who says both are lucky 

to be alive, anne. Mike - it was just after two this morning.  Crystal wiley was driving home when she saw 

the s-u-v roll over about in front of her.  That was scary enough.  Next thing she knows - everyone is gone. 

Take a look at these pictures of an s-u-v on it's top in the middle of kellogg.  Crystal wiley took them after 

police got to the scene.  She believes the s-u-v was clipped by one of two trucks - that seemed to be racing 

each other on the highway. She says the black truck took off, but the red truck stopped and helped get the s-

u-v driver out.  Then they all left together in the red truck. Wiley waited to give a statement to officers.  

During the clean-up - someone else hit a police van that was helping to block traffic on kellogg. Officers 

arrested that man - and charged him with driving under the influence.  But they never found anyone 

connected to the s-u-v in the first crash, detectives have that vehicle's license plate and it's vin - and are 

using those to try to track down the owner.  

     

11/12/13  9pm 

  In our crime watch tonight.   Wichita police are looking for 2 men who beat a man with a baseball bat.  

The man says, the two opened his door, walked inside and hit him repeatedly.  The victim has some broken 

ribs and teeth.  The attackers got away with 20 dollars and his credit cards.  The man says, he doesn't know 

the robbers.  Police have a vague description . 

 

 

 

11/13/13  8am 

   A former wichita state students admits to secretly videotapping his roommates while they were in the 

shower in their dorm.  Twenty one year old keanan daniel smith pleaded guilty to three counts of breach of 



 

 

privacy.  As par tof the plea bargain...two counts of sexual exploitation of a child were dismissed.  Smith 

will have to register as a sex offender after he admitted his actions were sexually  motivated. 

 

11/14/13  9pm 

  In our crime watch tonight, Wichita police say, wednesday's deadly shooting was the result of an 

attempted robbery.   1 man was killed.  2 others were hurt.  It started in the 14-hundred block of north 

holyoke.  Police say, 4 men went to the home to rob it... That's where there was an exchange of gunfire 

with the victim.  A man from arkansas was found dead inside the home.  Two suspects... Both suspected 

gang members... Were injured and remain under guard in the hospital.  Police are still searching for the 

other two men. 

 

11/15/13  7am 

police want to know who made a series of bomb threats at stores across Kansas thursday.  They include two 

k-mart stores and a walgreens in Wichita.  police say there were similar threats at k-mart stores in salina 

and manhattan.  Stores were evacuated while police searched the buildings.  No bombs were found. 

 

11/16/13  9pm 

Also in the crime watch,  Wichita police arrest a man for murder - in connection with a shooting on north 

Holyoke earlier this week.  One man died during a robbery attempt wednesday afternoon.   Officers found 

two other men shot, and say they were involved in the robbery, along with two others.  Last night - officers 

arrested a 20 year old man who was recovering at wesley medical center.  He's being held on a 500-

thousand dollar bond...    Police are still looking for the two other suspects. 

 

11/17/13  9pm 

Continuing coverage on a fatal shooting in Valley Center. Where investigators were back on the scene.  On 

friday roger and mellisa bluml were shot inside their home.  Melissa died saturday.  Meanwhile... 

Investigators have yet to make an arrest.  Investigators spent sunday afternoon searching for clues... 

Outside the home of roger and melissa bluml.  They first arrived on the scene friday night.  That's when 

they found the couple - shot inside their home. Emergency crews rushed the couple to wesley medical 

center in wichita.  On saturday melissa died from her wounds.  The sedgwick county sheriff's department is 

in charge of the investigation.  But so far no suspect - or suspect description.  But investigators are asking 

for your help making an arrest.  On sunday family members held a private mass at the bluml's church. The 

bluml's priest didn't want to talk on camera - but says both roger and melissa were very involved in the 

church... And says 'this is a tough time for everyone involved." Melissa Bluml worked as vice president at 

chisolm trail state bank in Park City. 

 

11/18/13  7am 

 One man is dead, another in custody - after a shooting in south Wichita.  it happened just before 7-30 

sunday night at a gas station at harry and hydraulic.  police got the the scene within minutes, and found a 

man with critical injuries.  he was rushed to the hospital, where he later died.  officers found a person of 

interest a few blocks away.  he was taken into custody for questioning.  several customers were inside and 

outside the store during the shooting.  here's how one eyewitness described what happened.  investigators 

have not released the victims name, or said anything about a motive in the shooting.  We hope to learn 

more about that during a police briefing later this morning. 

 

11/19/13  4pm 

Continuing the crime watch, Wichita police are called to southeast high to break up a fight during lunch 

today.  Police say an argument turned violent...and one girl was punched in the face.  Officers brought the 

fight under control.  Six students were taken into custody...they were arrested for disorderly conduct.  More 

students could be arrested. 

      

 

11/20/13  8am 

We hope to learn new information about a deadly shooting in northern Sedgwick County.  The Sedgwick 

County sheriff has scheduled a media briefing for this morning.  We know melissa and Roger Bluml were 

shot friday.  Melissa died saturday.  Roger's still in the hospital. Deputies searched north of Chisholm 



 

 

Creek park Tuesday.  The park is eleven miles straight south of the Bluml's home. Deputies won't say what 

they're searching for in the area and also won't tell us if the search is connected the shooting.   We did see 

divers searching the park's pond. 

 

11/21/13  7am 

  A kansas state student is found dead inside a parked car on campus. The body was found around 10:30 

last night.   The car was in a residence hall parking lot.  A k-state spokesperson says police don't suspect 

any foul play. The student's name has not been released. 

 

11/24/13  10pm 

Wichita police are also looking for two men who robbed a man. In his house, Police say the two men who 

were armed got in through the window of a house which is on the  100 block of north green just before 2-

30 this morning.  They demanded money and left with electronics and the man's wallet.  No one was hurt. 

 

11/25/13  7am 

  An open window leads to an armed robbery in the 100 block of north green. Police say the men broke in 

through a window just before 2-30 sunday morning... Then robbed a man inside at gunpoint. They got away 

with electronics and the man's wallet. Police are still looking for the suspects. 

 

11/27/13  9pm 

   An augusta woman accused of killing her brother will go to trail. A judge decided today, there was 

enough evidence against susan may.  Prosecutors say, may shot and killed her brother richard her-aye-suh, 

then buried his body in her back yard.  His body was found a month later.  May's daughter nicole testified 

during today's hearing.  Investigators say, she was at the house at the time of the shooting.  She describes 

her uncle as alcoholic and abusive.  May is scheduled to appear back in court in january. 

 

11/28/13  7am 

  Police have found a car possibly involved in a weekend hit and run.  2 brothers were hurt in the accident.  

They were hit from behind on east 12-th street saturday.  Police found the vehicle yesterday afternoon, 

following a tip from the public. They have also identified a person of interest in the case. 

 

11/30/13  7am 

A fire guts a south wichita apartment building - with eight people inside.  Everyone got out okay. Police tell 

us this blaze was intentionally set - during a domestic dispute.  That's why they arrested a man's ex-wife.  

Jade degood talked to a neighbor - who heard the fight, and then saw smoke coming from the second floor.  

 

12/1/13  9pm 

A fire guts a south wichita apartment building - with eight people inside.  Everyone got out okay.  Police 

tell us this blaze was intentionally set - during a domestic dispute. That's why they arrested a man's ex-wife.  

Jade degood talked to a neighbor - who heard the fight, and then saw smoke coming from the second floor. 

The fire started as kyle fredricks was getting ready for bed.  He lives next door... But knows this home... 

Turned into three apartments... Well.  He tells eyewitness news the people who were on the second floor 

where the fire started were arguing.  Wichita police say it was a 51-year-old woman... Fighting with her ex-

husband.   She started the fire when she was leaving. The woman was booked on 8 counts of aggravated 

arson.  Police say all 8 victims of the fire were able to escape without injury.  In wichita... Jade degood... 

Eyewitness news. The red cross was called in - to help those who are now homeless because of the fire. 

 

12/2/13  4pm 

  New at four, Wichita Police are investigating a woman's death after her body was found in the river.  A 

witness called 9-1-1 after finding a body near 8th and Waco this afternoon.  Officers arrived to find the 

woman not breathing.   Police say the woman was in her 20s...her name has not been released.  

Investigators do not suspect foul play. 

 

12/3/13  7am 

Now the latest from kansas city, where it could be six weeks before we know how a man found in 

arrowhead stadium's parking lot died.  Investigators found no obvious signs of trauma to kyle vanwinkle's 



 

 

body.  Police found vanwinkle on the ground during sunday's chiefs-broncos game... While responding to a 

fight.  Three people were taken in for questioning, but all were released. 

 

12/4/13  8am 

David Bennett junior....the man charged with capital murder in a quadruple homicide...will be in court 

today. Bennett has also been charged with rape and criminal threat. Camie jo umbarger and her three young 

children were killed were killed in parsons late last month. Bennett is expected in court at 2 in oswego.  

He's currently being held on $5 million dollars bond.  If convicted he could face either the death penalty or 

life in prison with no chance of parole.  K-w-c-h will have a crew there and bring you the latest tonight. 

 

12/5/13  7am 

  David Bennett junior appears in court to hear the charges filed against him. He's charged with capital 

murder in the death of cami umbarger and her three children.  Bennett remains in custody on a five million 

dollar bond.  His next court appearance is scheduled for the middle of next month. 

 

12/6/13  8am 

  New this morning,  a group of conterfeiters passing phony payroll checks is costing garden city 

businesses.  The garden City Police Department says two pawn shops have lost more than 18-thousand 

dollars each.  Business owners say it's a tough time of year to be hit by scammers. Police say.... The group 

of men and woman pretend to be employees of "Southwest Plains Dairy."  They cash checks with numbers 

1600 and up... Labeled on them.  Officials are asking the public to be on the look-out for a white Pontiac 

Sports Utility Vehicle and a Newer model red jeep with an unknown plate number. 

 

12/9/13  4pm 

Crimestoppers paired with Kansas Highway Patrol to hold a media briefing today about a deadly hit AND 

run that happened last month.  The accident killed 39 year old scott burton....a tow truck driver..... while he 

was securing a bus to a tractor trailer on u-s 50. They are now offering up to 35 hundred dollars to the 

person who helps solve this crime.    Investigators have no witnesses or suspects. 

 

12/10/13  9pm 

   Wichita police are investigating a possible arson case.  Fire crews were called to a four-plex at harry and 

oliver last night.   Investigators say, the fire was intentionally set.  They say, it started in the basement and 

caused about 50-thousand dollars in damage.  No one was hurt.  Anyone with information about the case is 

asked to contact police. 

 

12/12/13  8am 

  A man is stabbed overnight at an east wichita club. It's new this morning.  Two men got into a fight in the 

club rodeo parking lot at 11-45 wednesday night.. When one pulled out a knife.  Wichita police say that's 

when the man stabbed the victim in the chest.  He was taken in serious condition to a wichita hospital.  

Police arrested the suspect.  No one else was hurt.  

 

12/13/13  7am 

  A family is fine... After a car crashes into their home.  It's new this morning.  Police think a speeding 

driver lost control and slammed the car into the home near mount vernon and santa fe.  Investigators say 

the driver and a passenger left the scene before officers arrived. 

 

12/14/13  9pm 

Continuing the crime watch tonight, this bank on south broadway was robbed at gunpoint this morning - 

police are still looking for the suspect.  Officers say the man went into the valley state bank with a 

handgun, ordered workers to the floor and left with cash. He drove away in an older model grey ford focus. 

 

12/15/13  9pm 

  In the "crime watch" tonight, Goddard officers fired shots at two suspects... When they nearly hit an 

officer with their car.  It started around 11 last night.  Police say... An officer on patrol noticed a gate open 

at a storage unit... On kellogg and south 199-th street west. Police say... The officer approached the man 

and woman inside. They tried to drive off... Hitting a police car and nearly hitting an officer.  That's when 



 

 

officers fired shots.  The chase ended near central and 151-st west. The two people in the car were arrested.  

No one was hurt. 

 

12/16/13  4pm 

  Trial is set to start tomorrow... For a man charged with shooting a butler county sheriff's deputy. Jan tracy 

kilbourne... Appeared in court for a hearing this afternoon. He's charged with attempted capital murder... In 

the shooting of a deputy during a traffic stop.  Authorities searched for him for days... Before he was found 

at a home in wichita. During today's hearing, prosecutors said any plea deals discussed are now off the 

table. Kilbourne's trial is set to begin tomorrow morning. 

 

12/17/13  8am 

  The man accused of shooting a butler county sheriff's deputy goes to trial today.  Jan tracy kilbourne is 

charged with attempted capital murder.  Prosecutors say he shot a deputy over labor day weekend during a 

traffic stop.  The trial is set to begin this morning at nine... In butler county. 

 

12/18/13  9pm 

New at nine,  attorneys for a hutchinson teen charged with starting a deadly fire... File two new motions in 

the case.  One motion is for an independent evaluation of 14-year-old sam vonachen.  The other is a motion 

to determine his competency to stand trial.  A judge will hear the motions next month during a closed 

hearing.  Prosecutors say vonachen set the september fire that killed his mother and sister. 

 

12/19/13  8am 

  Terry loewen has been indicted in that plan to blow up the wichita airport using a car bomb.  A federal 

grand jury reviewed evidence against him wednesday and returned three charges.. Including the attempted 

use of a weapon of mass destruction.  Investigators say the bombing was supposed to happen last friday at 

the airport.  They say loewen was arrested there with a van full of dumy explosives. 

 

12/20/13  7am 

  A guilty verdict in the trial of jan tracy kilbourne.  He was convicted of attempted second degree thursday 

in the shooting of a butler county sheriff's deputy. That's a lesser charge than attempted "capital" murder.  

The shooting led to a four-day manhunt for kilbourne in september.  He'll be sentenced in february. 

 

12/21/13  9pm 

  New at nine,  sedgwick county sheriff jeff easter confirms tonight - that roger bluml has died, bluml and 

his wife, Melissa, were shot at their valley center home last month,  melissa died of her injuries that night. 

Since then, the bluml's adoptive son tony - his biological mother and two of his high school friends were 

arrested in the case - and charged with murder, robbery and aggravated burglary.  Sheriff easter says his 

office will meet with the district attorney on monday, to see if their charges will be amended  - in light of 

roger bluml's death. 

 

12/22/13  9pm 

In the crime watch,  police are looking for a man who stole prescription drugs from a south wichita 

pharmacy.  Police say the suspect walked into the walgreens in the 31-hundred block of south seneca 

around 7 o'clock last night,  handed an employee a note demanding the drugs and then showed a gun.  He 

got the drugs and ran off.   No one was hurt. No arrests have been made. 

 

 

 

12/23/13  7am 

In the crime watch...  A thief makes off with prescription drugs from a south wichita pharmacy.  Police say 

the suspect walked into the walgreens in th 31-hundred block of south seneca around 7 o'clock saturday 

night.  He handed an employee a note demanding the medication.... Then showed a handgun tucked in his 

waistband.  No one was hurt... No arrests have been made. 

 

12/24/13  8am 



 

 

  No decision yet if any additional charges will be filed in a fatal double shooting. Roger bluml died over 

the weekend from his injuries.  He and his wife melissa were shot last month at their home in valley center.  

Melissa died of her injuries the following day.  The sedgwick county district attorney and sedgwick county 

sheriff met monday.  They say no decision on on additional charges will be made until an autopsy is 

complete.  Four people were arrested and charged in the murder including the couples adopted son. 

 

12/26/13  4pm 

Police are also  called to a fast food restaurant, after someone flashes a gun.  Officers say a car went 

through the drive through at the burger king near maple and meridian last night, and started yelling at an 

employee.  They didn't make an order, and instead threw something at the window.   Witnesses say 

someone in the car pointed a gun at an employee as the car pulled away.  If you know anything about this, 

please call police. 

 

12/27/13  7am 

  Officers are contacted about an unknown incident.  When they arrive on scene...they find a car has hit a 

building.  It's also new this morning.  The crash happened in the 23-hundred block of north arkansas shortly 

before 2 a.m.  The vehicle also hit a power pole then crashed into a gas meter attached to the building.  The 

late model ford mustang was unoccupied when officers arrived.  Police are following up on some leads.  

The gas meter has been turned off and the incident is under investigation. 

 

12/29/13  9pm 

A 63 year old wichita woman is recovering after being knocked out... and stabbed in the hand.  It happened 

at a home in the 12-hundred block of South Saint Francis.  The victim says after being knocked out... she 

was stabbed in the hand and her debit card was stolen.  Police do have a suspect... But no arrest have been 

made. 

 

12/30/13  4pm 

The couple accused of killing a three month old baby will be in court tomorrow.  Bond was set today at 1 

million dollars for both 20-year old des-ir-ay over-turf and 27 year old nicholas corbin.   Both were booked 

into the saline county jail friday on suspicion of murder and child abuse.  Police were called to a south 

salina home thursday and found a 3 month old child dead.  Investigators are waiting on autopsy results to 

determine the exact cause of death. 

 

12/31/13  8am 

  Police are still searching for two men who robbed a crowded north wichita restaurant monday night.  

Police say the men walked into the popeyes on 13th and hillside around 8 o'clock.  They were wearing 

masks, showed guns and demanded cash.  Nobody was hurt. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

COMMUNITY 
 

10/1/13  7am 

Kansas collected less tax money than expected in the first quarter of the fiscal year. But the state says that 

may actually be a positive economic sign.  The states say more businesses are buying equipment and 

claiming tax breaks. The department of revenue reports tax collection was 8 and a half million dollars 

below expectations from july through september. Corporate income tax collections fell nearly 12 percent 

short of projections. 

 

10/2/13  8am 

They may be cute...but they're also illegal... Turtles... Are the center of controversy in goodland. That's 

where someone sold  "red-eared slider turtles" over the weekend... Like this one. 

 people later learned... Turtles smaller than four inches are illegal...and can carry salmonella. The sherman 

county health director is working to find a place for people to drop them off... If they no longer want them. 

You should *not* release them in the wild. The health department is also trying to track-down the vendor. 

 

10/3/13  4pm 

Still no word on what caused a fire that damaged a northeast wichita home. The fire broke out near 21st and 

oliver...early yesterday morning. Nine people were inside the home at the time...but managed to make it out 

okay. A 17-year-old girl ran back into the burning home to save her 1-year-old sister. Investigators say 

there was not a working smoke alarm in the home. It's like having a car...it doesn't do you any good if 

you've got it and it doesn't work...it was that close. The fire caused about 65-thousand dollars in damage. 

 

10/4/13  9pm 

In the next year hundreds of jobs could move out of wichita's downtown...  A spokesperson for 'the 

department of children & families' says the agency has outgrown its current home on main street... That 

means some 460 workers will leave downtown... New at nine... Hannah davis shows us what the move 

means for the businesses who *are staying... Hundreds of workers could be leaving downtown wichita in 

the next year.  I want to know, what does that mean for the overall economy? Business is booming at 'the 

old mill tasty shoppe'... And it has been for more than 80 years... We call it the oldest restaurant in old town 

areamany of these customers work nearby.. When you think about the main business area. It's 8 blocks 

away. But they still walk down to see us. But 'the old mill' could soon be too far to walk for some...      The 

department of child and family services plans on moving out of downtown in the next year... Taking more 

than 450 workers with it... Other agencies considering a move include the kansas work force alliance... And 

u-s-d 259's administrative offices..if these jobs do in fact move, it's not all of them at one time. It would be 

over a period of time which helps us as we recruit. Jeff fluhr is the president of the downtown development 

corporation...  Fluhr says downtown has more than 26 thousand workers... This is not a-typical. This ebb 

and flow in cities. Where you could have someone leave.  Fluhr is sad to see any business leave... But 

expects others to take over the empty space...downtown right now is seeing a resurgence. Just between 

2012 and sept. This year we've had 73 businesses come into the core. Some agencies have made up their 

mind and are leaving. But others are in the process of deciding and could still stick around. In downtown 

wichita, hannah davis eyewitness news.  

 

 

10/5/13  9pm 

I love it, there is so many different breds here and there are such pretty dogs, I am really glad I came and 

you know it is a great way for other dogs to socialize with each other, i think that is important 34 > that's 

how a first-timer described woofstock today at sedgwick county park. About 10-thousand people and their 

dogs were expected to attend the four-legged fundraiser, now in it's 17th year.. All of the proceeds raised at 

this event go to the kansas humane society, to help wichita pets. This year woofstock hoped to bring in at 

least 233-thousand dollars. If you want to see some great pictures from the costume contest - go to our 

facebook fan page, and add your comments too. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

10/6/13  7am 

We are celebrating our 60th Anniversary with you.. Yesterday our own Brian Heap was rockin' the yellow 

brick at Goddard's Fall Festival   Our crew was one of many featured in the parade Others cheered for the 

classic car and motorcycle show. More photos from the event can be found on our website... Kwch.com    

 

10/7/13  8am 

Grief counselors will be at augusta high school today... To help students cope with the death of a friend.14-

year-old corbin collier died this weekend in a rollover crash on highway 54 in butler county. More than 200 

people gathered at the augusta high football field to remember the teenager  friends say corbin was a 

football star destined for greatness. Two other teenagers were hurt in the weekend crash. They were treated 

and released at the hospital. 

 

10/10/13  7am 

Demolition crews bring down a bridge that spanned across the missouri river for more than 70 years. The 

amelia earhart bridge connected atchison to neighboring missouri... But the steel structure fell into the river 

within seconds after the explosion. Recent rains and record snow up north pushed back the blasts until 

wednesday. More explosions are scheduled for later this month.  The replacement...a new four-lane bridge 

opened last year. 

 

10/11/13  8am 

A fire breaks out at a wichita home around 3-30 this morning the flames were visible when firefighters go 

to the scene on south santa fe. Crews tell us it started in a part of the house that was added-on.. There is 

extensive damage to that area of the house. No word on a cause... 

 

10/13/13  7am 

Just in time for halloween....it's a fall festival for the entire family! Young and old got up close and personal 

with creepy, crawly creatures at bo-tanica's boo-tanica today. Kids traveled the scarecrow trail...but only 

the brave stepped into the spider's lair.  There were craft's for the fraidy cats. And some kids even wore 

their costumes for a trick or treat test drive. 

 

10/14/13  8am 

New this morning.. It will be one lane between woodlawn and rock on kellogg.... For about six weeks. 

Crews will begin installing additional traffic cameras, sensors, and message alert signs today. More than 

50-thousand vehicles travel that section of east kellogg daily. We're tweeting kansas traffic for you... Use 

#kwchtraffic if you see any traffic hazards, crashes, or problems on our morning commute. 

 

10/16/13  9pm 

New tonight at nine... The reno county food bank is running low on items. And, it needs the community's 

help the non-profit tells us it's so bad, it's dipping into donations just to keep up with the need. Sia nyorkor 

was there and says some of the shelves are bare... Reno county food bank director penny haney says these 

shelves should not look like this just before the holiday season. Penny sot:  usually i have pallets of canned 

goods up there, as you can see, it's bare. Sia standup:  the food bank tells me the shelves are normally 

packed with products but for the last several months, some of the shelves have remained empty. Penny sot:  

i couldn't tell you if it was the economy or the individuals, it's just really slowed down. The non-profit 

normally feeds anywhere from 1100 families to 1600 families a month...haney says every can counts. Even 

in these tough times, they're managing to get by... For now. Penny sot:  we are not turning people away, we 

are still here to serve the people that need it. Right now, the food bank  is using donations just to keep up 

with the need. But haney says the donations are dwindling fast... Penny sot: hutch is a really good town. 

Individuals seem to step up and they tend to forget but they step up when they hear, oh no, i haven't 

donated. So it's just a reminder. 

 

10/17/13  7am 

Volunteers have a new plan to reduce the feral cat population in garden city. The finney county humane 

society is planning a trap, neuter and release program. The effort will use volunteers to capture the cats and 



 

 

take them to participating veterinarians.  Captured cats will be spayed or neutered...vaccinate against rabies 

and more....  After three days, the cats will be returned to the location where they were trapped. 

 

10/19/13  9pm 

Some lucky customers got free gas today in Wichita ...   Organizers tell us SO many people came out that 

traffic was backed up...  Saint Mark United Methodist Church put it all together....  at the Quik Trip near 

kellogg and hillside. More than 2-hundred people got 20 dollars in free gas gift cards. 

 

10/20/13  7am 

This is never a good sight... Especially when you're a teen... And this is your mom's car. But this is what 

happened at a park city apartment complex yesterday. The teen told police he thought the car was in 

reverse... But as you can see... Not so much the case  and he drove the car right through the front door. 

"his mother was inside she was a bit upset." nobody was injured... The driver was not ticketed. 

 

10/21/13  8am 

Tonight, ..the wichita board of education is expected to authorize about 700-thousand dollars to start repairs 

at college hill elementary. The school caught fire in august right now, .college hill students attend school at 

bryant elementary. 

 

10/23/13  9pm 

The n-b-a comes to wichita. For the second year in a row... The oklahoma city thunder is playing a pre-

season basketball game at intrust bank arena. The thunder is taking on the chicago bulls. The game tipped 

off about 30 minutes ago. While the game helps build a fan base for the thunder where in wichita... It's also 

a big win for local businesses.  

 

10/24/13  7am 

Salina police arrest a woman... They say may be part of one of those "nigerian scams"... Officers arrested 

samone wortham... On multiple counts of theft and forgery. Officers say... She was sending fake money 

orders for purchases on craigs-list. They say... She may be connected to eight cases... Dating back to june. 

Combined... The victims lost more than five-thousand dollars. Officers say... Wortham told them.. She had 

been working with people in nigeria. 

 

10/25/13  9pm 

   Funeral services for a five-year-old girl killed in a farming accident... Will be held next week.   Brookyn 

debenham (deb-en-ham)... Died wednesday.  She was riding in a combine with her father.  Officers say... 

The front glass broke when they hit a bump. That's when the girl fell into the machinery. Services will be 

held monday at 1-30... At the first "united methodist church" in Abilene. 

 

10/26/13  9pm 

  You may see some famous faces in old town tonight.  Bars expect big crowds on this pre-halloween 

weekend. But is security ready for the rush.  Hannah davis went to old town to find out. Llintro:bars across 

old town are getting ready for halloween  by putting up decorations stocking the bar but most importantly 

bumping up security. The general manager of "the pump house" expects to serve between 5 and 6 hundred 

customers before the night is over.  Daron adelgren says saturday nights are usually busy... And with many 

people celebrating the holiday... Bars in old town will only get busier.  On most weekends five people work 

security... But adelgren scheduled two more because of the bigger crowds.  Many bars are encouraging 

customers to wear costumes... Adelgren says that doesn't pose an added threat.  In other words... It's the 

crowds that can be dangerous... Not the costumes.  Adelgren applauds the wichita police department's 

increased security in old town since a deadly shooting that happened month. Adelgren hopes his bar's 

increased security will keep customer safe this holiday weekend.  In oldtown... Hannah davis eyewitness 

news.  Many bars are expecting similar crowds next weekend - as halloween celebrations continue. 

 

10/29/13  4pm 

  The kansas attorney general's office is launching a new effort to help people vulnerable to scams.   The 

new initiative is called "in your corner kansas".   It's designed to educate consumers about common scams 

and offer resources to people who have fallen victim.  Attorney general derek schmidt also announced a 



 

 

web site.  Which will include information about scams... And answer people's questions about consumer 

issues.  Users can also file complaints when they believe they have been targeted by a scam. 

 

10/31/13  8am 

  A wichita native is ready for a new gig. Former defense secretary robert gates was elected to the national 

executive board of the boy scouts of america.  Gates -- a distinguished eagle scout -- will serve as 

president-elect, and take the reins for a two-year term starting next may.  He has credited his long-time 

involvement with the boy scouts with giving him the skills and courage to succeed. 

 

11/1/13  7am 

  Another look at that scene.  The douglass superintendent headed sraight there when he found out.  He says 

when he first arrived the kids were hugging each other.  The older kids were taking care of the younger 

ones. It was an emotional scene for them...and also for parents to the scene.  Jim grawe shows us some of 

those reunions straight ahead. 

 

11/2/13  9pm 

When the temperatures drop... It's important to make sure your car is ready for the cooler weather. Tonight, 

triple-a offered free car checks - and jade degood went along to find out tips to keep your vehicle safe this 

winter. As the mercury drops... Triple a sees more people stuck on the side of the road. That's why now is a 

good time to make sure you are prepared. Listen for clicking as you turn on your vehicle. And get your 

battery checked regardless if it's more than 3 years old.  Make sure your wipers are also ready for those wet 

roads. And your washer fluid is full. And don't forget... Your most precious cargo. And that's why martin 

gilbert is here.  Both via christi and the wichita fire department offer free car seat checks twice a month.  

Look for that information on our website... And more safety tips for this winter driving season. 

 

11/3/13  9pm 

  Today... bike riders in wichita where giving back.  some rider hosted the race and the proceeds  went to  

toys for tots..many local marines were invovled.  they rode from  exploration place to sedgwick county 

park.  the riders donated food, toys and cash.  this is the third time for the event..... last year more than 200 

people were involved. 

 

11/4/13  7am 

  The farming community in salina comes together to help one of their own.  Dozens showed up to support 

the debenham family.  Their five-year-old daughter brooklyn died in a farming accident last month.  

Brooklyn's parents weren't at sunday night's event.  Hannah davis shows that dozens of friends, family and 

even strangers showed up... To support the family.  These hands help feed a country.  But tonight's dinner 

is about one family. Everyone in this room is here for the debenhams.   Brooklyn debehmam was riding 

with her dad on their family's combine... When it hit a bump.. The windshield broke and brooklyn fell in. 

Understanding and support runs through out this farming community. These people are here for the good 

and the bad... And they say that's the way it should be.  Last night's fundraiser wasn't the only way this 

community helped the debenhams. Farmers also helped finish harvesting the family's crop. 

 

11/5/13  7am 

They pre-paid for cosmetic procedures... But now the clinic has shut down, leaving clients feeling ripped 

off.  Wichita health and wellness closed... After a federal indictment against the chiropractor who ran it.   

Jeffrey fenn faces possible prison time... And hundreds of thousands of dollar in fines.  And his patients tell 

us... They had know idea what was going on.   Charges include money laundering, identity theft and tax 

evasion.  The sign on the door says a new clinic will reopen here and offer discounts to those affected by 

the closure. 
 

11/7/13  4pm 

  It has been one week since a school bus went off a low -water crossing near douglass.  The case has now 

been presented to the Butler County attorney.. Who will decide if there is enough evidence to charge the 

driver.  Authorities say  morris peterson lost control after driving through high water on the road.  10 

children were on the bus at the time.  Peterson and a child on the bus were taken to the hospital.  He 

remains suspended from the school district. 



 

 

 

11/8/13  7am 

Personal computers are being held hostage... Along with the personal information on them in manhattan.  

Hackers are locking-up computers... In this case ecrypting all the files... And demanding money to release 

or unlock those files.  They are using malicious software called "crypto-locker" embedded in a file attached 

to an email.   Recently a fake k-state account went out saying... A person has an outstanding bill.  Once you 

open the attached file... You're options are limited.  You can either wipe everything off your computer... Or 

pay the ransom. There are reports of the ransom being as much as 700-dollars. 

 

11/9/13  9pm 

This pink fire truck gets a lot of attention - whenever it travels across the state to raise awareness for brest 

cancer.  Now the woman who helped make this truck a traveling memorial is getting the attention.  Nicki 

janne bought the fire truck after she was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2010.  In september, nicki found 

out her cancer has returned - this time in her bones.  That's why many are coming together - to help her 

raise momey for her next battle with the disease.  Next weekend, there will be a fundraiser for nicki - at 

joes in old town.  Tonight at ten, jade degood will tell us more about nicki's battle. 

      

11/10/13  9pm 

A man is recovering tonight after falling from the roof of A home in hutchinson  the man fell in the 25-

hundred block of briarwood this afternoon.  He was working on the roof when he fell.   No word on what 

caused him fall.  Witnesses say he was  talking at the scene.  He was flown  to  wichita  for treatment. 

      

 

11/11/13  8am 

  A 16 year old reno county boy is in critcal condition this morning.  Kolton kincaid was crushed will riding 

a skid steer.  Kincaid was on the front when the driver raised the arms. The teen's shoulder got caught on 

the roof the skid steer, .. And the machine started to compress him.  The reno county sheriff's department 

says kincaid had no feeling below the waist as he was taken to the hospital.  

 

11/12/13  9pm 

   K-w-c-h teamed up with the better business bureau for our '"scam hotline."  about 150 people called in 

with questions about possible scams.  If you didn't get a chance to call, log onto our website k-w-c-h dot 

com.  There we have information of people you can contact. 

 

11/13/13  8am 

  Tow truck drivers come from all over the state to remember one of their own.  Scott burton died last week 

in a hit and run accident while on a call in stafford county.  Dozens of drivers paraded their trucks through 

wichita's streets.. In a traditional farewell procession.  They also drove the highways... To remind other 

drivers to be on the lookout for workers on the road. The highway patrol still has no leads in the 

investigation into the accident that killed burton. They're asking if anyone knows anything about that 

morning... To please call.     

 

11/15/13  7am 

  A new service animal is approved in topeka. The city council approved capuchin monkeys to soon help 

those with disabilities.the ordinance is designed to help a man with a spinal injury and limited mobility.  

Monkeys can only leave the home to visit the vet.  The monkeys also have to come from a non-profit 

organization in massachusetts. 

 

11/16/13  9pm 

  This pink fire truck is out in old town tonight - to raise money for the woman who owns it.  Nicki janne 

bought it after she was diagnosed with breast cancer - recently her cancer returned, this time in her bones.  

This fundraiser at joes in old town will help her pay for medical costs.  And you still have time to help.the 

event runs until closing time 

 

11/17/13  9pm 



 

 

  New at nine, highway 254 near el dorado  is back open now after a large grass fire this afternoon.  Fire 

crews were called around three o'clock.... The highway was shut down for about an half an hour.  It burned 

about 300 acres. Crews say  arcing powerlines started the fire. 

 

11/18/13  7am 

Breaking news this morning,  the body of a missing hutchinson man has been found in cheney lake.  Reno 

county sheriff's deputies say 31-year-old sheldon martin went canoeing early sunday morning... Near silver 

lake rd. And sand creek rd.  His family got concerned when he didn't return yesterday afternoon.  They 

found his vehicle and called for help. Search crews found martin's body around four o'clock this morning... 

In an area not far from where they found his canoe.  He was still wearing his lifejacket.  Foul play is not 

suspected, but an autopsy will be done. 

 

11/20/13  8am 

A big change in weather could have an impact on some high school football games. Holton is traveling to 

Buhler this week.  They've requested that the game be moved up an hour to six because of the possible bad 

conditions.  That change not official yet.  Stay on top of what time your game starts this friday at catch it 

kansas dot com. There you can also see all the results for this Friday's action. 

 

11/21/13  7am 

 This wasn't an emergency landing.  If you listen to theconversation between mcconnell's control tower and 

the pilots, .. It appears to be a mistake.  The pilots didn't know where they were.  Take a listen. But, .. The 

dreamlifter wasn't at beech.  It was at jabara airport. It was mcconnell who told the pilots where they were.  

The pilots then go on to tell mcconnell that they're talking with jabara about the ability to take off. 

 

11/22/13  8am 

    Snow has already arrived in dodge city this morning.  Janeth vasquez is live there with the latest. 

 

11/23/13  9pm 

Family and friends said their goodbyes to a valley center woman shot and killed a week ago tonight.  

Funeral services were held this morning for melissa bluml (blum-ul).  She and her husband Roger... Were 

shot last friday night.  She died saturday.  Her husband remains in critical condition at a wichita hospital.   

Four people have been arrested in connection with the case.  They include... The couple'sr 19-year old 

adopted son tony bluml (blum-ul).... His biological mother kisha (key-sha) schaberg (shaw-berg)... And 

two park city teens... Braden Smith and Andrew Ellington   the four were arrested on suspicion of murder 

and attempted murder.  They could make their first appearances in court as early as Monday. 

 

11/24/13  9pm 

  A Wichita church celebrated  christmas eve a month in  early.. So it could be featured on national 

telvesion.  Saint mark's united methodist church will be featured in a one-hour christmas eve special called 

*rethink christmas unwrap the gift"*. Organizers say the idea of the special is to make christmas more of a 

community celebration.  The program... Will also have a special interpretation of the *walk to the 

manger*...it airs on christmas eve. 

 

11/26/13  8am 

Toy season is just beginning. 80 percent of they toy industry's sales come between now and the end of the 

year.  And increasingly, those toys are high tech. Maybe the best indicator of a good toy is the look on a 

child's face. More and more, technology is popping up in our children's playrooms, and consumer reports 

shopsmart has picked some of this season's best high-tech toys. And then put them to the ultimate test - 

having real kids play with them.  This fisher-price fortress would be fun for any kid. But adding in an ipad 

makes it irresistible. The imaginext apptivity fortress is 50 dollars. Playing with led barbie classic toys like 

barbie have integrated led technology, bringing her little black dress to a whole new level. Young designers 

pick colors and animate their creations. Barbie and her digital dress cost 50 dollars. Playing with littlebits a 

kid favorite - the littlebits kit - a box of magnetized electronic modules that let you build a working circuit. 

The littlebits base kit, at 100 dollars, contains a lot of inspiration. A really good science book becomes a 

really great interactive science book when you download amazing animations on your smart phone. At 20 

dollars, the interactive planets 3d from popar brings the solar system alive. Kids playing with a good dose 



 

 

of creativity and imagination, technology can be child's play. Kids' tablets are also likely to be a popular toy 

this holiday season. Consumer reports is in the midst of testing these, and we'll get you the results as soon 

as they're ready. 

 

11/27/13  9pm 

   It's becoming a new trend.  Opening earlier for "black friday" deals.  This year... Stores are opening 

earlier than before.   "Best Buy" will open thanksgiving day at six p-m.  But they are not alone.  Target's 

doors will open at eight p-m. "toys-r-us" will begin welcoming customers... At five p-m.  And... Wal-mart 

will begin offering its "door busting" deals at 6 p-m. 

 

11/29/13  7am 

  Kansas governor sam  brownback is proclaiming tommorow as  "small business saturday"... For the state.  

He is urging people to shop at small, community retailers as the holiday shopping season begins.  He says  

small businesses are "the backbone" of communities and major contributors to the kansas economy.  "Small 

business saturday" is a 4-year-old national campaign to get shoppers to support local retailers on the first 

saturday after thanksgiving. 

 

11/30/13  9pm 

  Shoppers in wichita showed their support for small business saturday.  So many turned out, it made 

parking spots difficult to find at lincoln heights...near college hill. Many stores offered discounts to entice 

more sales, but shoppers say they choose to shop small for more than just the price.  Tonight at ten, hannah 

davis talks to small business owners, who are cashing on this Saturday. 

 

12/1/13  9pm 

  New at nine,  we now know what caused a fatal fire in east wichita last week.  investigators tell us careless 

smoking sparked the blaze that killed four people - including two young children. today, anne meyer went 

along as fire fighters returned to the neighborhood to try to prevent more deaths.  once the flames are put 

out, a fire fighter's job isn't over yet.  many times, they'll go back to the area days later to make sure other 

homes are protected.  they'll hand out tip sheets with advice for preventing fires and practicing a good 

escape plan. they'll even install a working smoke alarm for free, if a home doesn't have one. john youker 

says he'll sleep better at night knowing his home is now protected. last year, there were 5 fire-related deaths 

in wichita. with this fire there have now been ten so far this year. but fire fighters hope the free smoke 

detectors will prevent future tragedies, am eyewitness news.  amanda nichols and her one year old son isaac 

died in the mobile home fire.  so did her friend camaron mc-gowan and his son k'dyn.  three other people 

escaped the flames 

 

12/4/13  8am 

State prison officials say they want to build two new cell blocks, with a total of 512 new beds, at the El 

Dorado Correctional Facility.  If the Legislature agrees to fund the project, the El Dorado facility would 

become the largest prison in the state.  The department hopes to open the first cell block in 2017. The 

project would cost an estimated 24 million dollars. 

 

12/5/13  7am 

Tons of you have been sending in your 'elf on the shelf' photos.  This picture was shared with us by diana 

oldham.  That is her son standing guard over their elf on the shelf in afghanistan.  She says the photo makes 

her laugh and cry.  If you have any elf on the shelf photos you'd like to share.  Email them to us at photos at 

k-w-c-h dot com.     

 

12/6/13  8am 

The City of Wichita wants your input on the future of "O-J Watson Park."  Wichita Parks and Recreation 

hosts a community meeting Saturday... from three to four-30... to gather ideas for a master plan for the 

future site.  There will also be three, 15-minute walking tours.. Starting at 3-10. 

 

 

 

12/7/13  9pm 



 

 

  Below zero wind chills could not stop these die-hard runners at the jingle bell run in downtown wichita 

this morning. But numbers were less than last year, because of the cold temperatures.  Runners we talked to 

say the 5-k trek wasn't that bad, if you put on enough layers. This event raised more than 40-thousand 

dollars for the arthritis foundation 

 

12/8/13  9pm 

The freezing drizzle caused dozens of accidents across the metro.  And it might make the morning 

commute dangerous for drivers tomorrow.  Anne meyer is live in north east wichita - with a look at those 

road conditions.  If you were out driving tonight, you probably noticed the main roads weren't that bad.  All 

of those have been treated by city crews.    But be careful, because some spots may re-freeze - especially on 

elevated highways like eye-135,  side streets and parking lots -  are very slick.  You can see a thin sheet of 

ice is covering the ground - areas like this are going to be your trouble spots tomorrow morning.   City 

crews have been on the streets since midnight - covering the busier roadways with salt and sand.  And 

trying to stay ahead of the storm.  The city went full staff at 4-a-m, which means at least 50 trucks are 

around wichita at any given time, keeping roads safe.     What city crews don't cover, private companies 

like michael's complete lawn care - finish the job. This two man crew has been to at least 60 different 

businesses sunday - and their job won't stop until the weather lets up.  You might want to keep a cup of salt 

in your car, in case you come across some areas that haven't been treated tomorrow.  Pouring some down 

on your path, will make the walk from your car to work or school a lot safer. 

  

12/9/13  4pm 

  The Wichita fire department says a deadly fire yesterday may have been caused by a space heater and 

extension cord.  It happened on north erie street.  Investigators say an 83-year-old man and his son tried to 

put the fire out before firefighters arrived. The 83-year-old was overcome by smoke and died.  Investigators 

say there was a smoke alarm in the home but it wasn't a factor since both men tried to put out the fire. No 

word yet on how much damage the fire caused. 

 

12/11/13  7am 

  Starting next year concealed carry license holders will have access to more public buildings in wichita.  

The wichita city council voted on these measures tuesday.  After some debate, a majority of council 

members voted to open more buildings to concealed carry permit holders to avoid additional costs and legal 

bills.  But there are a few exceptions. City hall...the airport...police sub-stations and the wichita housing 

authority building will remain no carry zones. 

 

12/12/13  8am 

   Kansas Lottery players will want to check their Powerball tickets very carefully today.    Someone has a 

Powerball ticket that's worth $1 million in last night's drawing!   A ticket sold in northeast Kansas matched 

the first five numbers.  The winning numbers are 1-10-13-18-19 Powerball 27. 

 

12/13/13  7am 

Holiday charities need your help this year.  They say they're behind on donations.  Windy glick with 

catholic charities says the "adopt a shelter family" program needs help.  She says about 75 families are 

adopted each year...but so far 30 have been picked up.  It's the same story for the salvation army.  It's 

"mission of hope" campaign is about 44-percent of the way to its goal.  The red kettles are light this year 

too.  Salvation army leaders say the campaign is nearly 100-thousand dollars behind expectations. 

 

12/14/13  9pm 

A wichita man - accused of trying to blow up mid-continent airport -  will learn more about his fate when a 

grand jury convenes this wednesday to hear the charges against him. F-b-i investigators say 58-year-old 

terry loewen spent months planning a bombing - those who know him say they're still shocked to hear the 

plot. Sia nyorkor went back to his house today, to find out more.   I stopped by terry loewen's house today--

-all of the f-b-i activity that we saw yesterday was gone.  I did see a woman go into the house - but she 

didn't want to tlak on camera, and asked that we respect her privacy and her property.  Terry loewen faces 

numerous federal charges, including attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction  undercover 

investigators monitored loewen for months, letting him believe he was talking with jihad terrorists. The f-b-

i arrested him friday after he drove to mid-continent airport with what he thought was a bomb.  But under-



 

 

cover agents gave him fake explosives instead.  Those living in terry loewen's neighborhood say, they can't 

believe any of this could have been planned so close to home.  Again a grand jury will meet on wednesday 

here in wichita to hear the charges against terry loewen.  That's when we hope to learn more about the 

attack he was planning - anne? Terry loewen is scheduled to be back in court himself next friday for 

another hearing. 

 

12/15/13  9pm 

People in parts of kingman, sumner, and harper counties are without power tonight.  And, it's not expected 

to be fixed until tomorrow morning. The power outage impacts wheat-land electric customers in those three 

counties.  Customers lost power when a westar-owned utility pole caught fire around one this afternoon 

during a grass fire.  The sedgwick county fire department says.... The grass fire was reported west of 

clearwater... Near 215-th west and 111th south.  Westar tells us... They needed to bring-in two 40-foot 

poles to fix the line... Crews will be working overnight.  We will continue to follow this story and have 

more later tonight on kwch.. And on kwch dot com. 

 

12/16/13  4pm 

A grass fired forced the run-way at "jabara (juh-bear-uh) airport" to close earlier today.  The airport didn't 

want pilots to be impaired by the smoke from several small fires.  The smoke was blowing across the 

highway along k-96 and webb.  The runway was back open a little before noon.  Investigators don't know 

how the fires started.  No one was hurt. 

 

12/17/13  8am 

Teenagers, cars and speed can be a lethal combination. That's why some students are working to get the 

speed limit outside valley center high school lowered.  They say traffic gets heavy and there are near-

collisions almost daily.  We're used to stories about teen drivers speeding. But this one's about teens asking 

permission to go slower. Valley center seniors mackenzie malone and laura karst say it gets crazy before 

and after school as cars file in and out.  Just last month there was a serious wreck involving a student. They 

worry the 55 mile per hour speed limit on meridian is partly to blame so they're asking sedgwick county to 

lower it to 40. The students' solution may sound simple enough, but sedgwick co. Traffic engineers says 

slower isn't necessarily better.  They say not having the right posted speed limit could actually cause more 

accidents. The students plan to take their concerns to the sedgwick county commission early next year.  

Traffic engineers say they are exploring several options for improving safety in front of valley center high. 

 

12/18/13  9pm 

New at nine, the kansas board of regents approves a new "social media policy"... For state university 

employees.  The changes come in the wake of a controversial tweet from a k-u professor.  That tweet in 

September... Targeted the National Rifle Association after the Navy Yard shooting in Washington D-C.  

The new policy outlines "improper use" of social media... That can result in a suspension... Or firing.  

"improper use" includes communications that directly incite violence... Are contrary to the best interest of 

the university... Or disclose confidential information.  Staff members can appeal discipline through a 

grievance process set-up by each university... But the university president has the final say. 

 

12/19/13  8am 

  New this morning, firefighters are called to a house fire in the Oaklawn area. The call went out around 

12:30 in the 49-hundred block of south brookhaven.  Firefighters saw smoke and flames coming from the 

back of the home.  They had some trouble getting in position to fight the fire because of what they call 

"extreme storage" inside and around the house. The person who lives in the home made it out safely.  The 

cause of the fire is under investigation. 

 

12/20/13  7am 

  Juniors and seniors were allowed back into arapahoe high school to gather their belongings.  It comes a 

week after a shooting at the school.  Victim claire davis...remains in critical condition.  Students left notes 

and well wishes at a tribute for davis.  The rest of the student will be allowed back in today to get their 

things.  Classes will resume at the school after the new year. 

 

 



 

 

12/21/13  9pm 

And this is the scene from Kansas City, where road crews tried to stay ahead of freezing rain,  sleet... And 

snow.  Our affiliate their  is reporting at least one fatal crash so far.   Temperatures are expected to begin 

dropping sunday, so keep that in mind if you are driving north for the chief's game 

 

12/22/13  9pm 

State senators from both sides of the aisle worked together today to fight hunger before the holidays.   

Republican  Michael O'Donnell and  democratic  Oletha Faust-Goudeau  gave away more than 600 gallons 

of milk at 3  wal marts in wichita today.  The senators were  joined by sedgwick county treasurer linda 

kizzire and wichita vice-mayor pete meitzner. 

 

12/23/13  7am 

It looked like one kansas family was in for a tough Christmas....when their house burned saturday.  But jim 

grawe shows us how their town rallied together....to show us all what the holiday spirit is all about.   Then 

on the first night in their new house....it caught fire.   The rowland family all got out safely....but practically 

everything they own burned.  Take a look at some of the stuff that was pulled out of the house.  It's hard to 

tell what a lot of it is, but this appears to be a Christmas tree.  If it wasn't burned by the fire it's a good bet 

it's now ruined by the snow.  On top of that...all their christmas presents were destroyed.  But then the 

holiday spirit took over.   And the people of clearwater have rallied to save christmas for the rowlands.   

Teresa willis and michelle snell immediately spread the word. And they say hundreds of people in their 

town are responding.  They're donating the things this family needs for christmas...and to restart their 

household.  Thankful to god that no one was hurt....the rowlands say they couldn't feel more blessed by 

their friends and nieghbors....who have turned a dark time into what may be their most meaningful 

christmas ever.  In clearwater jim grawe eyewitness news. 

 

12/24/13  8am 

   New this morning,  a fire is under control at the cargill plant in Dodge City.  It started around 9 Monday 

night.  A fire spread to the roof of the kill floor.  It's unknown if the roof collapsed.  There are no reports of 

injuries but the plant had to be evacuated.  A normal second shift at the plant has about 6-hundred 

employees. 

 

12/25/13  4pm 

  A Salina woman is turning her woes into something special this holiday --  Britney Campbell is losing her 

home due to losing two jobs...after a car accident.  But instead of moping, Britney decided to giveaway 

items that she couldn't keep to those in need.  Pilar Pedraza will have the details tonight at five and six on 

how the act of giving snow-balled into an even bigger giveaway than anyone expected. 

 

12/26/13  4pm 

  In Dodge City- the cargill  plant is nearly up and running...after a  fire forced it to close monday night.   

Roofing contractors were there today and the plant is operating in 'clean up' mode.   It hopes fabrication and 

harvesting will start back up tomorrow.  The fire started on the roof of the kill floor and did 250-thousand 

dollars in damage. The cause is still under investigation. 

 

12/27/13  7am 

New this morning, a fire is out at a hutchinson club.  Firefighters were called to the jack of clubs night club 

around 10:30 last night.  They found a fire burning through the south side roof. The fire was under control 

in about half an hour.  No one was in the club when the fire started.  It caused about 75-thousand dollars in 

damages.  No word yet on why it started. 

 

12/28/13  9pm 

A deadly crash near newton - claims the life of lawrence man.   It happened around 2:15 this moring on 

interstate-135.  Investigators say  27-year-old jefferey ely..  Stopped his s-u-v on the right shoulder, and 

was rear-ended by a semi.  Both vehicles then went into the ditch.  Ely was pronounced dead at the scene, 

after being ejected.  The semi driver walked away with no injuries,  but in shock.  Troopers are still trying 

to figure out why the vehicle was stopped in the first place.  They did say ely was not wearing a seat-belt 

when his s-u-v was hit by the semi. 



 

 

 

12/30/13  4pm 

  One person is dead after an apartment fire in herington.  An officer noticed smoke coming from a building 

in the downtown area around 2:30 this morning.  Firefighters found a 75-year-old man inside an apartment 

above a business.  Both the apartment and business were damaged.   Investigators are still looking into the 

cause of the fire. 

 

12/31/13  8am 

New this morning,  a fire at a wichita home causes hundreds of thousands of dollars in damage,  take a 

look. Firefighters say about 15 people were in the basement of this home about one this morning when a 

smoke detector started going off.  They came up to see what was going on and opened the door into the 

garage. That's where two cars were on fire. They got out of the home, .. But left that door open, .. Making it 

easier for the fire to spread into the home.  The fire caused more than 200-thousand dollars. 



 

 

 

ECONOMY 
 

10/4/13  9pm 

The kansas supreme court puts plans for a new coal fired power plant in southwest kansas... On hold 

*again. Today's ruling reverses a decision from the kansas department of health and environment to issue 

an air quality permit for the new sunflower electric plant. Justices say the k-d-h-e failed to account for 

emission standards in place when the permit was issued.  The ruling sends sunflower's permit request back 

to the k-d-h-e. Debate over the plant goes all the way back to 2007... When a permit for *two plants was 

denied by the state. 

 

10/11/13  8am 

The kansas labor department cancels most of the furloughs it imposed on workers. A spokesperson for 

governor sam brownback says the state will use its cash reserves to maintain staffing for the programs they 

provide. Most of the department's salaries and operations are paid for with federal money. 

 

11/5/13  7am 

Hallmark announces more job cuts.  200 jobs will be gone by the end of next year.  The kansas city based 

company says it's phasing out from the party business.  That means it won't sell paper plates, cups, napkins 

and other party favors.   The four billion dollar business---employs 32-hundred people at its crown center 

headquarters in kansas city and 12-thousand worldwide.  Hallmark's new strategies to making greeting 

cards more efficient... Will be in place by january 2014. 

 

11/19/13  4pm 

  The Wichita city council votes to approve an increase in water and sewer rates today.  The increase will 

raise water rates by six percent, and sewer rates by five percent.  The increase will help pay for 

maintenance and upgrades to the systems.  Here's what you can expect to pay.  Your bill will go up 1 dollar 

32 cents for anyone who uses about 37-hundred gallons a month.  The increased rates go into effect on 

january first. 

 

11/28/13  7am 

We want to see your photos if you're planning on going shopping this holiday weekend.  You can send 

them to photos at kwch dot com or upload them by using the kwch app.  Friday morning be sure to watch 

eyewitness news in the morning for traffic alerts and live reports from some of the stores around town as 

people shop on black friday. 

 

12/3/13  7am 

Cessna aircraft could get more incentives from the city of wichita. Today, the city council will discuss as 

much as 40-million dollars worth of industrial revenue bonds for cessna. That would help pay for 

equipment and building improvements the planemaker made this year.  Back in August, the city signed a 

new five-year letter of intent for up to 513 million dollars worth of i-r-b's for cessna. 

 

 

12/18/13  9pm 

Factfinder 12 breaks-down just what this next week means to retailers.  The final two weeks of the year 

account for 30-percent of all holiday season sales. That's from the "national retail federation."  and you can 

expect *more* people in the stores.  Four of the 10 busiest holiday shopping days are between december 

20-th and christmas eve.  Of course, last minute shoppers do have one excuse... Less time to shop.  Because 

of the late thanksgiving... This year's shopping season was six days *shorter* than last year. 

 

12/20/13  7am 

  Kansas labor officials say the state's unemployment rate.  Dropped to 5 point 1 percent in november.   Its 

lowest mark in nearly five years.  About 6-thousand kansans who had been receiving unemployment 

benefits found jobs in november.   Gov. Sam brownback said in a statement that the numbers show that 

2013 was a good year for the state's economy. 



 

 

 

12/27/13  7am 

Factfinder 12 takes a look at beechcraft's recent history.  In 2008... The economic downturn led to 

thousands of layoffs for local planemakers... Including then *hawker beechcraft.  In 2010... 45 million 

dollars in state and local incentives kept the planemaker in wichita, after a large offer from louisiana.  But 

troubles continued into may of 2012... When hawker beechcraft filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. 

It restructured and emerged from bankruptcy in february as "beechcraft"... With a new focus on propeller-

driven planes, and military aircraft.   Read statements on the sale at k-w-c-h dot com... You can also read 

past stories on beechcraft. 

 

 



 

 

 

EDUCATION 
 

10/11/13  8am 

The shutdown is impacting one kansas school district in a way you may not think of. The maize school 

district was scheduled to continue teacher negotiations next week. They were going to use a mediator who 

happens to be a federal employee. Because of the shutdown....she's on furlough and they haven't had 

contact with her. "we have decided to postpone that negotiation until we can reestablish contact with her 

and hopefully once she's able to come back to work we can again get her help to continue those 

negotiations." district officials say the timing is unfortunate because they are still working under last years 

contract. 

 

10/24/13  7am 

Former cadets alleging abuse at a kansas military boarding school drop their claims against two religious 

entities associated with the school former cadets from saint john's military school in salina have agreed to 

dismiss the episcopal diocese of western kansas from their federal lawsuit. A defendant from the protestant 

episcopal church was also dropped. The dismissal stipulation is with prejudice...meaning the claims cannot 

be refiled. 

 

10/31/13  8am 

Kansas State University is receiving $4 million dollars to help expand and renovate the building that houses 

the College of Architecture, Planning & Design.   Besides helping to pay for $75 million in improvements 

at Seaton Hall and Seaton Court, a portion of the gift will be used to establish a lecture series.   The gift 

comes from A long time homebuilder and developer in johnson county. 

 

11/16/13  9pm 

  And a vehicle fire in kingman county shut down part of highway 54 today.  Pamela sent us this picture 

this picture on facebook.  The kingman county sheriff says east bound lanes of traffic were blocked from 

cunningham to kingman - to allow crews to put out and clean up the fire.   One eastbound lane is still 

shutdown tonight.  No word on what started the fire. 

 

11/22/13  8am 

For many people- higher education is the key to achieving the american dream--  but that dream is on hold 

for graduates who come out with debt-  and who can't find jobs in the field they studied.  Many have to put 

off milestone purchases, like a house and car--until they pay that debt down-  and the long term impact 

could affect the entire economy.  Cindy klose wanted to know-is it still worth it to get a college degree in a 

fact finder 12 investigation.  Universities, colleges, 4 year, two year, apprenticeships, trade schools, the 

military. The wichita school district's futures fair showcases  the options.  By the time students visit here--

many are already on their way to a career.  Some have credits that  transfer to college--  others take classes, 

like this, that can lead to certification -and a job right after high school.  In 2012, kansas lawmakers 

approved legislation to help high school students become career or job-ready. The state pays tuition  at 

community colleges and technical schools --with special focus on careers where manufacturers can't find 

enough workers. this year, the wichita industrial trade show made an effort to get young people to consider 

this as a career. This fire science class is one of 21 pathways at wichita's south high school where students 

can earn credit toward an associates degree. Counselors say this isn't a second choice or-fallback option. Of 

the 22 million students in college in 2011, more than a third were in two year programs. It's a change 

counselors at maize south are seeing- in part because students want to start on general education credits 

while figuring out what they really want to do.  But diane close says the stigma of to a 2 year school is also 

changing. Graduates with a bachelors degree earn about 20 percent more than someone with an associates 

degree. But research at the university of kansas questions whether those who have to borrow to pay for 

college get the same return on their investment as those who don't. Student loan debt tops one trillion 

dollars,  and more than 40 percent of undergraduates take out student loans. How soon they'll pay off that 

debt just one part of the equation when deciding what's next after high school.   The average amount of debt 

for a member of the class of 20-13 was 28-thousand dollars.  One in 8 owes more than 50-thousand.  How 



 

 

can you avoid a degree of debt?  Counselors say know yourself and be prepared. If you have questions--

join us for a live web chat tonight. It's from 5:30 to 7 at kwch.com. 

 

11/26/13  8am 

  Wichita public schools have a plan to upgrade high school cafeterias.  The district approved up to 250-

thousand dollars for the design of new lunchrooms.  The designs will include new furniture, lighting, and 

décor.  School leaders hope an improved lunch atmosphere will keep students on campus for what they 

believe are healthier meals.   The district says money for the design will come in part from the federal 

money it receives for meals. 

 

12/5/13  7am 

You may remember this scene from january of 2011.  It was the last time the cold was a factor in wichita 

cancelling school.  That year it was a combination of the snow and wind chill. The district didn't want kids 

waiting at the bus stops in below freezing temperatures while there was still several inches of snow on 

streets...and busses ran late. The wichita school district says these decision are based on a number a factors.  

That includes.... Actual and projected snowfall... Icing ....road conditions... Power and heat to buildings... 

And the wind chill factor.    The school district says it has talked with principals about outdoor recess.  Heat 

was a big concern yesterday at "gammon elementary".  A broken heater left a few classrooms cold. Those 

students were moved to other rooms with heat. The school may also use  space heaters as needed until the 

problem is fixed. 

 

12/9/13  4pm 

  Will kansas kids continue to learn cursive?  The kansas board of education should make that decision this 

week.  Some educators are questioning if cursive is a necessary skill.  They argue people are using 

computer and cell phone keyboards more often.  Supporters want the state to adopt cursive into the 

academic standards for fifth and sixth grade students. 

 

12/10/13  9pm 

   A college basketball player gets the news he has been waiting for.   He'll continue playing for 

southwestern ... And gets to keep thousands of dollars he won for making a basket at an n-b-a game a few 

weeks ago.  Lauren seabrook tells us how the money is keeping him on the court.  Southwestern forward 

cameron rodriguez knows how to shoot.  But from way back here ... It doesn't always go through the hoop.  

Although you know what they say about practice. But what about when 40-thousand *pairs of eyes are 

looking back at you. Somehow ... Through the goo ... Cameron went for this half court shot during the 

oklahoma city thunder basketball game.  And made it.  That's what winning 20-thousand dollars looks like.  

A once in a lifetime moment of excitement that shortly after came crashing down.  Because cameron plays 

for southwestern ... And winning money for shooting a basket wasn't allowed by the n-a-i-a.  N-a-i-a 

officials gave him an ultimadium ... Take the money or stay on the team.  Cameron says he would've picked 

basketball ... But he hoped there was another way.  And after an appeal process the n-a-i-a decided there 

was a way for both ... Let the money pay for school ... So cameron could stay.  In winfield, lauren 

seabrook, eyewitness news.   Cameron says if they didn't let him keep the money - he was going to ask that 

it be donated in his name to charity. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT 
 

10/3/13  4pm 

A cold front has moved into northwest Kansas, ushering in not just chillier conditions but an area of low 

clouds and fog. The front will move very little today then start it's trek across the state tomorrow. Winds 

will increase on Friday behind the front and a High Wind Watch is in effect for far northwest Kansas. 

Thunderstorms are expected to develop late Friday afternoon in central Kansas and move to the east 

through the night. Some storms could become severe with large hail and damaging winds. The weekend 

will be dry but much cooler with high temperatures mostly in the 60s. Next week will start out dry with a 

slow warming trend through Wednesday. 

 

10/4/13  9pm 

Some high school football games get a late start tonight. That's because of severe weather. High winds and 

heavy rain moved through the state earlier today.  Now the threat of lightning is causing some games to be 

delayed an hour or more. That was the case at wichita heights where fans expecting a 7 p-m kickoff. Many 

sat in their cars and waited until the stormy weather ended...so the game could finally begin. Just waiting 

and seeing if we can get in this game, waiting for the rain to stop. 

19:17:36 i just guess i'll have to wait for a while but i'm looking forward to it.> if lightening strikes during a 

game....kansas schools are required to stop play and wait at least 30 minutes before resuming. And now that 

the rain has passed... Colder temperatures will set in. Storm team 12 meteorologist merril teller joins us to 

explain. Merril. 

 

10/5/13  9pm 

Clouds will invade north central Kansas overnight while we'll see clear to mostly clear skies elsewhere with 

a very chilly night.  Lows will be coldest in the northwest, where low to mid 30s will be common and a 

Frost Advisory is in effect.  The rest of the state will see middle to upper 30s to the low 40s. Clouds around 

Concordia and Salina will give way to mostly sunny skies.  Northwest winds will pick up yet again with 

speeds of 15-25 mph and gusty.  Afternoon highs will be slightly warmer with 60s and 70s. For the 

upcoming work week, we anticipate a nice warming trend as highs climb from the 70s to the 80s, along 

with that Kansas breeze too.  Most of the week looks dry until late Thursday and Friday with a chance of 

showers and storms. 

 

10/6/13  7am 

Cool and breezy today, however the wind will not be as "bad" as yesterday. Expect a few clouds across 

north central and eastern sections of Kansas today with plenty of sunshine elsewhere.  Northwest winds 

will be a little gusty through afternoon, however should diminish quickly after sunset.  Temperatures will 

be on the cool side, but with less wind it - it will feel pretty "nice".  Highs will range from the lower 60s in 

northeast Kansas to the lower 70s in the southwest.  Early October temperatures are usually in the lower 

70s. Mostly clear skies overnight and light winds will set the stage for another chilly night and cold start to 

Monday morning.  Lows will dip in to the upper 30s and lower 40s statewide. For the upcoming work 

week, we anticipate a nice warming trend as afternoon highs climb from the 70s to the lower 80s.  This 

time of year a warming trend usually means a windy forecast, and Kansas will have plenty of wind this 

week.  Most of the week looks dry until late Thursday and Friday.  Another cold front is headed this way 

with increasing chances of showers and storms. 

 

10/7/13  8am 

After a  cool, fall-like weekend, Meteorologist Mark Larson says get ready for a slow but steady warming 

trend this week along with gusty southerly winds and even a few rain/storm chances. Early Monday, light 

winds, dry air and clear skies let temps tumble into the chilly lower 40's. Monday afternoon looks a bit 

breezy for far western Kansas as southerly winds gust to 30 mph. Lighter winds are expected across central 

and eastern Kansas with high temps topping out in the 75-80 degree range. Strong south winds and warmer 

temperatures are on the way through midweek as afternoon highs will be around 80 statewide, Tuesday and 

Wednesday. Our next chance for rain/storms arrives Thursday night as a fast moving system sweeps in 

from the west. 



 

 

 

 

10/8/13  4pm 

Some high thin clouds will continue to  move across the state this afternoon and tonight but we will still be 

looking at mostly clear conditions overnight. Red Flag Warnings are out for much of western Kansas until 

8 p.m. due to an extreme fire hazard. The fire danger is high elsewhere but humidity levels are higher so the 

threat isn't quite as bad. Tomorrow will be much like today with mostly sunny skies and gusty winds. 

Temperatures will continue to be above normal with highs in the upper 70s to mid 80s. A storm system 

coming out of the Rockies will bring a chance for thunderstorms, some severe, to western Kansas Thursday 

afternoon. The storms will move eastward Thursday night with the threat of severe storms diminishing. 

There will be a slight chance for some showers and storms late Friday. The weekend looks cooler and dry. 

Rain is back in the forecast late Monday into early Tuesday. 

 

10/9/13  9pm 

Warm and windy conditions will continue  tomorrow across Kansas. A storm system will move out of the 

Rockies into the central plains tomorrow increasing the chances for showers and thunderstorms  tomorrow 

evening into the night. The best chances for rain will be over western into north central sections of the state. 

A few of the evening storms could be severe. A second storm coming at us from the west will bring another 

chance for rain late on Friday. Temperatures will be cooler over the weekend and into the beginning of next 

week. There will be yet another chance for showers and storms Monday night into early Tuesday. 

 

10/10/13  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says there's another windy warm day on the way for Kansas Thursday followed 

by storm chances and cooler temps by this weekend. We can expect clouds to blow into our area Thursday 

afternoon along with gusty winds and highs around 80 degrees. Windy weather will continue across our 

state through week's end ahead of a storm system that will plow in from the southern Rockies late 

Thursday. Scattered storms are expected to develop across western Kansas Thursday evening. A few severe 

storms will be possible but the threat will be limited to western Kansas. A few of the storms could produce 

hail and wind but widespread severe weather is not likely. The severe threat should move away from 

western Kansas by midnight. The western Kansas storms Thursday evening will weaken and fall apart as 

they move east and most of central Kansas will miss out on any rain. 

Friday will be breezy and mild with most of the state topping out in the mid to upper-70s but northwest 

Kansas will see cooler highs in the 60s. A few evening and overnight showers or storms will be possible 

along and east of I-135 but severe storms are not expected. 

 

10/13/13  7am 

Meteorologist Dean Jones says enjoy the nice end to the weekend and prepare for a wet start to the week! A 

chilly start to this fall morning with hardly a cloud in the sky.  Sunshine will give way to increasing high 

clouds by afternoon and a chance of showers and storms late in the day across western Kansas.  A warm 

front moving through the state will trigger more showers and storms tonight into Monday morning.  Highs 

today will range from the upper 60s to mid 70s.  The wind will also be increasing along with the clouds 

later this afternoon.  It will be windy by afternoon across much of western Kansas. A potent weather-maker 

will slide into Kansas from the west late tonight and rain and storms will become more widespread, and 

move eastward, through Monday morning.  Expect mostly cloudy skies on Monday with scattered showers 

and rumbles of thunder, with another chance of showers and storms overnight as the cold front passes.  

There is some potential for a few severe storms during the afternoon across north central Kansas.  Highs on 

Monday will be in the 60s and low 70s before the cold front moves through the region. Behind the storm 

system, we'll dry out Tuesday but much cooler temps will rush in from the north carried on gusty northerly 

winds.  Highs Tuesday and Wednesday will only top-out in the 50s and 60s.   

 

10/15/13  4pm 

If you live in the western half of the state and have potted plants outside, it would be a great night to bring 

those indoors.  Freeze warnings and frost advisories are out for this area as lows drop into the upper 20s to 

lower 30s.  Middle to upper 30s are forecast for eastern Kansas.  We'll see mostly clear to partly cloudy 

skies. After the frigid start, look for increasing clouds over the southern half of the state.  A few spotty 

showers are possible over southwest Kansas but otherwise dry conditions are expected over the rest of the 



 

 

viewing area.  Highs tomorrow will only reach the middle to upper 50s. Temperatures will be on a roller 

coaster ride through the weekend.  On Thursday, look for more sunshine with highs in the 60s.  Some light 

rain and 50s will be common on Friday then a warming trend just in time for the weekend. 

 

10/16/13  9pm 

Clearing skies will settle in overnight, yielding another frosty night for the west.  A Freeze Warning is in 

effect for Garden City and Syracuse where lows will drop to around freezing.  A Frost Advisory is in effect 

for Dodge City and Greensburg where middle 30s should be the rule.  Elsewhere, upper 30s to around 40 

degrees is forecast. Look for sunny to mostly sunny skies on Thursday with a nice rebound in temperatures.  

Highs across the state will reach the 60s.  However, the up and down pattern to our forecast will turn 

decidedly down by Thursday night and Friday as the next weather maker drops down from the northwest.  

Areas of light rain will likely mix with some light snow in the northwest before sunrise Friday.  A light 

dusting of snow looks possible at this point.  Over southwest Kansas, temperatures should be warm enough 

for all of the moisture to fall as rain. This rain will move into eastern Kansas by Friday afternoon.  Thanks 

to the precipitation and cloud cover, highs will struggle to reach the 40s and 50s. Another warm up kicks in 

just in time for the weekend.   

 

10/17/13  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says Thursday promises to be a real weather beauty before the beastly side of 

fall rears it's ugly head Friday. Light winds, clearing skies and dry air allowed temps to tumble into the 20s 

and 30s statewide and despite a frosty start we're in for a mild finish Thursday. Highs Thursday afternoon 

will range from around 60 over the northwest corner of Kansas, to the mid and upper-60s, across the south-

central and southeast under a mostly sunny sky. Winds will remain fairly tame at less than 20 mph 

statewide. Our mild, dry Thursday will be followed by a much cooler, wet day, Friday, in fact, areas of 

light rain will likely mix with some snow in the northwest before sunrise. A light dusting of snow even 

looks like a possibility at this time for some. Southwest Kansas however, will remain warm enough to see 

rain not snow. The rain will move into eastern Kansas Friday afternoon and thanks to the thick clouds and 

moisture, Friday highs will struggle to reach the 40s and 50s. Very chilly! Hang in there though, just in 

time for our weekend, sunshine returns along with afternoon highs in the mid-60s and lower-70s. 

 

10/19/13  9pm 

Temperatures overnight won't be as chilly as Saturday morning.  Under mostly clear skies, we'll see some 

patchy frost in southwest Kansas as lows dip to the middle 30s.  Elsewhere, upper 30s to near 40 degrees is 

forecast. Look for sunshine and high clouds on Sunday and an even milder day.  A wind shift line will 

usher in a northerly breeze for northern and western Kansas.  Highs on Sunday will reach the 60s and 70s.  

The warm up will be short-lived though, as a cold front races south through Kansas Sunday night.  Highs 

on Monday will only reach the 50s. Upper 50s to near 60 degree temperatures will continue through mid-

week. 

 

10/20/13  7am 

Meteorologist Dean Jones says look for sunshine and high clouds today and an even warmer than yesterday 

for most areas.  A cold front will move into the northern half of Kansas by late afternoon, shifting the 

winds to the north. Also expect increasing clouds behind this system, but no precipitation.  Highs on 

Sunday will range from the upper 50s behind the front in northwest Kansas, to the 60s and low 70s for the 

rest of the state. The cold front is expected to push through Kansas tonight ushering in cooler temperatures 

tonight into Monday.  Overnight lows will be in the 30s and low 40s with mostly cloudy skies.  On Monday 

expect morning clouds and chilly temperatures, giving way to more sunshine by afternoon.  Highs will be 

in the upper 50s and lower 60s statewide. A seasonal, dry weather pattern is setting up this week with 

mainly sunny and mild afternoons, and chilly nights.  Temperatures will stay in the 60s across Kansas, with 

overnight lows in the 30s and 40s through next weekend. 

 

10/21/13  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says look for a cool week here in Kansas but no major storms will be taking 

aim at or area any time soon, so most of us, will also be rain and snow-free. Early Monday, a cold front slid 

across Kansas ushering in a fresh surge of cool Canadian air. Temps will be a bit below normal for the 

latter part of October behind the front. A few sprinkles will also be possible over western Kansas through 



 

 

noon but most areas will stay dry. Temperatures will warm a bit Tuesday only to drop back again 

Wednesday and Thursday as another dry cold front treks through the Central Plains. The cool-down will 

only be about 5-10 degrees and our afternoon highs are expected to rebound again by the weekend. 

 

10/22/13  4pm 

Mostly clear skies are expected overnight with generally the coolest readings in eastern Kansas where a 

Frost Advisory is in effect.  Expect lows to drop to the 30s. We'll have another nice day for Wednesday.  

Look for sunny to mostly sunny skies with highs in the 60s and 70s.  A cold front will arrive in the 

afternoon.  While it won't have a huge impact on temperatures tomorrow, cooler weather can be expected 

for Thursday when highs won't get out of the 50s. A slow, gradual warmup will ensue from Friday into the 

weekend.  The next potential rain maker should arrive early in the work week. 

 

10/23/13  9pm 

A cold front will move through the state overnight bringing a noticeable chill to the area. The cool down 

will be short lived as temperatures recover from 50s tomorrow to 70s by Sunday. Monday will still be mild 

but a storm system will cross the central plains late Monday and Tuesday bringing more cold air and 

improved chances for rain. There may even be some snow in the west late on Tuesday. 

 

10/27/13  9pm 

Meteorologist Ross Janssen says after a quiet weekend, get ready to see rain and thunderstorms in Kansas 

again this week. Severe weather is even a possibility on a few days around the Plains. Overnight, low 

temperatures will drop into the low 40s for much of the state. Some upper 30s are expected in the northwest 

as winds continue from the south. Dry conditions are expected statewide. For Monday, the clouds will 

increase during the day and a cold front will be cutting the state in half from west to east. Northern Kansas 

will be cooler with highs in the 60s, while farther south, mid 70s are expected for the afternoon. 

Thunderstorms are likely for Monday night across central and southern Kansas. A few storms may produce 

small hail and highs winds. Another round of strong storms may develop into Tuesday evening, so stay 

with Storm Team 12 this week for updates on the chances for severe weather. 

 

11/7/13  4pm 

Clear to mostly clear skies will continue tonight all across Kansas. South winds will return overnight 

helping to keep things a little less chilly than they were last night. Those winds will increase on Friday into 

the 20-30 mph range with some gust to 40 mph statewide. Temperatures Friday afternoon will be even 

warmer, topping out in the 60s over central and eastern Kansas while the west will see some low 70s. A 

"cold" front will move across the state Friday night dropping temperatures just a bit over the weekend. 

Mostly clear conditions will be with us through the weekend and into Monday. The next storm system and 

cold front to affect us will bring clouds, rain, some snow in the north, and much colder weather for Tuesday 

and Wednesday. 

 

11/9/13  9pm 

We'll be on the watch for some low clouds as they move northward overnight from Oklahoma and into 

southern Kansas.  Lows will fall to the 30s in most areas with some lower 40s in south central Kansas. On 

Sunday, we forecast those low clouds to advance across southern Kansas into the central and eastern areas 

of the state.  Southeast to southerly winds will develop with highs rising to the lower and middle 60s. The 

second biggest weather dilemma facing Storm Team 12 is Monday's forecast and the timing of some Arctic 

air.  While this timing is not set in stone yet, we forecast the front to be near I-70 by midday Monday and 

then into Wichita by mid-late afternoon.  Highs ahead of the front should reach the 60s with 40s and 50s 

behind the front.  Gusty northeast winds will sweep southward behind the front on Monday, so look for 

falling temperatures. A little bit of drizzle or flurries will be possible in spots Monday night before the drier 

air spills in.  Highs on Tuesday will only reach the upper 30s to near the 40 degree mark!  40s will continue 

for mid-week then a slow moderation before the next weather maker arrives Thursday and Friday, bringing 

a chance of some showers. 

 

11/10/13  9pm 

Meteorologist Ross Janssen says a cold front will arrive Monday, bringing the coldest air of the fall and if 

you haven't had a hard freeze yet, you will by Tuesday morning. Overnight, scattered clouds will be found 



 

 

around the state, but dry conditions should be expected. Low will drop into the 30s and 40s. The front will 

enter northern Kansas early Monday and continue pushing south throughout the day. Highs will range from 

mid 40s northwest to low 60s in Wichita as the front probably won't arrive until about 3 p.m. in the 

afternoon. Strong north winds will usher in very cold air Monday night. Temperatures by Tuesday morning 

will be in the teens for much of Kansas, and despite sunshine in the afternoon, temps will only reach the 

upper 30s. 

 

11/14/13  9pm 

Although we have had more clouds today than yesterday, temperatures have still been on the mild side this 

afternoon. Clouds will decrease tonight leading to mostly sunny conditions tomorrow. Friday temperatures 

will be a little warmer than today. Clouds increase again Friday night with a chance for some late night 

showers and maybe even a thunderstorm or two. Winds and temperatures will peak on Saturday before 

another storm moves in on Sunday. The Sunday system will bring another chance for rain showers and will 

also push a cold front through bringing an end to our brief warming trend. It will be mostly sunny Monday 

through Wednesday with temperatures slowly warming after a cold Monday. 

 

11/16/13  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says we can expect gusty winds and warm temps Friday and Saturday along 

with chances for a few passing showers. Early Friday, skies were mostly clear and temps fell into the 

lower-30s.  Winds backed-off overnight but will be ramping up again during the day. Friday afternoon we'll 

see mostly sunny skies and feel increasing southerly winds.  Gusts could be up to 30 mph later in the day 

with highs ranging from around 70 over southwest Kansas to near 60 for Wichita and the eastern third of 

our state. Light rain or patchy drizzle could develop early Saturday around south-central Kansas, but by 

afternoon, look for mostly sunny skies again and highs around 70 degrees.  Southerly winds will gusty 

through most of the day. Sunday will bring increasing clouds and cooler weather. Sunshine will return early 

Monday and Tuesday but temps will be even colder, topping out around 50 degrees. 

 

11/17/13  9pm 

Look for partly cloudy skies for much of the evening hours before clearing works in well after Midnight.  A 

cold front will approach Wichita by sunrise Sunday morning as lows drop to the 30s and 40s. After the cold 

front slides through, expect gusty northwest winds of 25 to 35 mph, with gusts to 45 mph possible.  A Wind 

Advisory covers a large area of Kansas, along with a Red Flag Warning for extreme fire danger.  Highs on 

Sunday will be cooler but still above normal with temperatures in the 50s and 60s. Expect high clouds and 

temps in the 50s and 60s early next week.  More clouds and chances for rain and snow will loom by the 

latter stages of the work week.  Stay tuned! 

 

11/18/13  9pm 

Meteorologist Ross Janssen says the wind will go down through the night and into Monday. Mild weather 

will stick around for the start of the new week. Overnight, look for clear skies and lows dropping into the 

20s and low 30s. South winds will return Monday afternoon, but won't be anything like the gusty 

conditions from over the weekend. Highs will be close to 60 for most of Kansas. Look for stronger winds 

Tuesday with afternoon highs near 60. South winds will gust over 30 mph. Big changes are expected in the 

weather for the second half of the week. Changes will include cold and the possibility for wintry 

precipitation. Stay tuned. 

 

11/20/13  4pm 

It has been windy and mild this afternoon with a mix of clouds and sunshine. There will be a chance for a 

few showers over  southeast Kansas overnight and early tomorrow. The rest of the day and the rest of the 

state should stay dry and mild. A cold front will move into northern Kansas tomorrow evening and push 

southward through the night, reaching the Oklahoma line by mid morning Thursday. There will be some 

rain ahead of the front Wednesday night. Rain will change to a wintry mix from north to south Thursday 

afternoon and night. The mix will change to snow Thursday night to Friday morning, again from north to 

south. Snow should end by Friday afternoon, but temperatures will stay cold through the weekend. 

 

 

 



 

 

11/23/13  9pm 

   Winter weather moves across kansas.  And it doesn't seem to be going anywhere.   Some place saw snow 

fall.  This was the scene in pratt, which got about two inches.  There was more farther southwest.  So... 

Could we see any more?   Rodney price joins us with what you can expect this weekend. 

 

11/24/13  9pm 

Covering the nation, a large storm system is  now making its way through oklahoma, texas, new mexico 

and other parts of the southwest.. The areas are dealing with snow and heavy rain.  More than 300 flights 

have been cancelled at dallas-fort worth international airport. Meteorologist expect the storm to  head south 

and east, threatening plans for tuesday and wednesday as people hit the roads and airports for some of the 

busiest travel days of the year. At least eight people have died in weather-related accidents since the storm 

began in california on friday. 

 

11/26/13  8am 

A wave of nasty weather is threatening to be a travel nightmare for  millions of americans looking forward 

to a thanksgiving getaway.  Marlie hall has some tips for travelers hoping to make it to their destination in 

time for turkey. The storm is moving east - dropping snow and rain - and holiday travelers are getting 

worried. According to triple-a, more than 43 million people will travel this thanksgiving. The bad weather 

already cancelled hundreds of flights in the southwest.  Forcasters say air travel will be tricky along the east 

coast over the next few days. Cbs news travel editor peter greenberg says to avoid delays - people flying 

need to try to leave early. Most people will drive.  Big cities like pittsburgh are preping streets ahead of the 

storm. Some are choosing to get off the roadways and hit the rails. Forecasters say conditions will improve 

just in time for an easier trip back home. Marlie hall for cbs news. The winter storm has already been 

blamed for at least 11 deaths. 

 

11/29/13  4pm 

Dry and mild weather will continue through the weekend. No big changes until a cold front moves across 

the state on Wednesday. 

 

12/2/13  4pm 

An arctic cold front is on the way to Kansas. It will move from northwest to southeast on Tuesday bringing 

an end to the 50 and 60 degree weather we have had over the past three days. High temperatures by 

Wednesday will only be in the 20s in the far west up to near 40 in the southeast. Readings will not even 

make it back to freezing from Thursday through the weekend. 

 

12/3/13  7am 

Out the door this morning, we have some more fog especially from Wichita on to the southeast of town.  

After this round of fog burns off, we'll enjoy one more nice day.   We're on the "cold front countdown".  

Highs today will be the 50s and 60s. 

 

12/4/13  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says a cold wind of weather change will blow across Kansas Wednesday 

ushering in bitter wind chills, light snow/flurries and a long cold spell. Early Wednesday, clouds moved 

into Kansas and areas north of I-70 saw some patchy freezing drizzle and flurries.  Temps fell into the teens 

over the northwest but stayed around 30 near Wichita. Mostly cloudy skies expected across Kansas 

Wednesday with highs ranging from upper-teens in the northwest to the low to mid-30s for the south-

central parts of our state. Gusty north winds will make it feel colder with wind chills in the single-digits and 

teens. Light snow will be possible Thursday afternoon and into the overnight hours. Highs will only be in 

the teens and lower-20s.  Snow accumulations will generally be an inch or less for most of our area but a 

few 2 or 3 inch amounts are possible over southeastern Kansas. Sub-freezing temperatures are expected 

through the weekend with no warm-up in sight for now. 

 

12/5/13  7am 

   Snow is piling up as a winter storm moves across the country.  Frigid temps are spreading across the west 

coast to the great lakes. The salvation army in denver patrolled the city to get homeless people out of the 

treacherous cold.  Road crews are using solid and liquid deicers to try and keep the roads safe. At least five 



 

 

people have died in weather related accidents in minnesota since monday.   People in parts of 

texas...Oklahoma and Arkansas are gearing up for an ice storm today that forecasters say could cause travel 

delays and power outages. 

 

12/6/13  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says Kansas will stay in the freezer through early next week along with another 

round of light snow or flurries this weekend and more sub-zero morning wind chills. Early Friday, light 

snow drifted across southern Kansas leaving behind a few 1-2 inch totals but most saw only trace amounts. 

Temperatures dipped into the single digits over the northwest with readings in the teens elsewhere. Friday 

afternoon will bring breaks in the clouds but temperatures even colder temps with highs only topping out in 

the teens to around 20 degrees. Clouds will fill back in Saturday with light snow or flurries overspreading 

the state Saturday night into Sunday.  Our high temps will still be below freezing through Tuesday and only 

climb into in the low to mid-30s by Wednesday and Thursday. 

 

12/7/13  9pm 

Flurries and light snow will expand over Kansas during the overnight hours.  Lows will tumble to the single 

digits and teens.  Light snow in the morning will end before lunchtime over southern Kansas while 

continuing to the north.  As a result, the greatest accumulation of snow will be over north central and 

northeast Kansas, where 1-3 inches is expected.  Lesser amounts will be found to the south, with Wichita 

receiving less than an inch.  Sunday afternoon highs will top out in the teens and 20s. Passing clouds will 

move through the state on Monday with more teens and 20s expected.  Look for more sunshine and a 

gradual warming trend next week.  Wichita will get back into the 30s by Tuesday with 40s at the end of the 

week.   

 

12/8/13  9pm 

Covering the nation, the powerful storm that moved across the country is dumping a mix of snow, freezing 

rain and sleet on the mid-atlantic region ... And it's now headed north east.  Overnight - things are are 

expected to turn into a rain and snow mix making for a messy commute.  Thousands of flights have been 

cancelled across the U-S this weekend.  More than 21-hundred flights were cancelled nationwide as of this 

afternoon.  The storm is also being blamed for this pile up on the Pennsylvania Turnpike autohires say a 

crash  that led to a series of fender-benders involving at least  50 cars. 

 

12/9/13  4pm 

Cold weather overnight with clearing skies and light winds. Temperatures will go back above freezing on 

Tuesday with highs in the 30s and sunny skies. The winds will come around to the south for much of the 

state. It will be a little colder for Wednesday, but milder weather is expected heading into Thursday and 

Friday. 

 

12/11/13  7am 

One wichita family is guaranteed a white christmas this year, take a look, kent ruse has a machine that's 

similar to the ones they use to make snow at ski resorts.  It hooks up to a  pressure washer...air compressor 

and garden hose to make the snow.  Some areas of his lawn have almost a foot of fake snow.  He says he 

does it for his wife and he also likes the reactions of people who drive by. 

 

12/14/13  9pm 

We'll see high clouds overnight and chilly temperatures as lows drop to the teens and 20s.  Sunshine will 

mix with high clouds on Sunday with warmer readings on the way.  Statewide highs will reach the 50s, 

with the warmest temperatures in the west.  We'll continue with the above-normal trends through mid-week 

before colder air gathering to our north will plunge down across Kansas by Thursday and Friday.  Some 

wintry precipitation is possible during this time frame too but it's way too early to talk about the exact 

timing, location and amounts.  Stay tuned through next week as we continue to update the forecast. 

 

12/15/13  9pm 

Overnight, skies will remain mostly clear with lows in the 20s. West winds under 15 mph should be 

expected. Mostly sunny skies will return for Monday and with west or northwest winds, temperatures will 

likely climb back above 60 in the afternoon. The warmer than average temperatures will continue through 



 

 

Wednesday and conditions will remain dry. A strong cold front is expected Thursday, beginning the 

transition back to winter-like weather by the end of the week. 

 

12/16/13  4pm 

People in parts of south-central kansas felt the ground move under their feet just after nine this morning.  

The "u-s geological survey" says... An earthquake hit about 11 miles west-northwest of caldwell. The 

earthquake registered at 3-point-8 on the richter scale.  And... It was about three miles below the surface. 

Sumner county dispatch tell us.... No damage was reported.  The earthquake was originally classified as a 

4-point-2. But was later registered as a 3-point-8 on the richter scale.  

 

12/19/13  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says a strong cold front will plow through Kansas Thursday so say see ya 60s 

hello 30s through the weekend! The front will usher in northerly winds and colder temperatures. Northern 

and western Kansas will feel the front's passage Thursday afternoon as highs tumble into the upper-30s, 40s 

and lower-50s. Wichita and south-central Kansas will squeeze out one more mild day, topping-out around 

60 degrees. Thursday night, tumbling temperatures and just enough moisture, will produce patchy freezing 

drizzle for some, flurries for others, especially over eastern Kansas. A strong storm system is expected to 

move into our area from the southwest Saturday and bring even more winter weather. Southern and eastern 

Kansas will see a wintry mix of freezing drizzle, light freezing rain or sleet early Saturday, changing to 

moderate snow later by afternoon. The snow should taper to flurries then end Sunday morning but a a few 

spots could pick up an inch or tow of snow and some light ice before the weekend system moves away.  

Right now it appears there will be some slippery, snow-packed or icy roads for parts of southeastern 

Kansas this weekend. 

 

12/21/13  9pm 

  The snow is here.. This is a live look at century two in downtown wichita.  Where several inches has 

fallen tonight.  Meteorologist ross jansen is tracking the storm for us tonight. 

 

12/22/13  9pm 

Overnight, a weak system coming from the Rockies will spread more clouds over the state. Light snow or 

flurries are expected in northern Kansas. Low temperatures will drop into the single digits for a big chunk 

of the state, but some double digit readings are possible in the far southwest. The wind should be light. 

Monday brings a chance for early morning flurries, but the afternoon will have brighter skies. Highs will be 

in the teens for most areas with snow cover, but should see some mid 20s in the far west where there is no 

snow on the ground. Christmas Eve day will not be as cold. Gusty south winds will push temperatures back 

above freezing and begin melting the snow. 

 

12/23/13  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says temperatures will be even colder Monday with a few passing flurries or 

snow showers across parts of Kansas. Our weekend snowstorm left some areas of slippery and snow-

packed or icy roads in its wake so travelers beware and allow extra time to get to your destination. 

A much weaker weather system moved in from the Rockies while we were sleeping spreading clouds and 

patchy light snow or flurries over northern and central Kansas.  Early morning temps dropped into the 

single digits for a big chunk of the state but there were some double digit readings out west. Flurries or 

brief snow showers will pass through our area Monday morning but by afternoon look for breaks in the 

clouds and some sunshine. Highs will be in the teens for those areas covered in snow while the west will 

see some readings in the mid-20s where there's no snow on the ground. Christmas Eve day will not be as 

cold as gusty southerly winds push temperatures back above freezing and begin melting the snow. 

 

12/24/13  8am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says we can expect gusty winds and melting snow Christmas Eve as a slow 

warming trend begins and takes us through week's end. Early Tuesday, temperatures fell into the single 

digits over snow covered areas with teens across the west under a partly to mostly cloudy sky. Tuesday 

afternoon highs will range from around 50 for far western Kansas to the upper-20s over the deepest snow-

pack across central parts of our state. Look for more clouds than sun but some melting snow by afternoon. 



 

 

The wind will be gusty from the south and west most of the day. Christmas Day will be dry with lots of 

sunshine and highs in the 30s and 40s.  Travel weather around the central US calls for smooth sailing. 

 

12/25/13  4pm 

Sunshine was abundant today across Kansas. That helped temperatures get into the 40s over most of the 

state. Clear to mostly clear conditions will continue to be the rule tonight through Saturday with readings 

getting a little warmer each day. A strong cold front moving through the state Saturday night will bring a 

big chill back to the area on Sunday and Monday. We will see temperatures recover some Tuesday and 

Wednesday. 

 

12/26/13  4pm 

Sunshine continues to be abundant over Kansas this afternoon which has pushed high temperatures into the 

40s and 50s at most locales. That also means that the melting of snow and ice continued. Remember that 

the melting this afternoon will create icy areas tonight as temperatures fall. Even warmer weather is on tap 

for tomorrow and Saturday. Then comes the cold front that will drop high temperatures on Sunday by some 

20 to 30 degrees. Although we will see more clouds on Sunday we are not expecting any precipitation. 

Monday will still be cold but should moderate for the rest of next week. 

 

12/27/13  7am 

Meteorologist Mark Larson says temperatures will continue to climb Friday and Saturday as our warming 

trend continues but bone-chilling cold and gusty winds are on the way Sunday. Early Friday, skies were 

clear with light west or southwest winds. Temps fell into the upper teens and low 20s and there was a bit of 

patchy fog around central and southern Kansas. Friday afternoon will be warmer statewide as highs soar 

into the low-60s over far western Kansas while upper-40s and lower-50s are expected across central and 

eastern Kansas. Southwest winds should stay under 20 mph most of the day. Saturday looks mild too with 

afternoon highs in the 50s to near 60 but a strong cold front will slide through Saturday night causing temps 

to tumble all the way back into the 20s and 30s Sunday afternoon. Gusty northerly winds will also plow in 

behind the front driving wind chills down into the single-digits and teens. The weekend front will not bring 

us any significant rain, sleet or snow and temps should recover a bit by Tuesday and Wednesday when 

highs warm back into the 40s. 

 

12/28/13  9pm 

We enjoyed a beautiful Saturday afternoon but drastic changes are racing across the state as we speak.  A 

strong cold front is pushing southeast and will invade the Wichita area before Midnight.  By Sunday 

morning we'll see lows in the teens for most of the state with windchills below zero.  Increasing clouds will 

invade the state too and may bring a few snowflakes and spits of freezing drizzle.  We don't expect any 

travel issues overnight. Sunday will be a completely different world weather wise.  Highs will only reach 

the 20s...some 30 degrees colder on average.  Clouds will break from west to southeast.  Temperatures will 

slowly moderate by Monday and Tuesday with some colder air again invading just in time for New Year's 

Day. 

 

12/29/13  9pm 

Some clouds will invade overnight with lows in the single digits central and east, but stay in the double 

digits for the west. Dry weather is expected with diminishing winds. Clouds will thin out Monday 

afternoon with highs in the 40s across the west and upper 30s in central Kansas. The wind will be out of the 

west or southwest throughout the day. Milder weather should be expected for New Years Eve Day, but 

turning colder on New Years Day behind a front that could bring a few flurries to Kansas on Wednesday. 

 

12/30/13  4pm 

Breezy and warmer central and east tomorrow while the west will see conditions similar to those 

experienced today. A cold front brings down temperatures on Wednesday with a chance for some light 

snow central and east. Another chance for light snow will be with us Saturday night and Sunday morning. 

 

12/31/13  8am 

Sunny to mostly sunny skies are expected today, along with a much warmer forecast.  Highs will reach the 

40s and 50s! A cooler forecast is in store for New Year's Day.  More clouds and even some light snow is 



 

 

possible.  Any accumulation will be light: most spots will be around an inch or less but a few areas in 

eastern Kansas could approach a couple of inches. 

 

 



 

 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

10/1/13  7am 

Despite all the disagreement in washington, .. The affordable health care act moves forward. Today, .. 

Americans can start reasearching the plans and enrolling. However... Many americans still don't know their 

options. The hunter health clinic in wichita has four employees who can help answer your questions. The 

navigators started preparing for open enrollment about two weeks ago. They will be calling all the hunter 

health clinic patients to let them know how the changes could affect their options. Veronica miranda"we've 

also partnered up with the library and different community groups to host public meetings, informational 

meetings, and also clinics where we can actually assist people to go through the enrollment process on the 

website.”  The clinic is expecting an increase in patients at the start of the year ... When the health coverage 

kicks in. You do not have to be a hunter health clinic patient to get assistance there  some navigators say 

there is a lot of wrong information floating around about the affordable care act ... And they recommend 

talking with them before enrolling even if you think you understand your options. 

 

10/4/13  9pm 

The obama administration says it will take its health-care website off-line over the weekend. The move is 

so fixes can be made to the website. The federal site serves 36 states. It went online tuesday when open 

enrollment under the new affordable care act began. Millions of users signed on to look at their options for 

health care coverage. However... Glitches in the system prevented many from completing their 

applications. The general information section will remain available during repairs. Consumers have until 

december 15-th to enroll for coverage that starts january first. Last month we showed you a week-long 

series on the affordable care act... And what it means for kansans. Go to our special section at k-w-c-h dot 

com to see it again. 

 

10/9/13  9pm 

Investigators are looking into what may have caused a gas pipeline to explode over night. It's happened in 

harper county, oklahoma. The fire from the explosion could be seen from parts of southwest kansas.  

Firefighters from oklahoma and kansas responded to the fire that took 4 hours to get under control four 

homes near the fire were evacuated. They were not damaged. The pipeline belongs to northern natural gas 

company based out of nebraska. 

 

10/10/13  7am 

Marijuana growers trespassing on private property and secretly cultivating and harvesting their weed. Last 

week, the d-a told property owners to be on the lookout for it. This week authorities have found one.. It 

happened on central....just west of the wichita city limits. More than 300 marijuana plants were found ---

some still growing,. Others were harvested and hung to dry in this dilapidated barn. The sheriff's office says 

the owner of the property had nothing to do with it. Becky bouska (bush-kuh) lives right next door.  You're 

talking about a criminal element to begin with.  And when you have a criminal element working around 

your house, with your kids,  it creates a sense of fear and makes you feel rather uncomfortable.  

Investigators are looking for anybody who has seen strange people in that area this summer. 

 

10/13/13  7am 

The service and the sacrifice of all of our armed service should never be forgotten. We should give them 

thanks continuously for what they do. That thank you - coming in the form of a new memorial, honoring 

kansas soldiers who served in the war on terror shovels broke ground on the new "operation freedom 

memorial" in wichita saturday morning... Hannah davis met the mother who made it all possible. 

 

10/14/13  8am 

A return to normal temps could mean a significant rise in heating costs this winter. Historically low natural 

gas prices are moving higher kansas gas service expects customer bills to rise about six percent from 

november to may compared to last years cost. Black hills energy predicts gas will average 10 to 12 percent 

higher this year nationwide. Unseasonably mild temps coupled with low gas prices have given residents a 

break on their heating bills. 



 

 

 

10/21/13  8am 

Investigators will be back the site of this deadly plane crash today. It happened friday near derby... Crews 

recovered parts of the wreckage sunday... They're mapping and cataloging each piece that's found. The 

debris will be sent to a lab in texas... Investigators found one wing about three-quarters of a mile away..  

They say it could be months before we know what caused the crash... 

 

10/27/13  9pm 

  In the consumer watch, check your frig. A recall is being expanded,  the food and drug administration  and    

"reser's fine foods" out of topeka   has now recalled all chicken... Ham... And beef products produced 

between september 5th and october 9th because of a possible contamination with listeria.  So far no one has 

reported getting sick from the food.  Go to kwch-dot com for more on the recall... 

 

10/28/13  7am 

  I-70 is back open after an overnight crash.  The kansas highway patrol says a driver was merging onto 

70...from k-18 when he struck a guard rail.  The vehicle then launched over the embankment and landed in 

the west bound lanes of i-70.  Paramedics took the man to a hospital in junction city.  The highway was 

closed for about an hour overnight while troopers investigated the crash. 

 

10/29/13  4pm 

The affordable care act is facing more criticism today-- as some insurers notify their customers they are 

losing coverage. President obama has repeatedly promised- people who like their insurance will not have to 

change policies.  But more than two million people in several states have received letters in recent weeks--

notifying them that their policies are being canceled.   In kansas-- insurance officials say the changes will 

only affect a small population.  Insurance providers say they are canceling policies that do not meet new 

government requirements. 

 

10/30/13  8am 

Good morning. Kathleen sebelius taking the seat this morning at capitol hill.  Lawmakers have questions 

for her. They want to know about the problems with the government's healthcare website, .. And who knew 

about them and when.  We'll listen in live next, .. But first… 

 

11/5/13  9pm 

New this morning from topeka,  where a bomb squad worked to secure a home.  One man has been 

arrested.  Deputies served an arrest warrant at the home monday afternoon.  They found several suspicious 

items and called the bomb squad to remove them.  Folks nearby were asked to stay inside as a precaution.  

The scene is clear now, but investigators haven't said what was found. 

 

11/6/13  9pm 

   We begin tonight with a developing story from stafford county.  State troopers are searching for a driver 

involved in a deadly hit and run.   The crash happened just before six this evening... On u-s 50 just west of 

stafford.  Investigators say... A tow truck driver was loading-up a broken down tour bus... When he was hit 

by a passing car.   One eyewitness reported... A maroon oldsmobile was the on scene with its emergency 

flashers on. But as the witness pulled up, the maroon car left west on u-s 50.   Another eyewitness 

reported... Following an older model white car driving recklessly on u-s 50 before the accident.   If you 

have any information call the highway patrol at 744-0451. 

 

11/7/13  4pm 

We're following breaking news from sumner county.  The report of a business fire in downtown caldwell.     

Roger cornish joins us from the newsroom with the latest. Cindy... We're still working to get more details... 

But here's what we know so far. Dispatchers in sumner county say fire crews are fighting a business fire 

near 30th street and south main in caldwell. We've heard as many as two businesses may be involved.  

There are no reports of any injuries.  We're joined on the phone by keyla blake who is in downtown 

caldwell right night, keyla tell us what you're seeing.  We're following the developments... And have a crew 

on the way to caldwell.  We will bring you new information as we get it on air and on-line at k-w-c-h dot 

com. 



 

 

 

 

 

11/8/13  7am 

A 15-year-old boy is in serious condition after being hit by a car in front of southeast high school.  

eyewitnesses say the teen dashed into traffic during his lunch break thursday.  parents and students at 

southeast say they see kids running into the street all the time... They don't use a nearby crosswalk.  One 

parent says the students may have needed a wake-up call.  wichita public schools had counselors at 

southeast Thursday to help students who may have been affected by the accident. 

 

11/9/13  9pm 

  Four children taken into protective custody...after police find a four year old wandering the streets of 

northeast wichita alone at midnight. Sia Nyorkor talked to neighbors - sia, what did you find out?  Anne, a 

neighbor saw that little girl and called police.  When officers got to the child's home - they found three 

more kids under the age of one home alone inside,  there were no adults in sight.  It happened at this home 

on north volutsia.   Police took the children to wesley to be checked out and then put them in protective 

custody.  Neighbors tell me, they're not sure who the parents are but they've seen the children running 

unsupervised in the street before. Some told me, it was only a matter of time until someone called police.   

At last check -= police have not been able to find the children's parents. They are still investigating to find 

out how and why this happened.  Anne?  Once police find those parents - they could face several charges - 

including child endangerment. 

 

11/10/13  9pm 

Also in the healthwatch,  cold  season upon us.  And  it may be hard for parents to determine what might be 

a cold or an allergy.  Susan hendricks checks in with a pediatrician for tips you can use. Children spend a 

lot of time sniffling and sneezing this time of year, making it hard for parents to figure out if it's a cold or 

an allergy.  But there are some distinct differences between the two conditions.  You don't see much itching 

with colds.  But colds have a few symptoms that set them apart from allergies; and one of those is fever.  

Children with a cold may develop an elevated  temperature, but that is not the case with allergies.  

Youngsters often complain about a sore throat with a cold, something less common with allergies.  Also 

colds tend to run their course within a week or 2 weeks whereas allergies can last much longer. And if your 

child's symptoms have you concerned, as always check with your pediatrician. For today's health minute, 

i'm susan hendricks. 

 

11/11/13  8am 

A lot of the scams the factfinder 12 investigators see... Target senior citizens.  That's why melissa scheffler 

heads to iowa... Where a researcher might have a reason why older people are more likely to fall for scams.  

Researcher erik asp (one syllable, like it looks) started the study at the "university of iowa hospitals and 

clinics."  he used a group of patients with damage to the front part of their brain... Called the "pre-frontal 

cortex."   what he found... Might change the way you think about an older loved one.  Coming up tonight, 

on "eyewitness news at ten"... Hear why as you get older... You might be biologically "wired for scams."   

 

11/12/13  9pm 

  Continuing coverage on a house fire in northeast Wichita.   Investigators say, the fire may be furnace 

related. Crews were called to the 15-hundred block of north ridgewood this afternoon.  They were able to 

put the fire out.  Officials say, a heat lamp was placed inside a card-board box to keep a drain pipe from 

freezing. That's what caused the fire.  The fire caused about 100-thousand dollars in damage.  No one was 

hurt. 

 

11/14/13  7am 

  Remember if you see any traffic problems your morning commute. Tweet us at kwch traffic and use 

#kwchtraffic. 

 

11/15/13  7am 

  High medical bills are one of the leading causes of bankruptcy in america.  Patients get their medical 

services and often don't think much about the cost...until it's too late.  I've been looking into this for 



 

 

factfinder 12, .. And there's a lot you need to know before you pay. Peggy gerber knows all too well the 

sticker shock of receiving high medical bills.  She has no insurance.  Last year, she was hit with a 10-

thousand dollar bill for gall bladder surgery.  And back in august she had a trip to the emergency room that 

totaled nearly 3-thousand dollars. In both cases gerber's income was low enough she was able to get 

healthcare assitance from newton medical center that reduced her out of pocket cost to less than five 

hundred dollars. Not everyone will be able to negotiate such a break on their bills.  What if there was a 

better way to shop around...and reduce those bills in the first place? Dr. Jeffrey rice operates a website 

called healthcare blue book.com.  Just as the kelley blue book helps you find a fair price for a car -- his site 

helps you shop around for a fair price for medical services.  Dr. Rice says the facility costs for testing, 

blood work...even surgery can be very different. Fullscreen:i checked the cost of a knee m-r-i in wichita.  

According to healthcare blue book -- a fair price is $519.  We called three different places.  The price to bill 

insurance was $1065....$1306...and $1700.  That's the price they bill.  The insurance company negotiates 

that down and then you meet your deductibles and co-pays.  Two places offered a flat price of $500 with no 

insurance.  One of them also offered to knock off extra $50 if i paid in full up front.  Fullscreen: dr. Rice 

says the key is to stay in network.  Patients who pay cash in lieu of insurance may get even lower prices.  

The challenge is making the phone calls.  He says hospitals and doctors aren't in the habit of advertising 

prices. So to avoid the jaw-dropping medical bill, consider comparison shopping in advance.  You might 

find the same quality of care at a much better price. Have questions?  Dr. Jeffrey rice will join me this 

morning in a live interactive chat.  It begins at 8-30.  You'll find a link to it at that time at our website kwch 

dot com. 
 

11/16/13  9pm 

  In the health watch, a  rare form of bacterial meningitis... Not commonly found in the u-s... Has surfaced 

at princeton university.   Melisa raney tells us how health officals and the university is responding to the 

outbreak. Seven cases of a potentially fatal disease reported on the campus of princeton university in recent 

months. The latest case of meningitis b was diagnosed november 8th.  That student is still in the hospital. 

Meanwhile, students are taking precautions... Washing their hands and not sharing drinks... Including those 

red drinking cups popular on college campuses. Princeton officials are weighing whether or not to offer 

emergency shots of a vaccine that's currently only approved for use in europe and australia. Others are 

apprehensive.  If the university board of trustees approves, as many as 8,000 undergraduate and graduate 

students at the school could be offered the vaccine. I'm melisa raney reporting.  

 

11/17/13  9pm 

  Blood cancer is the second leading cause of death in young people today.  And when chemo can't beat it. 

bone marrow donation is sometimes the only hope.  As jade degood reports, a newton couple has one very 

special reason for you to sign up to become a donor.  It's not hard. And only takes a few minutes. But what 

comes next could save a life. The 9-year-old from michigan was diagnosed with the blood cancer 3-years-

ago. Now, there's only one way to save her. Sidney's grandparents aren't a match… and neither is the rest of 

her family, so now they are relying on others to sign up. In newton, Jade Degood, eyewitness news.  

Another bone marrow registration event will be held in wichita on tuesday. It will be at aubury church from 

10 to 7.  We do want to mention there are some requirements… you have to be between the ages of 18 and 

55 to register. For more on bone marrow donations… go to kwch.com. 

 

11/21/13  7am 

We've been telling you about the physician shortage across most rural communities in kansas.  And how a 

state universities is tying to help.  But some medical experts say it's not enough. Lauren seabrook continues 

our in-depth look at the doctor dilemma.  Medical experts have done extensive research on the doctor 

shortage and believe the problem won't get any better in the next 50 years.  So some hospital leaders are 

looking for new ways to treat patients in the smallest communities of kansas.  A desperate need for doctors 

in rural parts of kansas has some hospital leaders replacing medical professionals with machinery. 

Hamilton county hospital in syracuse went nearly eight years without a doctor ... Forcing the people who 

live there to travel miles for healthcare.  But hospital ceo bryan coffey found a way around the chronic 

physician shortage. Tele-medicine in the form of a robot.  Coffey says the robot gives his hospital the 

opportunity to see patients dealing with countless different conditions. Anyone working at the hospital can 

maneuver the robot. And the attached camera gets an up close view of the patient.  Which coffey says will 

be especially vital when people suffering from a stroke come to his hospital.  In the past ... Those patients 



 

 

would be stabilized and shipped by ambulance or medical helicopter to a hospital with more resources. The 

robot keeps them in syracuse.  Coffey believes tele-medicine will not only save lives ... But save hundreds 

of communities across the state ... Desperate for medical care like his hospital once was.  Coffey says the 

robot is a bargain.  He says one patient a month ... That can be treated at hamilton county hospital instead 

of being shipped out ... Will pay for the tele-medicine.  If a doctor finds that a patient needs further medical 

attention ... They will still be taken to a facility with more resources.  But coffey says that may only be half 

the time ... And the robot saves many people the trip by diagnosing the problem in hamilton county.  

Coffey says tele-medicine is being used for military members overseas.  He says a soldier in afghanistan 

can see a doctor through the robot in the united states.  If you missed any of our three part doctors dilemma 

series you can see them all again at kwch dot com. 

 

11/22/13  8am 

  Winter weather has already arrived in dodge city.  That's where we find janeth vasquez live this morning. 

 

11/26/13  8am 

Accident still being worked on i-235 at the right shoulder of ramp to i-135.  Highway patrol is on scene but 

speeds on northbound i-235 are down to about 30 mph.taking a view across town though at us-54 and 

southwest boulevard.  Remember if you see any traffic problems your morning commute... Tweet us at 

kwch traffic and use #kwchtraffic. 

 

11/27/13  9pm 

   Friends and family are remembering the lives of four people killed in an east wichita fire.   It happened 

early wednesday morning in the 600 block of north goebel.   Today, fire investigators released the names of 

those killed.   They are identified as 21-year-old amanda nichols, her son 1-year-old isaac nichols. And 27-

year-old camaron mcgowan and his son, two-year-old k'dyn mcgowan.   Investigators are still looking for 

what may have caused the fire.   They say, they may not know for sure until at least next week.  Today, 

they ruled out an electrical malfunction.  The last time 4 people died in a single fire in wichita was 1987. 

 

11/28/13  7am 

  The cause of this deadly house fire in east wichita is still undetermined.  Investigators have ruled out an 

electrical malfunction.  The fire broke out early tuesday morning at a mobile home.  The four people killed 

have been identified.  They are amanda nichols and her one year old son isaaca.  Cameron mcgowan and 

his two year old son k'dyn were also killed.  Three other people escaped from the home. 

 

12/2/13  4pm 

  In the health watch, the administration says- the speed of the website has more than tripled-  and more 

than 400 bugs have been fixed. Will the obamacare website work now after the re-launch? The obama 

administration calls it a dramatic improvement for health care dot gov. The white house technology team 

says the website can now handle 50 thousand users at a time.  Or up to 800 thousand each day.  But leaders 

of the White House technology team say they still have plenty of challenges ahead.  Including trying to fix 

a glitch in the part of the website that delivers the consumer information to insurers. Adviser Jeffrey Zients 

says the site now works most of the time....for most users. The troubled startup has put enrollment rates far 

below white house target numbers. Consumers have just a few weeks to sign up for coverage to begin on 

January 1st. 

 

12/3/13  7am 

Even if healthcare-dot-gov is working better...getting people to try it may be a challenge.  We visited grace 

med clinic monday where six health care navigators are available to help people sign up for insurance.  On 

the first day of the revamped healthcare.gov website business was slow. There are also concerns about the 

security of the website and the possibility of their personal information being stolen. 

 

12/4/13  8am 

  It may be topping the list of things you *don't* want recalled....defibrillators.   Federal health regulators 

warn that certain cardiac defibrillators recalled by philips health care may not deliver a needed shock in an 

emergency.  The recall affects about 700-thousand defibrillators sold between 2005 and 2012. 

 



 

 

12/5/13  7am 

Kids are facing the bitter cold this morning as they head out for the bus stop. Try to keep them inside until 

the bus arrives. A family care doctor says the best way to bundle up is to first layer with something 

breathable. Your second layer should be loose...to trap your body heat in.  The third layer should be tightly 

woven fabric and if possible...water proof.  As jade degood shows us....some out and about got it right 

while others not so much. These students prepared for a show.  But the weather?  You be the judge.  Cold 

to tears.  But what many may not realize is just how much the cold can affect you.   Dr. Dickson says it's 

actually pretty common. And mostly in people who weren't aware. That's the first sign... Then your finger 

tips turn white. And blue as your blood flows towards your core. Trying to keep those vital organs warm.  

But even less severe forms mean weeks of pain.  So make sure those ears fingers and toes are extra toasty. 

With plently of layers.  And make sure to do the same for the little ones.  Another thing to think about. 

Mittens verses gloves.  Mittens do in fact keep your hands warmer because it traps heat in.  But dr. Dickson 

says if you're going to take them off to figit with keys and electronics it's better just to wear gloves. And not 

have exposed skin.      

 

12/8/13  9pm 

The emergency accident reporting plan is in effect for wichita drivers.  Which means ... If you are involved 

in an accident but not injured ... And the vehicle is drivable ... Don't call 911.  Exchange information with 

the other drivers.  Then fill out an accident form within 24 hours.  Those forms can be picked up at police 

substations, quik trips, and printed out from our web site-- kwch dot com. 

 

12/10/13  9pm 

  Wichita fire officials identify the man killed in a fire sunday.  Officials say 83-year old elijah smith died 

from smoke inhalation.   Fire officials say, a space heater pluged into an extension cord is the cause of the 

fire.  Smith and his son were home at the time.   Both tried putting the fire out before fire crews arrived.  

Smith became overwhelmed with smoke and died. 

 

12/11/13  7am 

  One person is recovering from rollover crash in salina last night.  This picture is courtesy of our news 

partners at the salina journal.  Two cars collided and caught fire at the intersection of magnolia and 

simpson. 

 

12/12/13  8am 

A house fire is under control.  It happened in the 12-thousand block of killarney...near k-96 and central.   

Crews are starting to clean up and check for hot spots. 

 

12/13/13  7am 

A fight outside club rodeo sends one man to the hospital in serious condition. The owner of that club 

released a statement saying he's working with police to provide a safe environment.  Including closing 

down on one of the club's busiest nights.  But is that the answer?  Hannah davis spoke with one bar owner 

who disagrees.  Wichita police arrived at club rodeo early thursday morning after two men got into a fight 

in this parking lot.  Police say one man stabbed the other... Sending him to the hospital in serious conditon.  

Hours later club rodeo's owner sent eyewitness news this email.  Ragain wouldn't go on camera... But said 

he canceled rodeo's thursday "hip-hop" nights days after the deadly shooting in old town.  He says he didn't 

want that crowd migrating to his business.  This was the first week rodeo was open on a wednesday night.  

The stabbing happened at closing time.  Other bar owners say problems can happen any night. Erica lopez 

owns emmerson biggins in old town... She says the problem isn't a certain crowd. In the last year police 

have responded to dozens of incidents at club rodeo--  you're looking at a list of police records here.  36 

calls have been for battery. It all adds up to 131 incidents overall. 

 

12/19/13  8am 

The kansas board of regents approves a new "social media policy"... For state university employees.  The 

changes come in the wake of a controversial tweet from a k-u professor. That tweet in september... 

Targeted the national rifle association after the navy yard shooting in Washington d-c.  The new policy 

outlines "improper use" of social media... That can result in a suspension... Or firing.  "improper use" 

includes communications that directly incite violence... Are contrary to the best interest of the university... 



 

 

Or disclose confidential information. Staff members can appeal discipline through a grievance process set-

up by each university... But the university president has the final say. 

 

12/20/13  7am 

Stay ahead of the winter storm with the storm team 12 weather app. You can get a look at the interactive 

radar and follow the storm as it approaches. It's free for Apple and Android devices. 

 

12/22/13  9pm 

The winter weather caused accidents and slide offs through out the day. East bound kellogg at oliver was 

shut down earlier due to an injury accident.  Mona harrison-phillips sent us this photo of the crash. 

 

12/23/13  7am 

It's a bi-partisan effort to ease hunger for the holidays.  Republican state senator michael o'donnell and and 

demoratic state senator oletha faust-goudeau (FOWST-GOO-DOE) gave out free gallons of milk sunday at 

three wichita wal mart locations.  they say milk is important because its something those in need might 

otherwise go without during the holidays.  the senators were also joined by Sedgwick County Treasurer 

Linda Kizzire (KIZ-ARE-E) and Wichita Vice-Mayor Pete Meitzner.  They gave away more than 600 

gallons of milk. 

 

12/25/13  4pm 

Welcome back--it's work it out wednesday. You might be chowing down on christmas goodies today --   

but if you're trying to figure out some quick and easy ways to work it off...  Danilyn has some tips for you. 

All the aches and pains of holiday traveling and inconsistent workouts are bound to build up when you hit 

the gym again in the new year...so its important to whip out one of these bad boys...the foam roller takes 

care of business in the best way..it's called myocardial release...the philosophy has been in existence for 

about 20 years but rollers have only become popular within the last ten. A person can get trigger-points or 

knots - you know what i'm talking about - and the pain causes dysfunction in muscles that cause your 

muscles to compensate for your irregular movement. It's good to program it into your warm-up or pair it up 

with strength training - but first timers shouldn't go crazy with it - you have to find an apparatus that fits 

you. Everyone is going to be different when it comes to seeing improvements but for most it's almost 

instant...anyone is recommended to use one - young and old - at home or in the gym...its an easy way to 

start your new year off right. With your work it out wednesday i'm dani welniak and if you want more on 

this or other work out ideas just log on to kwchdotcom and click on the sports tab.  If there's a workout you 

want jenn or dani to try.  Or a fitness trend you want us to explain-- email us!  Send your ideas to "work it 

out" at kwch dot com. 

 

12/26/13  9pm 

  Mcdonald's  is under fire today for telling its employees not to eat the chain's food.  Mcdonald's has  shut 

down its internal employee web page because it reportedly warned workers to *avoid* eating their own 

food.  C-n-b-c reported one page of the employee resource web site displays a graphic showing a burger, 

fries and soda -- with a caption that reads "unhealthy choice." the page recommended to mcdonalds 

employees a salad and water as a healthier alternative. 

 

12/27/13  7am 

With the winter weather...vets are warning pet owners about solutions used to clear ice from sidewalks.  

Ingredients in most ice melt and salt can irritate a dog's paws or be harmful if ingested.  Vets recommend 

cleaning your pet's paws after walking outside and keep your dog from licking the ground or drinking from 

puddles. 

 

12/29/13  9pm 

The Obama administration says a December surge has upped the number of  health insurance sign-ups 

through the federal government's website past the 1 million mark.  Experts say those numbers, combined 

with state-run markets should equal about 2 million.  That number is still well short of the administration's 

original goal.  Coverage starts   january first. 

 

12/30/13  4pm 



 

 

Sedgwick County has received three new ambulances with upgraded safety features.  The new design is an 

intentional effort to improve the safety of e-m-s crew while on the road.  The vehicles will still have the 

standard "star of life" symbol and "z" stripe-  but will add the sedgwick county e-m-s logo and feature a 

"passive warning" system. Passive warning refers to the striping covering the rear of the vehicle.  Research 

has shown drivers make safer choices when going around an incident using the passive warning system. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

POLITICS 
 

10/4/13  9pm 

66 workers with the kansas department of labor are forced to take days off work without pay. The furlough 

days come as a result of the recent government shutdown. Of the 66 employees... 2 work out of the wichita 

office. 

 

10/13/13  7am 

Wichita mayor...Carl Brewer heads to China next week...to promote the air capital's aviation industry. It's 

all part of a trade office...aimed to boost sales and grow partnership opportunities. The Beijing office hopes 

to connect Wichita and China for businesses parts like...Maintenance as well as other products and services.     

The project is privately funded. Mayor Brewer talked about the trip with cindy klose -- klose up during 

eyewitness news at four.  You can see the entire interview at kwch.com.  

 

10/14/13  8am 

Wichita mayor carl brewer is headed to china this week. It's for the opening of a privately funded trade 

office tasked with promoting wichita's aviation industry. The mission will be to identify sales and 

partnering opportunities. The beijing office will work to connect wichita and china businesses for 

parts..maintenance and other products. 

 

10/25/13  9pm 

   After just one term change could be on the way in topeka.   That's according to our exclusive scientific 

survey.  If the election were held today... Governor sam brownback could be in trouble os losing his seat.   

We polled 511 registered kansas voters.  According to our poll... 39-percent would vote for republicans 

sam brownback and jeff colyer.  43-percent say, they would vote for democrats paul davis and jill docking.   

Also according to our survey... 62-percent of voters say, they have made up their minds on who they would 

vote for.  33-percent say, they may change their minds. 

 

10/27/13  9pm 

Covering the Nation,  this week house republicans get a chance to question... Health and human services 

secretary kathleen sebelius... About the many problem affecting the afforable care act.  Today  on c-b-s's 

face the nation.   Republican state rep...  Darell issa said that wasn't enough and he may issue subpoenas to 

sebelius. And the rest of her department.  The Obama Administration has not yet revealed how many 

people have signed up for medical insurance under the Affordable Care Act. 

 

10/29/13  4pm 

Lawmakers are pressing for answers about problems with the affordable care act web site.  The head of 

medicare and medicaid testified on capitol hill about the site.  She says the web site is slowly improving... 

And fewer users are having trouble.  But lawmakers want to know what went wrong before the launch.  

more questions about the web site will be raised tomorrow-- when health and human services secretary 

kathleen sebelius is scheduled to testify. 

 

11/13/13  8am 

  President bill clinton is among the latest to criticize president obama, ..  After millions of americans find 

out they will lose their current insurance policies under the affordable care act. The white house says the 

president has ordered his staff to find a solution for those affected.  But, .. An adviser during the first bush 

administration says there's likely not enough time to reverse course.  Republicans are pressing ahead with a 

proposal to allow people to keep their existing policies which the white house opposes.  The house is 

expected to vote on the bill Friday. 

 

11/15/13  7am 

President obama is trying to make good on a promise.  But republicans say it's not enough and insurance 

executives say it won't work.  President Obama now says americans can keep their current insurance plans 

through 2014....even if they don't meet the standards laid out in the new health care law.  Nearly five 



 

 

million people received cancellation notices.  The g-o-p proposal also lets americans keep their coverage 

and allows insurance companies to keep selling those plans to new customers.  The head of the insurance 

commissioners association is concerned about reversing course.  He says the president's "fix"...quote 

"threatens to undermine the market and may lead to higher premiums. 

 

11/19/13  4pm 

In the health watch,  president obama told insurance success stories at the rose garden last month.  He 

spoke about positive emails he received concerning the affordable care act.  One story was about a single 

mother named jessica sanford. Through obamacare-- she could now afford insurance for the first time.  

Sanford wrote to the president and told him she cried the day she could sign up.  But the happy emotions 

didn't last long.  Sanford received letters saying a tax credit she was told she would qualify for....wasn't 

going to happen after all.  Her insurance rate will be going up.  The health care exchange in washington 

says it's looking into Sanford's dilemma. But hasn't reached any solutions. 

 

11/26/13  8am 

  The supreme court could announce today whether it will take up a birth control coverage dispute in 

president barack obama's health care law.   At issue are companies' religious objections to the law's birth-

control mandate.  About 40 for-profit companies have sued.  Both sides want the justices to settle the issue 

that has divided lower courts.  

 

11/28/13  7am 

It's an idea governor sam brownback understands.  He says he gets why some retailers are holding black 

friday shopping hours today...but he doesn't like it.  Brownback says when stores open for shopping on 

thanksgiving... It  takes workers away from their families. The governor has proclaimed november 30th as 

small business saturday in kansas. 

 

11/30/13  9pm 

Today is deadline day for the federeal healthcare website.  After a disasterous roll out two months ago, the 

president's team says the system should work smoothy for the quote "vast majority of users.  Martha shade 

takes a look. The obama administration has its fingers crossed that *most* of the problems with the 

obamacare website will be fixed by midnight tonight. That's the deadline given to a team of experts to fix 

health care dot gov. Their goal is to ensure the site can handle 50-thousand users at any time... And 800-

thousand users per day. One expert says the real test will be how fast people can get through the site. 

Officials insist this isn't a relaunch, but rather an upgrade, and that some bugs may remain. Nsince its 

october first debut, some users trying to sign up for health coverage have run into crashes, error messages 

and delays. The website is just one of several stumbles for the president's affordable care act, including 

individual policy cancellations. That's brought much-criticism from the right. Those stumbles are costing 

president obama. According to a cnn poll of polls, his approval rate is at 41-percent. I'm martha shade 

reporting 

 

12/2/13  4pm 

 Covering the world today, vice president joe biden is visiting asia on a diplomatic mission.  He begins the 

first part of his trip today in tokyo.  This week he will meet with leaders from japan, china and south korea.  

Two weeks ago beijing declared an "air defense identification zone. Biden is expected to help settle 

disputes on this topic. 

 

12/26/13  4pm 

New now,  President Obama has just signed the bipartisan budget bill.  Mr Obama signed the bill while on  

a vacation  in Hawaii.  The deal looks to restore about $63 billion over two years.  It also includes a 

projected $85 billion in other savings. 

 

12/27/13  7am 

 Now the latest from the statehouse, where workers are trying to repair 100-thousand dollars in water 

damage to the capitol building.  A sprinkler malfunction christmas eve caused the damage in the visitor's 

center, the damage shut down the statehouse elevators.  It will be a couple of days before those are running 

again. 



 

 

 

 

12/28/13  9pm 

About one-point 3 million americans  have received their last checks for extended unemployment benefits.  

The obama administration and democrats in congress want to continue  the benefits that were dropped from 

a budget deal earlier this month.   Majority leader harry reid said a  vote on the unemployment  should 

happen when  the senate returns in january.  Long-term unemployment in america is at its highest level 

since world war two  

 



 

 

The Weekend Crew 
 

10/5/13  10:30pm 

If you've driven west past rock road on thirteenth street any time in the last two decades, you've most likely 

taken notice of saint George orthodox Christian cathedral.  You may not have been inside, though. Shane 

and i were given a tour of the cathedral in lieu of the upcoming Lebanese dinner and food sale.  It's next 

Saturday and Sunday and members of the congregation have been cooking delicious food to then sell to the 

public.  All proceeds gained from the food sale go to programs for improving our community! If you go to 

purchase food you can also be given a tour of the beautiful cathedral.  From the external mosaics to the 

interior iconography, there is so much to see.  We have just a small portion here in this next video, but we 

can't do it justice in this segment alone.  Let's take a look!  We're here inside st. George orthodox Christian 

cathedral where we're talking with bishop basil about the beautiful cathedral here as well as a big dinner 

coming up.  When is the big dinner? Big dinner is Saturday and Sunday, October 12th and 13th.  It's our 

80th annual. Wow!  And what can people expect coming into the big dinner? Aside from church tours, 

which will be all day Saturday and all day Sunday at their pleasure as they come in, they'll experience 

traditional Middle Eastern hospitality.  You know we're six generations here in Wichita now.  But the 

founders of the cathedral, what is now St. George cathedral, came from the Middle East.  From what was 

Syria, and what is now Lebanon.  So we show them what is our heritage, or the heritage of the founders of 

the cathedral which is Middle Eastern hospitality, Middle Eastern food, Middle Eastern pastries. 

Wonderful!  Now can you tell us a little about the history of the cathedral, when it was built, and 

specifically about the icons that you'll see here now. Okay. And who was commissioned to create these 

icons and all of this artwork? So for anyone coming to the big dinner they can come in and get a tour of 

what you've just described to me?  Any time? Okay, wonderful.  Well thank you very much for sharing 

with us. Thank you! Now let's check in with Casey Siebels who has this week's top things to do. 

 

10/12/13  10:30pm 

If you love to run and to support education and our local schools, then you're in luck because tonight we 

have tammy Armstrong from Marion in studio, with some great information to share with us. For more 

information, check out the link to dam run for education under the video section at the weekend crew dot 

com. 

 

10/19/13  10:30pm 

The weather is starting to change... And that means the holidays aren't far behind.   If you're looking for a 

great way to give back ... We have a wonderful suggestion for you!  Katie and i recently visited with 

Lauren wear-han from the Ronald McDonald house about their "season of giving" campaign....  And what 

*you* can do to help. It is a beautiful day outside.  Shane and i are standing outside one of the Ronald 

McDonald houses right now. That's right.  And today we're gonna talk with Lauren Werhan, the 

communication and marketing coordinator here at the Ronald McDonald house about what they do and a 

cool event they have coming up. Absolutely.  The season of giving starts November 1st, goes through the 

end of December.  It's a great opportunity to learn more about Ronald McDonald house charities and also a 

way to give back. For sure.  Let's go talk to Lauren. That sounds great.  So Lauren what is the mission of 

Ronald McDonald house charities? About how many families do you see a year? Wow!  And where are the 

two houses located here in Wichita? What type of families do you help here at Ronald McDonald house? 

Okay, and how, i guess how long do families normally stay?  Do they stay seven days, do they stay a 

couple of months?  What's the average? And, Lauren, what can families expect when they walk into a 

Ronald McDonald house? Now you have a jingle event coming up which is kind of under a larger holiday 

campaign.  Can you tell us about that? 

 

11/9/13  10:30pm 

Over the years assistance league has provided help to those who need it in our community through a variety 

of different philanthropic programs. Tonight we have Susan Hussey from the assistance league, as well as 

Christina Blmul from exploration place to talk about a really fun event coming up- called gingerbread 

village.  If you'd like more information on gingerbread village, just check out the link on the weekend crew 

dot com. For those of you who enjoy the local parks all around Wichita, there is an organization you'll want 



 

 

to support.  The Wichita parks foundation is looking to revitalize our local parks and i met up with ... At 

Watson park to learn all about it.  Take a look! 

 

11/16/13  10:30pm 

For over seventy years, carpenter place has been helping children going through crises. Today we have Lisa 

Loyd in studio to talk about an event that will help give Christmas to the children living at carpenter place 

now. For more information on rhythm and blues for Christmas you can always visit. The weekend crew dot 

com. Now let's throw it over to Casey Siebels who has some great information on what you can do next 

weekend! 

 

11/23/13  10:30pm 

  If you enjoy Christmas music and supporting a wonderful charitable cause, listen up. Tonight we have 

Rodney Bartlett and earnest alexander in studio from youth horizons to give us the low-down on their 

upcoming Christmas concert.    For more information on the youth horizons Christmas concert, just check 

out the link to info on the weekend crew dot com.  Now Katie and i mentioned it last week and you may 

have seen it on our Facebook page that Mulvane high performed the Wizard of Oz earlier this week. When 

we visited Mulvane, i had some high flying fun and Katie and i learned all about this fun and unique 

production. Take a look. 
 

11/23/13  10:30pm 

  Especially with temperatures dropping and holiday season approaching, it's an important time to think 

about and offer support to the homeless in our communities. Tonight we have john ford from Wichita state 

to talk about an organization that offers support to the homeless community here in Wichita. For more 

information, just check out the weekend crew dot com.  Now let's check in with Casey Seibels who has 

next weekend's top events. 

 

11/30/13  10:30pm 

If you enjoy Christmas music and supporting a wonderful charitable cause, listen up. Tonight we have 

Rodney Bartlett and earnest alexander in studio from youth horizons to give us the low-down on their 

upcoming Christmas concert.  For more information on the youth horizons Christmas concert, just check 

out the link to info on the weekend crew dot com.   We're gonna take a short break but we've got so much 

more on this weekend's episode. Stay tuned, the weekend crew will be right back. 

 

11/30/13  10:30pm 

   Especially with temperatures dropping and holiday season approaching, it's an important time to think 

about and offer support to the homeless in our communities. Tonight we have john ford from wichita state 

to talk about an organization that offers support to the homeless community here in wichita.   For more 

information, just check out the weekend crew dot com.  You may remember from last week that mulvane 

high school was performing the wizard of oz this past week. Shane and i went out to mulvane high to see 

the set and of course see what made this production so fun and unique. We had a great time and coming up 

you'll see why. 

 

12/7/13  10:30pm 

So John, why did you feel that it was important that Midwest Kia get involved in Toys for Tots this year? 

And Sergeant Griffiths, John kind of already touched on this a little bit, but how is the Marine Corps 

involved with Toys for Tots? And John, why did you feel it was important too, that you partner with Bob 

FM and the Wolf? 

 

12/7/13  10:30pm 

Catholic charities of wichita works in our community to alleviate poverty and build strong families. 

Tonight we have joyce mahoney in studio, the director of one of their ongoing programs called harbor 

house. For more information on harbor house, just go to our website at weekend crew dot com. If you're 

planning a get-together for the holidays or trying to make plans for new years eve, look no further than 

homewood suites. Katie and i went out to the waterfront for our visit and can guarantee you won't be 

disappointed by what you see. 

 



 

 

12/7/13  10:30pm 

Heartspring is an agency here in Wichita that aims to help children with special needs to learn and grow, 

and to work toward more independent lives. Tessa Konen is in studio from Heartspring to talk about lights 

on the lake, their annual fundraiser that helps to fund many of the important and life-changing therapies 

offered at Heartspring. For more information on Heartspring or lights on the lake, check out a link to more 

on our website at weekend crew dot com. Now let's check in with Casey Seibels who has this next week's 

top things to do. 

 

12/14/13  10:30pm 

     Catholic charities of Wichita does a great deal of work in our community to alleviate poverty and build 

strong families. Tonight we have (guest) in studio to talk about one of their ongoing programs called st 

Anthony house.   For more information on Saint Anthony house, you can just visit the info section of our 

website at the weekend crew dot com.  If you're planning a get-together for the holidays or trying to make 

plans for New Year’s Eve, look no further than Homewood suites. Shane and i went out to the waterfront 

for our visit and can guarantee you won't be disappointed by what you see. 

 

12/14/13  10:30pm 

  Adopt a school is  a great program here in Wichita sponsored by Rusty Eck ford that helps to raise money 

for our local schools.   Rusty Eck ford puts on a golf tournament in the summer for adopt-a-school but their 

yearly winter fundraiser comes in the form of a fun car giveaway.  What you're seeing here is this year's car 

giveaway. This year's winner was Octavio Ramos and he won a two-thousand-fourteen silver f-one-fifty.  

And the premise of the giveaway is that children from our local schools will sell raffle tickets to parents 

and family friends. These tickets are sold for a donation and there's a minimum requested donation of ten 

dollars.  All of the proceeds from the raffle then go to the adopt a school program and the tickets are 

entered into the bucket for the car giveaway. 

 

12/14/13  10:30pm 

Major Caddy, what is your role with the Salvation Army this year? The project this year, every year I'm 

sure it's very large, but particularly this year here at Big Dog Motorcycles, you're essentially going to fill 

this whole warehouse with toys. And the toys that are back there, families probably have spent the last 

month or so purchasing those gifts, but you mentioned earlier that just in case a gift doesn't come in, or 

maybe a child's name was not picked off the tree, that child will for sure still get a gift on Christmas. The 

number of families coming through... you talked like it was a pretty large number... every fifteen minutes or 

so. Lastly, something that really stuck out to me is that obviously volunteers help to really put this together, 

but there's also a huge community collaborative effort going on.  There are lots of different companies 

around here that help donate or give their time as well. Anything you would like to encourage for our 

viewers coming up on Christmas?  Anything you'd like to tell them? Thank you very much, we appreciate it 

and we appreciate your time too. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

BRETT & SIERRA SHOW 

 
10/1/13  4:30pm 

  The pregnancy crisis center has been in Wichita for 29 years ... And it's time for a fundraising dinner at 

the beech activity center ... Susan Lear and Rebecca Larson are here to fill us in!    *how is the pcc different 

from other organizations in the community?    *what services do you provide to clients?   *after three 

decades in Wichita, how have your services changed over the years?   *who supports the crisis center 

financially?   *what is your upcoming fund-raising gala?   *how can people attend the event?    We'll be 

right back with one of sierra's favorite things ... She's about to land on "planet hair" ... Don't miss it! 

 

10/2/13  4:30pm 

The down syndrome society of Wichita is planning its annual "buddy walk" ... The event is celebrating its 

10th year ... Doctor Anita raw-go-vin and her son, tav-rick lawless, are here to tell us more about it.  What 

is the down syndrome society of Wichita ... And who does it help. Introduce Tavrick, who is 17 ... He 

hopes to start his own business someday. Buddy walk will be Saturday, October 12th ... At Cessna stadium. 

$10 registration fee can be paid in advance or on that day ... Website is d-s-s-Wichita-dot-org. Event also 

features carnival games and prizes, bounce houses, face painting ... Basket drawings, music, clowns and 

more. Last year's buddy walk included more than 4.000 walkers ... Raised more than $85,000.  Oh, dear...  

When we come back, we'll tell you about a fall tradition that "no one" looks forward to. Stay tuned to find 

out *your chances of becoming a victim! 

 

10/3/13  4:30pm 

Welcome back ... We're here today with Lynn Deckinger of ember-hope....  Which many of you previously 

knew as Youthville   Lynn is here to tell us about all the changes at the nonprofit organization.  *why the 

name change? ... New vision and new mission   *new name reflects how youth or families feel ... Like they 

are in the embers until a spark ignites ... Which symbolizes the change that they experience and inspires 

new hope.   *what else changed besides the name? ... Now have three program divisions that focus on 

different at-risk populations.   *one division is Youthville ... Programs such as foster care, residential and 

secure care that reach child-welfare populations.   *another division is f-c-s counseling ... Clinical services 

that reach all ages through outpatient, group and schools ... Ask about new blog.    *final division is new 

program called "strive" ... At-risk young adults under 21 who need help transitioning into adulthood.  Stick 

around because you're invited to a block party here in Wichita ... It's free ... And you'll get free admission to 

a Wichita museum as well!  This is the Brett and Sierra show. 

 

10/7/13  4:30pm 

Welcome back! There's an organization here in town that's been devoted to helping men... But was actually 

started by a woman.  Denny bender joins us today from the union rescue mission ... It's a 62-year-old 

organization that's changed thousands of lives over that time.     *woman named "Miss Ledoux" 

approached some merchants on east Douglas ... With a mission to aid the homeless?  *gospel service center 

opened September sixth, 1950, at 603 east Douglas ... There wasn't even standing room that first night?  

*organization has grown ... It's a Christian Ministry to help the poor and homeless?  *provides shelter and 

meals for men in current location at 2800 north hillside?  *serves a full breakfast, lunch and dinner every 

day of the year ... For homeless men staying at the shelter and those enrolled in the "new beginnings life-

change program"?  *served more than 100,000 meals last year ... Provided more than 50,000 nights of 

lodging for homeless men?  *ask about event November seventh ... Annual banquet is open to the public? 

When we come back we'll tell you about a concert here in Wichita tonight you won't want to miss!  One 

band member's history involves our city ... And he has a connection to a band from Liverpool too!  We'll 

give you the "high flying details" right after this. 

 

10/8/13  4:30pm 



 

 

  The arc of Sedgwick County turns "60" this year ... And the non-profit is ready to celebrate!   Executive 

director Kevin Fish is here to tell us how they plan to do that and how you can get involved!   Sedgwick 

County does, can you tell us what your mission is? *organization is committed to improving the quality of 

life for people living with intellectual and developmental disabilities ... And their families ... In Sedgwick 

County and surrounding communities.  *started with a handful of Wichita parents in 1953 who wanted 

more for their children ... And others in the future ... Than life in an institution with little educational or 

vocational training.  *now offers more than 600 programs for people of all ages ... Disabilities include 

intellectual impairment, down syndrome, autism, cerebral palsy, epilepsy.   *features programs for youth 

age 4 to 21 ... And for adults through their lifetimes.  *anniversary events October 14th and 15th ... Special 

guest at both will be Peter Berns, CEO of the arc of the united states.  *also does "the lights on saint Paul" 

for about a month each year ... Is largest fund-raiser.  If you're ready for a wildlife adventure ... And some 

fall fun ... We'll tell you where to find it! That's up next. 

 

10/9/13  4:30pm 

Welcome back to the show...  When disasters strike.... Emergency responders are usually the first on the 

scene.... And they offer support for all the people who need help.  But "people" aren't the only ones who 

need help after a disaster.   That's where Kelly Benton and her group come in....  She's a member of the 

Sedgwick county "animal response" team... Kelly, thank you for taking the time to talk to us....  So what do 

you do to help animals after a disaster?  *what is the Sedgwick county animal response team ... And who 

do they serve?  *SCART is dedicated to survival and welfare of animals during disaster ... Homelessness is 

a disaster on an individual scale.  *cooperates with inter-faith ministries to host quarterly pet wellness 

clinics ... For pets and their owners affected by homelessness. *will be this Saturday by appointment ... And 

take place again in March.  *in a first-of-its-kind training exercise ... Multiple groups will practice serving 

humans and animals during a disaster.  *Saturday, October 19th, in Augusta ... Butler county 4-h will 

provide variety of animals to work with in the exercise.   We'll be right back with the social media 

coordinator here at k-w-c-h and k-s-c-w.  It's time to talk technology! 

 

10/10/13  4:30pm 

Welcome back to the Brett and sierra show.  You can't beat an event that involves food.... Celebrity 

models..... And helps a local charity too!    We have that opportunity next week ... Dan Pennington from via 

Christi health and j-v Johnston from Johnston’s clothing store are here to tell us all about it.  *Johnston’s 

annual fall fashion event ... Benefits children's miracle network hospitals at Via Christi health.  *evening 

will feature wine and hors d'oeuvres ... From larkspur and Hereford house.  *event also includes a silent 

auction and live auction.  *will be at Johnston’s clothing store ... Tickets available there or at via Christi 

foundation offices.  *celebrity models include shocker men's basketball coach Gregg Marshall and his 

family ... Plus women's basketball coach Jody Adams and volleyball coach Chris Lamb.  *all proceeds go 

to children's miracle network hospitals ... Benefits Kansas kids.  From fine fashion to Halloween costumes 

... We'll tell you how getting "spooked" can help save Joyland!   We'll have the "scary" details right after 

this! 

 

10/10/13  4:30pm 

Welcome back.  "horror-wood haunt" is not only a great place to get your Halloween fix... It's also helping 

raise money to restore Joyland!  Kira Johnson joins us now... With all the *spooky* details!  So, Kira, what 

can people expect to see at horror-wood haunt.... And is it a good idea to take kids?  *moved from 

Hutchinson to Wichita.  *located at 2525 west Douglas ... On the southwest corner of Douglas and 

meridian. *available Thursday through Sunday during the next two weekends ... Then October 24th 

through November second. *big night is Halloween ... Open 7 p-m to 2 a-m.  *twenty-five percent of 

proceeds go to Joyland restoration project ... Why do you think it's important to save Joyland?  Once you've 

made your way through horror-wood haunt ... You'll want to check out the midtown historic home tour in 

Wichita!  We'll tell you what cool places you'll be able to see! 

 

10/10/13  4:30pm 

Campbell castle is a well-known sight along the river... And now you have a chance to tour it!  Rachel 

show-ber is here to tell us how to we can do "that" ... And visit some other interesting sites as well!  

*historic midtown citizens association will host the annual walking tour of homes ... This Saturday and 

Sunday.  *tour features the historic Campbell castle ... Also known as "castle inn riverside" *proceeds will 



 

 

go toward restoration of the "fresh air baby camp building" ... Also known as "girl scout little house"  

*proceeds will also go to the horse Barnes at Watson park.  *tour dates back to 1974 ... Draws one-

thousand to two-thousand visitors.  *costumed docents will provide guests a behind-the-scenes tour at four 

sites in Wichita.  Coming up after the break ... Two teams will face off for charity Saturday ... And it's 

blondes versus brunettes! 

  

10/15/13  4:30pm   

There's a museum here in town that honors some really important figures in our nation's history!  And now 

it's time to induct a "new group" of trail-blazers into the "Kansas African-American museum"  and as mark 

McCormick tells us... We'll get to meet some of them at the museum's annual fund-raising gala. So, mark, 

who's being added to the list this year?  *museum is located at 601 n. Water ... Planning their annual fund-

raiser, a black-tie gala. *Each year they honor three categories ... Sports trail-blazer, civil rights trail-blazer 

and posthumous trail-blazer. *sports inductee is Veryl Wwitzer ... Played football for k-state and green bay 

packers.   *civil rights trail-blazers are the n-double-a-c-p "Dockum sit-in youth group" ... Eight 

participants will be present at gala.  *they were part of the nation's first lunch-counter sit-in. *posthumous 

trail-blazer is reverend James Reeb ... Unitarian Universalist minister whose death hasted the passage of the 

1965 "civil rights act."  *event is at corporate caterers ... Call for tickets or visit t-k-a-a-a-museum ... Dot-

org ... And click on "gift shop."  From the civil rights movement, we're going further back in time to the 

nineteen-forties ... There's another fun event coming up at corporate caterers ... And we'll tell you all about 

it! 

 

10/15/13  4:30pm   

 The "world war two history center" in El Dorado plans "a night to remember," it's a flash-back to the 

forties.  The center's executive director, Randy Hammons, is here to tell us more about that.  *world war 

two history center is at 119 west central in el dorado ... What does it do.   *fund-raiser will be November 

ninth in Wichita ... It's a world-war-two-style dinner. *includes authentic 1940s menu, music and dancing 

... Plus a tribute to all veterans but specifically world war two.  *the quartet "chic" from the Wichita chorus 

of sweet Adelines will perform songs from the world war two era. *only 250 tickets will be sold ... All 

proceeds go to the nonprofit "world-war-two history center foundation."   if you're a film buff, this is a 

great week to visit Wichita ... Find out how you can o-d on some of the best movies out there... Right after 

this! 

 

10/16/13  4:30pm 

  Some "Wichita state" students are reaching out to the homeless community to give them a reason to smile.  

John ford is here to tell us more about his organization.  So john, what is your group doing to help the 

homeless?  *a reason to smile is dedicated to helping the homeless in and around Wichita ... By giving each 

person a set of clothes and a meal.   *Collecting monetary donations plus ... Shirts, pants, canned food and 

cook-free meals.  *will be downtown Saturday to give away "smile packs" to the homeless ... Accepting 

donations online at giving-a-reason-to-smile ... Dot-com.  *photos from the last event are posted on that 

website.  *people can also drop off donations between 8 a-m and 11:30 a-m Saturday at Wichita State ... On 

the west side of Eck stadium. Whether you're driving the kids to school or starting your morning commute 

... Katie Hatfield can help! ... We'll tell you how, next! 

 

10/18/13  4:30pm 

A Wichita state student group is supporting our troops for the holidays ... And you can help this weekend! 

... Kyle feed-ler is here to tell us how.   *group is called "i-c-t operation appreciation" ... Will send care 

packages to troops as a symbol of gratitude.  *a "parking lot party" is Sunday at Tyler square ... Located at 

600 south Tyler.  *there will be a chili bar, face painting, bounce house, d-j, drawings ... Only cost to enter 

is a donation.  *people can sign cards for the military at this event ... Accepting monetary donations for 

shipping costs.  *listed of needed items is online ... At "i-c-t operation appreciation ... Dot-weebly-dot-

com."  Tonight is a big "sports night" here in Wichita. We'll tell you how to keep up on all the action when 

we come back! 

 

10/21/13  4:30pm 

We have a really "sweet deal" for you today!  We're honored to have a well-known doctor here who's raised 

thousands of dollars for h-i-v and aids patients.  And dr. Sweet tells us how we can help as well!  Dr. Sweet 



 

 

before we get into the details of the fundraiser... I want to talk about aids... A lot of people seem to think it's 

not a problem anymore.... Are new aids cases still being diagnosed?    *benefit for Wichita-area h-i-v and 

aids patients ... Called "a sweet affair"   *features food and beverages ... Plus more than 100 auction items.  

*music by the "heart of American men's chorus" ... And Karla Burns. *proceeds go to "the sweet 

emergency fund" ... What is that?  *lasts from six to nine p-m Tuesday, October 29th ... At saint Jude 

catholic church and school. *for more information, call 293-3595. Up next, if you're a wine novice ... You 

could ask Sierra Scott for some tips ... Or try a charity event called the "Wichita wine opener"! We'll be 

right back with the details! 

 

 

10/21/13  4:30pm 

  If you know a lot about wine or if you just want to learn more.... We have a great opportunity for you. The 

fourth annual "Wichita wine opener" is set for this Thursday in Wichita ... And it benefits a worthy cause. 

Tara clary joins us now to fill us in!    *Wichita wine opener benefits the cystic fibrosis foundation ... What 

does that charity do.  *wine opener set for this Thursday ... It's a casual and fun evening for wine novices 

*and* wine enthusiasts.  *features wines from international and domestic wineries ... Plus cuisine at various 

tasting stations.   *includes lively auctions and entertainment.  *for more information, call 652-6524 ... Or 

look online at heart-of-America ... Dot-c-f-f ... Dot-org.  We'll be right back with a warning you need to 

hear ... Don't go away! 

 

10/22/13  4:30pm 

  Welcome back to the "all local" Brett and Sierra show!   If you're looking for a fun Christmas gift ... Or 

you just like artwork ... Have we got an idea for you.   You can start your Christmas shopping at "final 

Friday" this week ... Where a special project features youth from "victory in the valley".   Nolan Dealy is 

here to tell us all about these amazing artists.   Nolan... First of all tell us who victory in the valley serves. 

*local artists were paired with the youth ... Together they designed and created 12 pieces of art.  *their 

artwork will be featured in the 2014 victory kids calendar ... Proceeds from calendar sales will go directly 

to victory in the valley "kids and families support program."  *this calendar-launch and art event is part of 

final Friday ... Lasts from six to nine p-m Friday at t-and-j studios, 144 n. Emporia.  *kids who created 

artwork will be there ... And some of the artists involved.  *kids will be available to sign calendars ... And 

chat about their artwork. Just ahead, an eleven-year-old Kansas girl is one of four national finalists in a 

singing competition ... We'll chat with her ... And hear that voice for ourselves! 

 

10/25/13  4:30pm 

Welcome back to the all local Brett and Sierra show.  There's a special event coming up that has a message 

you need to hear.  We're joined today by Kenya cox, president of the Wichita branch of the n-double-a-c-p 

... And reverend Kevin graham.    *doctor Anthony Dixon will be the keynote speaker ... At the 94th annual 

freedom fund banquet.  *Six p-m Saturday at the Marriott ... Banquet includes dinner and awards 

celebration.  *Dixon wrote the book "up from incarceration" ... He was incarcerated for five and a half 

years in Florida.  *wrote the book to examine the incarceration phenomenon in America ... And offer young 

adults a message of hope.  *for tickets, call 516-4734 or e-mail m-z-e-m-g ... At s-b-c-global ... Dot-net.   

After hearing about the trouble "doctor-Dixon" experienced earlier in life.... We'll be back to talk about 

juvenile offenses in Friday with the firm! 

 

10/30/13  4:30pm 

  The weather is changing.... And that means the holidays are right around the corner.  Well inter-faith 

ministries is ready for another year of operation holiday ... An annual campaign that's served Kansas 

families since 19-61.  Today Anne Corris-ton.... The executive director of inter-faith ministries...  And 

David dear who's the "operation holiday" chairman...  Are here to tell us more about this program!  First of 

all.. For people out there who aren't familiar with the program...  What's the goal of operation holiday?  

*operation holiday, through inter-faith ministries, served 13,468 people last year.  *program distributes 

non-perishable food, fresh-food vouchers, winter wear and blankets ... To low-income families and 

individuals.  *children under age 14 receive gifts ... Through a partnership with the marines "toys for tots" 

program. *operation holiday launched "teen-to-teen" program last year ... Provides gifts to teens age 15 to 

17.  *food, new blankets and coats can be delivered ... To 6205 east Kellogg drive south ... From November 

7th to December 18
th

. *donate cash online at inter-faith-Wichita ... Dot-org ... Or call 264-9303. We'll be 



 

 

right back with the hottest Halloween costumes this year ... And we'll critique some photos of them... Grab 

your candy.... And stay tuned! 

 

11/6/13  4:30pm 

   Sadly there are more homeless and hungry here in Wichita than most people think ... And it's not just 

adults. The school district identified more than 2,250 homeless children attending Wichita schools in May.  

The lord's diner has been in the trenches trying to help the homeless and hungry ... And it's even grown to 

include two locations and a food truck!  Jan Haberly, director of the lord's diner, is here with the latest on 

an important local organization. *what does the lord's diner do ... And who does it serve.  *two locations ... 

520 north Broadway and 2825 south hillside.  *introduced a food truck this fall ... People can eat at 

evergreen recreation center or take meal home.  *has just launched online giving ... At the-lords-diner ... 

Dot org.  *drop off donations of food and supplies at central and Broadway location ... List is online.  Next 

up, we'll meet a group that helps "Salina’s" population in need.  Stay with us! 

 

11/6/13  4:30pm 

The holidays are on the horizon.... And the Salina rescue mission is gearing up for them!   It's helping those 

in need with everything from food to clothing. We appreciate the organizations executive director Steve 

Kmetz for driving in all the way from Salina to tell us all about it.  Steve, for those of us who aren't familiar 

with the rescue mission.... What do you do? *what does the rescue mission do ... And who does it serve?  

*the "doctor brad temple food drive" benefits the Salina rescue mission ... November 22nd and 23
rd

.  

*volunteers will hand out paper bags at all Salina Dillon’s stores ... Shopping list is printed on the bags.  

*purchase items there ... And then hand donations back as you leave.  *donate items for country Christmas 

store ... Especially need gifts for children and teens.  *drop off at rescue mission, 1716 summers road ... Or 

visit online at Salina-rescue-mission ... Dot com. Just ahead, we've got some "ground-breaking" news you 

don't want to miss! Stay tuned! 

 

 

11/6/13  4:30pm 

There's an organization here in Wichita that's been helping our youth for more than a century! The Wichita 

children's home is celebrating its 125th anniversary this year.  Program director "Mel Miller Garrett" 

stopped by to tell us about that ... And about this week's milestone! *what does the children's home do ... 

And who does it serve?*children's home is at 810 north holy-oke in Wichita ... Ground-breaking set for 

three-thirty p-m Thursday.  *New property at 7201 east 37th street north ... Between rock and woodlawn.  

*thirteen-point-six acres will house children's home ... And new "bridges" apartments for at-risk youth.  

*donations needed ... Call 684-6581 ... Or visit online at w-c-h ... Dot org. Brett and i are getting legal 

advice "a little early" this week ... Our friend terry bell from bell-and-Mitchell  join us to talk about 

children who may be living in unacceptable conditions! 

 

11/7/13  4:30pm 

  Kim Taylor and Bill Gibbs are here today ... With an eye-catching calendar. They're raising funds for the 

Kansas firefighter’s museum ... And coats for kids.  * Calendars are sold as a fund-raiser ... Bill appears in 

the 2014 calendar and Kim was featured the past two years.  * "hero breakfast" set for Thursday, November 

14th ... Benefits "Kansas firefighters museum" and "coats for kids."  * bring donations of new kids' coats 

and winter accessories ... Breakfast lasts from seven to ten a-m at twin peaks in Wichita.  * Special five-

dollar breakfast will be served by members of the 2014 "Kansas firefighters’ calendar."  * will auction a 

fire pedal car and other items.  * Information online at Kansas-firefighter-calendar dot com ... Or Kansas-

firefighters-museum dot com. Just ahead, another chance to watch sierra make a fool out of herself.... (Like 

we need more of those, right?)   Phil Davis from "handy-man matters" will stop by ... We'll see if he's got 

another crazy task in store for her. 

 

 

11/8/13  4:30pm 

  If you live in Cowley County, some bikers are headed you way this weekend! ... A motorcycle group 

called abate will take to the streets Saturday for the annual "Cowley County toy run."  About four hundred 

bikes will start in Winfield ... And rose cook-rose is here to tell us more ... She's the leader of the "united 

Methodist motorcyclist mission" and the "abate chaplain" in district eight.   * Annual toy run starts at Island 



 

 

Park in Winfield ... And ends in Arkansas city.  * riders bring a new, unwrapped toy to donate ... "Cowley 

toy run charities," a group of churches, will distribute toys to those who qualify in the county. * riders may 

buy arm bands before or after the toy run ... First 200 who buy will be eligible to win a kindle fire h-d. * 

Lunch will be served at the end point ... Cost is five dollars.  * Call numbers on your screen for information 

... Or to donate.  If you're in the Wichita area, stop by the memorial and wreath-laying ceremony Monday at 

"veteran’s memorial park" ... It starts at eleven a-m in Wichita and an open house will follow until one p-m.  

Don't go away! 

 

11/11/13  4:30pm 

  There's a group here in town dedicated to giving our veterans a once in a lifetime experience.  After 

working with world-war-two veterans.  Kansas honor flight is now branching out to include other groups of 

former service-men. Herb Duncan from Kansas honor flight took a break from his busy day to visit us ... 

And we're so glad he did!  Herb, my "it's all good" show crew went on an honor flight a few years back and 

it was amazing to see how much this trip meant to these veterans! Why do you think it's so important to 

them to see these monuments? *the mission is to transport veterans to Washington d-c to see the memorials 

built to honor their service ... And do it at "no cost" to the veteran.  *will resume flights in 2014 ... Sending 

Kansas Korean war veterans.  *herb coordinates Wichita activities for Kansas honor flight ... Including 

greeting the returning veterans at mid-continent airport. *Wichita chapter of "American guild of organists" 

will present a "musical extravaganza" called "a salute to veterans" ... Benefits Kansas honor flight.  *starts 

at seven tonight at first united Methodist church ... 330 n. Broadway in Wichita.  *for information about 

concert, call 990-7659 ... Or visit website for general information at Kansas-honor-flight ... Dot org.  We'll 

leave you with one more photo ... This is Fred Magnusson of Wichita ... He served in the navy from 1968 

to 1972.  We’ll be right back! 

 

11/11/13  4:30pm 

  Honoring veterans is a topic for another group of Kansans today.  They have a passion to recognize 

America’s "first" veterans.   Becky hunter and Phil Blake are here to tell us about plans for an american 

revolutionary war memorial in Wichita!  Where do you plan to locate it? *raising funds to build a new 

memorial at veterans memorial park in Wichita ... Dedicated to men and women who served in 

revolutionary war.  *will be educational ... Highlight people, battles and actions that may not be mentioned 

in history books.  *memorial would include black granite pillars and mural ... Artwork done by local artists.  

*people can donate one hundred dollars for a tile ... To remember a war patriot or event, or your ancestor 

who served.  *have raised about one-third of needed amount ... Still need about sixty thousand dollars.  

*they are a nonprofit organization ... More information online at a-m ... R-e-v ... W-m ... Dot com.   Let's 

honor one more veteran before we go to break ... This is ensign Harold Nicholas Paul ... He was a navy 

pilot in world war two.  Stay with us! 

 

11/14/13  4:30pm 

A Kansas organization that's nearly 70 years old works hard to provide Christmas gifts for children and 

families ... And this year the need has doubled. Laurie Gregory of Saint Francis community services is here 

to tell us why. *what is Saint Francis community services ... And who does it serve. *it provides Christmas 

gifts for children and families it serves ... That covers 75 of 105 Kansas counties.  *numbers increased due 

to July contract ... With Kansas department of children and families.  *What is "Christmas for kids."  

*donate by calling 1-800-898-4896 ... Or online at ... Donate dot s-t Francis ... Dot org ... Forward-slash c-

f-k.  Next up, a local retailer prepares for extended hours this holiday season ... And they'll hook you up 

with a gift that's sure to shine! 

 

11/19/13  4:30pm 

My very favorite part of thanksgiving when i was growing up was when we all went around the table and 

said what we were thankful for....  And today we're sharing a story of thanks that will really get you into the 

holiday spirit.      In this week's "reason for thanks" segment...  We're talking to Matt Amos .       He's a 

Kansas marine who served in Afghanistan.  So matt you lost both legs in Afghanistan yet you say you have 

a great reason to give thanks.  *matt was a marine ... Who lost both legs in Afghanistan in 2011.  *he heard 

about "homes for our troops" in 2012 ... And signed up.  *it's a national nonprofit organization that 

coordinates process of building a home ... At no cost to severely injured veterans and their families.  *took 

one a half years from when matt heard about them ... To the completion of his house this fall.  *he has a 



 

 

mount hope address ... But house is just east of Cheney lake. *Visit "homes for our troops" online at h-f-o-t 

... U-s-a ... Dot org.  *or call 866-7-troops.  Just ahead, we'll tell you how to make the holidays a little 

brighter for some ... You'll probably recognize our next guest!  Stay tuned. 

 

11/19/13  4:30pm 

   I'm so excited to have one of my best friends in the world on the show with us today!!!!... Bonnie Bing 

does more for Wichita charities than anyone i know.  And today she's here to tell us about a holiday fund-

raising effort called "share the season".  The organization has helped almost 3-thousand families in our area 

since 2000.  So bonnie, the great thing is 100-percent of our donations stay local.  *share the season is in its 

14th year ... Sponsored by the Salvation Army, Wichita eagle and Wichita community foundation.  

*provides one-time assistance for needs such as mortgage payments, food or medical bills ... And money 

goes director to the vendor.  *Salvation Army screens applicants and verifies needs ... Last year they raised 

more than $248,000.  *application deadline is December 13th ... To apply or donate, visit share-the-season 

... Dot org.  Up next, the holidays aren't "the most wonderful time of the year" for everyone. We'll share a 

statistic that may surprise you.  This is the Brett and Sierra show.    

 

11/22/13  4:30pm 

  When there's a need ...  There always seem to be those amazing individuals who step up to the plate to fill 

it!   When a local food bank ran low on food, James Lowe came up with a creative solution.  He's here to 

tell us about "concerts for the cause" ... Along with Sean story, whose band will perform at the event.   

*Reno county food bank announced it was low on food last month ... James started "concerts for the cause."  

*nonprofit organizations sell food, drinks and other goods at the concerts ... And retain the money.  

*concert starts at seven p-m Saturday ... At "the rusty needle" in Hutchinson.  *The "Hutchinson 

government employee’s credit union" is a sponsor ... Admission is two canned or nonperishable food items 

for the Reno county food bank.  Sean's band, "Victims of spotlight," is among those playing Saturday ... 

He's here to give us a preview right now!  Sean, take it away.  Thanks for joining us today ... And thanks to 

our guests, Angie Cune of her-ford house, James and Sean of "concerts for the cause" ... And terry from 

bell and Mitchell.  Be safe as you drive out there ... And watch for deer.  We'll see you right back here on 

Monday! 

 

11/25/13  4:30pm 

   If you want to send Christmas cards with a local flair, we've got a solution for you!   Cindy Unruh and 

Twila Starns from the "independent living resource center" are raising funds using Christmas cards ... That 

feature an important Wichita landmark.  *what is the "independent living resource center" ... And who does 

it serve?  *raise funds each year through sale of Christmas cards ... Artist Hugh Greer created this scene 

that shows "union station."  *proceeds benefit people at i-l-r-c ... Purchase cards there, at Johnson’s garden 

centers or at watermark books.  *call 316-942-6300 or 800-479-6861.  *or buy them online at i-l-r-c-k-s ... 

Dot org. Just ahead, our friend Andrea Castle shows us her secret ... For cooking soups, stews and chili! 

 

11/27/13  4:30pm 

Today we conclude our November series ... "reason for thanks."  each week we featured people who 

experienced a dramatic life changing event ... And today is no different. This is Officer Nate Schwiethale 

and Katrina Wright ... Nate is a member of the Wichita police department's homeless outreach team ...  He 

was named "officer of the year" for 2013 ... And it was a pretty good year for Katrina as well!  First of all 

Nate tell me how you met Katrina. * Homeless outreach team includes three full-time Wichita officers.  * 

They refer the homeless to resources or programs ... And respond to 911 calls regarding the homeless.  * 

Hot team tries to keep the homeless out of jail ... And diverts them to services or shelters.  * ask about the 

"finding a way home" program ... And "hot bus fund" to reunite the homeless with stable family members.  

* people can mail contributions to the address on their screen ... Make check out to "Wichita police 

department" and write "hot bus fund" on the memo line. * Number of homeless placed in permanent or 

transitional housing ... From February through October 2013 ... Is 95. * Number of times a hot-team officer 

interacted with a homeless person in that period ... Is 1,963. While the hard-working officers from Wichita 

battle "chronic homelessness" ... A local doctor fights "chronic health problems". We'll tell you more ... 

Right after this! 

 

11/29/13  4:30pm 



 

 

  A new organization of bikers called "iron riderz" is out to prove that motorcycle groups aren't always 

dangerous. They've organized a charity event to help local children this Christmas ... Trent wy-berg and 

Debbie Steele are here to tell us about it!  * What is "iron riderz" ... And what does the group do?  * 

"Christmas for the kids" set for Saturday, December 14th ... Starts at ten a-m at Alefs Harley Davidson.  * 

All bikes and vehicles are welcome ... Will ride to Wesley medical center. * Admission is a new, 

unwrapped toy or a cash donation of $20 per bike ... Benefits "Wesley children's center" and "Ronald 

McDonald house charities-Wichita."  * More information online at iron-riderz ... Dot webs ... Dot com.  

Next up, we'll get the details about state football championships this weekend ... And the sunflower 

showdown is Saturday!  Jenn Bates joins us ... In just a moment. 

 

 

 

12/2/13  4:30pm 

  You know the holidays are officially here when you see those red kettles and bell ringers standing outside 

your favorite stores.  And this year the Salvation Army has issued a new challenge to help those in need.  

Wichita city commander major glen caddy joins us now to tell you how to help them make an even bigger 

difference this year.   I know you have a lot of projects going on this year ... But let's talk about the 

challenge going on this weekend first. *the "mission of hope" is the Salvation Army’s largest annual fund-

raiser ... Includes red kettle, angel tree and star of hope.  *call 316-263-army ... Or visit website at mission-

of-hope ... Dot salvation-army ... Dot u-s.  *introducing a "virtual angel tree" online ... Visit the website 

listed on your screen: sal-army-Wichita ... Dot the-angel-giving-tree ... Dot org. *season pass allows people 

to make one-time donation ... If they prefer not to dig for change each time they see a red kettle. *season 

pass includes a pin that people can wear ... To show support for Salvation Army.  *sierra is among local 

celebrities who were challenged to raise $40,000 in three hours ... From six to nine p-m Saturday, 

December seventh. *sierra will be at Koch arena ... Or donate at online-red-kettle ... Dot org.  If you're 

looking for a low-cost way to make your holiday table shine ... We've got some great ideas for you!  You're 

watching the Brett and Sierra show! 

 

12/5/13  4:30pm 

After Sierra teased me about being "her" waiter. She's going to be a server next week!  And not that this is a 

selling point, but i am the worst waitress ever! It's harder than it looks. League ... And my good friend 

David Austin is here to tell us more about this fantastic event!  David I’m actually excited to be a part of 

this event. *what is the Kansas children's service league ... And who does it serve? *Red stocking breakfast 

... All proceeds benefit the organization's Wichita-area prevention and education programs.  *Lasts from 

six-thirty to nine-thirty a-m Thursday, December 12th ... At Carlos O’Kelly’s, 7703 east Douglas.  *local 

celebrities help serve ... Including sierra.  *buy tickets online at k-c-s-l ... Dot org. Then click on "news" 

and "upcoming events."  just ahead, it's a coffee-house with a cause!  Stay tuned. 

 

12/9/13  4:30pm 

It's time for some holiday harmonies ... But you'd better act fast!  The Wichita symphony's concert to 

benefit charity starts in about three hours.  Ar-lee Aldrich is a cellist in the orchestra ... And she's got the 

latest on this family-friendly event! *the "free family holiday concert" is the symphony's annual gift to the 

community.    *features Christmas carols and holiday hits ... And vocalist Emily Sternfeld-Dunn.    *starts 

at 7:30 tonight at century-two concert hall ... Get tickets online at Wichita-symphony ... Dot org.  *will be 

bins in the lobby to collect canned goods ... To donate to the Kansas food bank for families in need.  Just 

ahead, our friend Andrea Castle has some gift-giving ideas for us ... In this week's castle's corner! 

 

12/9/13  4:30pm 

The u-s marine corps distributes toys to seven million kids each year through the "toys for tots" program. 

John Whitmer of Midwest Kia ... And sergeant Kevin Griffiths are here to tell us how we can help Wichita-

area children.  *Midwest-Kia toy drive benefits "toys for tots."  *bring in a new, unwrapped toy this week 

to Midwest Kia at Kellogg and Tyler.  *Register to win thank-you gifts from Midwest Kia and Cabela's or 

tickets to shocker and wildcat basketball. *Grand prize: tickets to see George Strait in concert at Intrust 

Bank Arena.  Thanks for joining us today.  Be sure to catch Katie’s traffic reports in the morning ... Follow 

her on twitter at hash-tag k-w-c-h traffic.  And thanks to all our guests Ar-lee from the Wichita symphony. 

Andrea castle of castle's corner and Kristin from Botanica. 



 

 

      

12/10/13  4:30pm 

  When a valley center woman saw a horse in really bad shape during an auction back in 2005.,.... She 

decided to bid so he wouldn't be slaughtered ... She knew he wouldn't survive the trip.....and wasn't even 

sure he'd survive the night.  Under the care of "hope in the valley" equine rescue and sanctuary, that horse 

lived another four years ... And a non-profit organization was born.  Today Dixie ball, who serves on the 

board of directors, is here with information about this local rescue operation.  *nonprofit organization 

founded by Andy Armstrong ... To rescue and rehabilitate horses in Sedgwick County and surrounding 

communities.  *cares for horses that have been abused, neglected, abandoned or are slaughter-bound ... 

Some live there permanently but they try to adopt most of them out.  *appears at various festivals and 

events and host children's birthday parties.  *needs volunteers and donations ... And large, round bales of 

prairie hay or brome. *The "Kansas Star Casino" has Christmas trees decorated by various nonprofits ... 

People can vote for their favorites through december 17th and winner gets $5,000.  *contact "hope in the 

valley" at 316-519-4129 ... Or online at hope-in-the-valley-equine-rescue ... Dot org.  *also on Facebook.  

Next up, we're "in the kitchen" with a chef who offers five-course meals.... And live music! 

 

12/10/13  4:30pm 

  Last year, united way of the plains helped more than 90-thousand people here in south-central Kansas ... 

That breaks down to 256 people every single day.  Volunteer coordinator Becky Springer joins us today 

with some great ideas about how we can get involved!  Becky, who does united way of the plains serve?  

*United way can match your interests and talents ... With more than 300 nonrprofits in south-central 

Kansas.  *Volunteerism includes holiday volunteering ... And year-round volunteering.    *they have 

seasonal guidebooks ... And an online database.  *connect through the volunteer center ... Or the 2-1-1 

phone line, which is toll-free across Kansas.  *plan a group project to volunteer together ... Or check out the 

programs that connect youth with local volunteer opportunities.  *visit website at united-way-plains ... Dot 

org.  If you're ready to celebrate Christmas at a slower, more relaxed pace ... We'll tell you where to 

experience the holiday like they did 100 years ago.  We'll be right back! 

 

12/13/13  4:30pm 

At Christmas time, it's out with the old ... And in with the new!  Wichita habitat for humanity hopes we'll 

donate our old items ... And executive director ann fox is here with "re-store" assistant manager Peggy 

Kray-bill to tell us how! *consider donating the items that you've replaced ... To "Wichita habitat for 

humanity re-store."  *items are sold and proceeds benefit wichita habitat for humanity ... They don't supply 

free furniture to habitat owners.  *ask about what kinds of things the store wants ... And what it has 

available for sale.  *they'll pick up donations ... Store hours are nine a-m to six p-m Monday through 

Saturday.  *a California "re-store" will be featured on the "Oprah Winfrey network" ... At eight a-m 

Saturday.  *Wichita store is located at 601 North West Street or call 316-943-6996. It's "Friday with the 

firm" ... And we'll be right back with some free legal advice! 

 

12/17/13  4:30pm 

  For those mourning the loss of a loved one..... The holidays can be especially difficult ... And that's even 

more true when it's the "first Christmas" after their death.  Janet cook and Carmen Suter are here today 

from "good grief of Kansas" ... A nonprofit organization that offers support all year round.  My grandfather 

actually died on Christmas Eve.... And although that was more than 20 years ago, it still haunts me... What 

can we do to lessen the pain if this is our first Christmas without a loved one? *what is "good grief of 

Kansas" ... And who does it serve?  *outreach programs include widowed support, suicide loss support, 

public education ... Counseling referrals, community presentations, and seminars and workshops.  *do you 

find that the grief people feel is intensified during the holidays?  *what can we do for those who are 

experiencing their first holiday without a loved one? *they have a monthly newsletter ... For those who 

don't want to come to meetings.  *call them at 316-612-0700 ... Or visit website at good-grief-of-Kansas ... 

Dot org. Just ahead, we'll find out how to keep our family ... And our Christmas gifts ... Safe this holiday 

season!  Stay tuned. 

 

12/17/13  4:30pm 

Local police will go house-t0-house tomorrow, but they won't be searching for a suspect! Instead, they'll be 

delivering holiday joy!  Officers from the "Wichita police department" partnered with men from the "union 



 

 

rescue mission" ... To deliver Christmas food boxes to more than 100 families in need.  Denny bender is 

here from union rescue mission to tell us more! *each holiday season, union rescue mission packages all 

the groceries needed to prepare a Christmas dinner ... And distributes them free to struggling families.  

*some eligible families lack transportation ... To pick up their holiday box from the mission's location.  *in 

those cases, Wichita police and men from the mission's year-long "life change program" ... Deliver food to 

the families.  *they did the same thing at thanksgiving ... Police department and union rescue mission 

working together. *union rescue mission is located at 2800 north hillside ... Go online at u-r-m-Wichita ... 

Dot org. When we come back, we'll tell you where to find a fun family show ... With music from Frank 

Sinatra to the Muppets!  There's something for everyone ... So don't go away! 

 

12/20/13  4:30pm 

  This is a sobering statistic!   Wichita's largest food-box program serves 2-thousand 3-hundred households 

every month ... And here's the scary part... That need is expected to increase.  Deann smith is here from 

"United Methodist open door" ... Deann, why are you anticipating a rise in demand for food? *food-box 

program uses small donations to purchase items ... And works with the Kansas food bank.  *they also offer 

the only "adult day center" for the homeless in Wichita ... It serves adults and families.  *it's open from 

seven a-m to five p-m Monday through Friday ... And includes lunches, showers, laundry and case 

management.  *they can always use donations and volunteers.  *call 316-265-9371 ... Or visit online at u-

m-open-door ... Dot org.  Just ahead, we'll learn how to pair the proper wines with our holiday meals!  Stay 

tuned. 

 

12/23/13  4:30pm 

  A valley center family hopes to build some good Christmas memories after suffering a terrible loss last 

year ... Brian and Stephanie Sanderson left their house on Christmas day..... Along with their three children 

and came home to massive damage after a devastating fire. They grieved for their three pets, who died, and 

began looking for a new place to live. Tell me, what are your memories of last Christmas?  *ask how they 

found out about the fire ... And the extent of the losses.  *the community supported them ... Dropping off 

used clothing, toys and gift cards.  *they rented a house then ... Now they're back in the new house. *Brian 

has a rare liver disease called "vanishing bile duct syndrome" ... He needs a liver transplant.  *how has their 

perspective changed this Christmas ... It must bring back memories. Just ahead, we've got dessert ... 

Without the fat and calories!  Our friend Andrea Castle joins us ... Next! 

 

12/24/13  4:30pm 

If you're looking to start 20-14 in a unique way ... Look no further!  Vince Marshall and wally cy-bel are 

here today from the "Arkansas river coalition" ... And they're getting ready for the traditional polar-bear 

float.  *what is the "Arkansas river coalition" ... Nonprofit whose mission is to protect, restore and improve 

the Arkansas River watershed and the life it sustains. *organizes floats on the river and its tributaries ... 

Including a polar-bear float in January.  *Sixth annual "new year's day river paddling event" ... Starts at two 

p-m January first.  *launch site is at south edge of the parking lot ... Of the cow town visitors center.  

*landing site is the boat ramp near the northeast end ... Of the Lincoln street bridge.  *Leisurely two-mile 

float ... Past the keeper of the plains, little Arkansas dam, exploration place and veterans park.  *send 

donations to box 3056, Wichita, KS 67201 ... Or visit online at ark-river-coalition ... Dot org.  Just ahead, 

we'll learn how to tell if that "Christmas gift wrap" is recyclable ... And what to do with the packaging we 

usually just throw away!  We'll be right back. 

 

12/26/13  4:30pm 

The u-s state department estimates that more than 17,000 foreign nationals are trafficked into the United 

States each year ... But American children are in the greatest danger for this form of slavery. This statistic is 

unbelievable to me.  An estimated 200-thousand children, right here in the United States, are at risk of 

sexual exploitation every year.  Jennifer white is from "Wichita s-o-s" ... Which was created in 2011 to help 

fight human trafficking.  Jennifer, is human trafficking a problem here in the Midwest?  *what is "Wichita 

s-o-s" ... And who does it serve. *donation drives are continuing ... Through the end of December.  *big 

push in 2014 will be education for middle school and high school students ... Curriculum available to 

schools or church youth groups.  *More information online at i-c-t s-o-s ... Dot org ... Or on facebook.  

*mailing address is p-o box 8637, Wichita, KS 67208.  Just ahead ... Via Christi needs your donations ... 

And you might be surprised what they're asking for!  Don't go away. 



 

 

 

12/26/13  4:30pm 

  It's not unusual to get requests for contributions this time of year ... But you probably weren't expecting a 

request for this type of donation!  Nurse Megan Bayer is here from the "Via Christi milk bank depot".  

Megan, exactly what "is" the milk bank depot?  *Why a woman might donate to the mothers' milk bank.  

*Advantages of human milk for babies.  *What screening process is involved in becoming a donor.  *What 

happens to the milk once donated.  *How a woman can donate her milk to the "Via Christi milk bank 

depot" ... Call 316-689-5426.   When we come back, there are only three days left to see a Wichita 

tradition! You won't want to miss it! 

 

12/26/13  4:30pm 

  If you haven't done it already... It's not too late to see the "lights on saint Paul".  It's a dazzling display 

that's not only stunningly beautiful.... It raises funds for a nonprofit organization celebrating its 60th 

anniversary this year.  Marty Rothwell stopped by today from "the arc of Sedgwick County".  So, Marty, 

how long do we have ... To visit this great local tradition with more than one-million lights?   *community 

has been wonderful with its support ... Hope to finish with strong turnout.  *suggested five-dollar donation 

per car ... How is that money used?  *Opens at five-thirty each night ... Through December 29
th.

 *enter at 

Douglas and Saint Paul ... More information online at arc-hyphen-Sedgwick-county ... Dot org.  We had a 

white Christmas yesterday, and if you can't get enough of the snow ... We'll tell you where to find more!  

That's just ahead! 

 

 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  
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Fourth Quarter 2013 

 
Tours 

KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME        NUMBER TYPE______________ 
October 2013 

10/18   11:45   12  Girl Scouts 

 

November 2013 

11/4   6:30 p.m.  12  Cub Scouts 

11/5   11:30 a.m.  35  Sunrise Academy 

11/20   3:45 p.m.  20  St. Thomas Aquinas 

 

December 2013 

12/9   5:30 p.m.  14  Cub Scouts 

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 

various nonprofit organizations.   

 

 

PSA Title Length Number of Runs 

903 United Way :30  

904 Energy Efficiency :30  

905 Energy Efficiency :30  

906 Kids Oral Health :60  

907 Kids Oral Health :60  

908 Emer Preparedness :60  

909 Caregiver Asst :30  

910 Susan G Komen “Race for a Cure” :30 45 

911 College Access :60  

912 College Access :30  

913 KS Humane Soc Spay/ Neu :30 41 

914 Pet Adoption :30 25 

915 Pet Adoption :30 47 

916 Special Olympics :60 38 

917 Special Olympics :30 67 

918 AHA Real Women :30 47 

919 Dog Doogity/ Bag It UP :30 70 

920 NAB We are Broadcasters :60 25 

921 NAB We are Broadcasters :30 65 

922 Autism Awareness :60  

923 Autism Awareness :30  

931 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :60 38 

932 Best Friends Animal Society “I Believe” :30 72 

933 NAB with KWCH :30 121 

934 The ARC “Adrian” :60 46 

941 Children Advocacy “One with Courage” :30 53 

942 Autism Awareness :30 61 

943 Morris Animal Foundation :60 30 

944 Morris Animal Foundation :30 84 

945 Beverage Institute “Don’t Text & Drive” :30 85 

946 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :60 25 

947 US Dept of Veterans “Crisis Line” :30 89 

948 Adoption :30 50 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 71 

950 Ok2Talk Suicide Prevention :30 4 

951 Ok2Talk Suicide Prevention :60 4 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 51 

955 Friends of the Libraries :30  

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 69 

961 Education – Reading :60 16 

962 Wildfire Prevention :30 47 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 76 

975 None PSA   

977 The ARC “Hages” :60 32 

978 Pet Adoption :30 46 



 

 

979 Reading – You can Read :30  

980 Habitat for Humanity :30 16 

981 Arbor Day “Tree City” :60 40 

982 Elder Care – Long Term Care :30 10 

983 Elder Care – Reverse Mortgages  :60 3 

984 Project Road Block – Bad Daters :30 19 

985 Project Road Block – Monkeys  :30 10 

986 KSHSAA/NFHS "Lifelong Lessons" :30 50 

987 Big Brothers/Big Sisters “Start Something” :60 32 

988 US Forest Service “Redwoods” :30 31 

989 Fatherhood Involvement “Princess Party” :30 23 

991 Horn of Africa Relief “Anthem” :30 4 

992 Horn of Africa Relief “Uma” :30 3 

993 Wasting Water is Weird “Waterfall” :30 34 

994 Wasting Water is Weird “Dishwasher” :30 37 

995 Peace Corps “Conversations” :60 20 

996 Diabetes :30 16 

997 Oral Health “Brushy Brush” :30 27 
 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 

 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Goodwill Industries, Board of Directors 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

Rose Hill High School Tech Advisory committee - member 

Kansas Plains Advisory Board for the BBB 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Member AMS local chapter 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Senior High Youth Sunday School teacher 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Wichita Heights High School Booster Club concessions stand volunteer server/worker  

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Member Us Too Prostate Cancer Awareness Group 
 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

World at Work 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 

Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 



 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, Account Executive 

Boot Hill Museum - Board of Directors 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Chair  

Minneola United Methodist Church volunteer 

Kansas Ford County Clark County Farm Bureau Member 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Wildcat 100 Executive Committee 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Trustee and Chair, Marketing Committee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Vice Chairman 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee 

Kansas Hispanic Education and Development Foundation, Board of Directors 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Board Member 

American Red Cross, Board Member 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Ballet Wichita – Board of Directors (ex oficio) 

Higher Ground (Tiyospay, Inc.) – Board of Directors (ex oficio) 

SER – Board of Directors 

Tallgrass Film Festival – Programmer/Screener 

Fraternal Order of  Oddfellows – Lodge Member 

Miracles, Inc., Wichita – Volunteer/Santa Claus 

Wichita Jazz Festival – Member/Supporter 

Friends University Jazz Festival – Volunteer/Supporter 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 
Wichita Center for Arts, Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Run Wichita, Member 

GoRun Racing Team, Member 

Midwest Double Reed Society 

Friends Community Orchestra, Member 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 



 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women 

 

Stephanie Huff, Promotion Manager 

Friends of the Wichita Public Library, Board Member 

 

Shawn Hilferty, Director of Marketing and Digital Media 

Wichita State University Marketing Advisory Board 

 

Ross Janssen, Meteorologist 

National AMS Broadcast Board Chairman 

AMS/NWA Wichita Chapter Treasurer 

HOA President 

Volunteer at Kechi United Methodist Church 

 

Rodney Price, Meteorologist 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

Parish Unity Pillar - Saint Thomas Aquinas Church  

Volunteer - Saint Thomas Aquinas School; Meals on Wheels; Gift bearers 

 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

October 2013 

10/3 Taste of Newton Emcee 400+ Melissa Scheffler 

10/26 Miss Augusta/ Miss Butler 

County Scholarship Pageant 

Judge 200+ Kara Sewell 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

November 2013 

11-13 Mulvane HS  Career Day 75 Jenn Bates 

11/14 Wichita West HS Career Day 180 Jamie Hull 

11/12 McPherson Grade Schools Weather talks 100 Rodney Price 

11/9 Trojan Round Up Emcee 200 Lauren Seabrook 

11/21 Ann Taylor Grand Opening Host 100+ Kara Sewell 

11/22 Fashion for Passion Emcee 200+ Michael Schwanke 

11/30 Lights on the Lake Host 200+ Ross Janssen 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

December 2013 

12/7 Lights on the Lake Host 200+ Kara Sewell 

12/14 Lights on the Lake Host 200+ Katie Hatfield 

12/21 Lights on the Lake Host 200+ Mark Larson 

    
If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

 
 


